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CHAPTER ONE
THE PROBLEM AND CONTACT SITUATION
1. THE PROBLEM
1.1. The Problem Stated Concisely
Our main concern is double-barrel l ed in nature. Fi r s t l y ,
to study the behaviour patterns of Afrikaans-speakers, as a minority,
in a predominantly English cultural contact situation, where culture
cont act refers to the phenomenon of contact between two (or more)
groups of people rather than to the active interaction of individuals
resulting from such contact. l) Although the exercise is an attempt
to identify the characteristics of certain modal types of reaction
to contact the question IIWhy people opt for a given mode of adapta-
tion and response" will not be completely neglected. Secondl y , the
aim is to contribute to some extent, within the context of a given
subject matter area, to social network theory and practice. Here
the emphasis is on a long-range, more theoretical and methodological
concern, rather than on an immediate short term research goal which
inevitably leads away from basic research to practical or II problem-
sol vinq" research. It follows that the study must be evaluated, at
least in part, in terms of i t s contribution to theory2 ) and/or
methods .
A subsidiary ai mof the study is to demonst rate , not
discuss, the interaction between theory, method and subject matter.
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Here we are responding ' to the plea for an integrated approach.
(See: Zetterberg, H. (1963); Merton, R. (1967); and Eckhardt, K.
and Ermann, M. (1979)).
The choice of subject matter in this study should not
be interpreted as resulting from a concern with, nor an intention
to contribute to, the ethnography of Afrikaner culture. Already
there exists a vast literature on Afr.ikaners, Afrikaans culture,
the Afrikaner's world view and related topics. 3) On the history
of Afrikaners the work of Moodie (1975), van Jaarsveld (1959, 1961
and 1963) and de Klerk (1976) is particularly enlightening. The
rise of Afrikaner Nationalism is well documented by Moodie (who
has a very detailed and useful bibliography) and van Jaarsveld,
while an exposition of the Afrikaner's' world view can also be found
in the work of the two authors mentioned. Afrikaner culture has
been studied in great depth and detail. In this regard the con-
tributions of Grobbelaar (1974) and Pieterse (1965), the latter
focussing specifically on Afrikaner youth, are important. The
extensive literature on Afrikanerdom greatly influenced our decision
not to concern ourselves with either the ethnography of Afrikaner
culture or a specific detailed study of acculturation of Afrikaners
in Durban.
1.2. Background to Choice of Problem
Arriving in Durban towards the end of 1965 in order to
take up a teaching appointment at the University of Natal, the
researcher found himself in a situation almost entirely new to him.
As an Afrikaans-speaker he grew up in a predominantly Afrikaans
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community and also attended an Afrikaans medium university in the
Cape Province. Thus, before moving to Durban, he was always a
member of the dominant, numerically superior, majority in all
situations of 'cu1ture contact between white Eng1ish- and Afrikaans-
speaking South Africans. The new contact situation was radically
different. For the first time ever he found himself in a predom-
inantly English cultural environment. Simultaneously a change in
status occurred: from being a member of the numerically superior
majority to being a member of a numerically very inferior minority.
Adapting to such a situation proved to be fairly agonizing and
traumatic. The words of the poet C.P. Hoogenhout who writes:
'Engels! Engels! Alles Engels! 4)
Engels wat jy sien en heer; ... '
succinctly summarizes the researcher's initial reaction~ Fortunately
this period of uncertainty did not last very long. Four factors
made adaptation to the situation easier, less problematic and less
traumatic. First of all, the researcher is a product of a so-called
"mixed marriage", with one side of the family almost exclusively
English-speaking, and the other side almost exclusively Afrikaans-
speaking. Secondly, he attended a parallel medium high school where
the ratio of Afrikaans- to English-speaking pupils was roughly 2:1.
Thirdly, although he attended an Afrikaans medium university, most
of the text-books used during the early 'sixties, when he was a
student, were in English. Fourth and finally, while at university
close friendship ties were established with two fellow Eng1ish-
speaking students. It was believed, perhaps rather naively, that
the combined effect of the four factors outlined above meant that
the researcher was less likely to stereotype lithe Eng1ish"; and
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that this, in turn, meant a positive orientation which resulted in
a perception of the environment as less threatening than would
otherwise have been the case. The researcher's own experience in
the contact situation together with his attempt to explain what
was happening to him resulted in him becoming more sensitized to
the problems associated with adaptation. He started to ask questions
about how other peop1e coped wi th the problems they .exper ience in new
contact situations. Thus the emphasis shifted from a personal, in-
dividual concern with problems of adaptation, to a more general
concern with and interest in such problems. This shift in emphasis
led to the discovery that a IIpositive attitude towards the Eng1ish ll ,
which the researcher saw as resulting in a II more fortunate position ll
making adaptation easier, need not be a prerequisite for easy, quick,
non-problematic adaptation. Perhaps the opposite also app1ied~ Was
it not conceivable that a II negative attitude ll towards English-speakers
could also result in fewer problems of adaptation? A third possibility
was that neither a positive nor a negative attitude towards Eng1ish-
speakers or IIEng1ish culture" had anything to do with adaptation.
Increasingly the questions asked started to resemble what
Merton (1959: xiii-xix) would call originating questions . Questions
such as:
' How do people r eact in s i t uat ions of culture
contact? ' ;
' Do al l people react in the same way? ' ;
' I f not , how can we explain any variat ions?'; and
' I s ' i t possible to identify certain reaction
patterns?'
suggested themselves. However , although it became increasingly
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important to the researcher to find answers to these originating
questions, his other research commitments prevented him from embark-
ing on a detailed and systematic study of reactions to contact
situations. During 1966 and 1967 we were engaged in fieldwork col-
lecting data relating to the socio-economic position of a cross-section
of the white population living in Durban. Throughout this study,
however, the issues relating to culture contact and reactions to
culture contact never disappeared completely. In fact the socio-
economic study had a fortuitous by-product in that it brought the
researcher into contact with a wide spectrum of Afrikaans-speaking
respondents. This in turn resulted in two observations. First, the
researcher found evidence to support his conclusion that his experiences
in the contact situation were not personal nor unique. In other words,
other people also had to cope with problems of adaptation. This rein-
forced his belief in the importance of studying people's reactions to
culture contact . Secondly, t he researcher di scovered some respondents
regarded themselves as Afrikaners while others identified themselves
as South Africans . A third category of people were described by
others as anglicised Afrikaners . Thi s second observation suggested
a possib le answer to some of our originating questions. The possibility
that the labels Afrikaner~ South African and anglicised represent dis-
tinct reacti ons to the contac t situation had to be cons idered. These
reactions could also be described as modes of adaptation to the contact
situation.
A second study, conducted in 1969 and 1970 among flat-
dwe llers in Durban (see Ki n10ch, G.C. et al . : 1970) once again provi ded
the opportunity to establish contact with a number of Afrikaans-speakers.
Again the evidence sup po rted t he two earlier observations.
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By the middle of 1970 the researcher was free to embark
on a more detailed and systematic study of reactions to culture
contact. Entering the field as a "participant as observer" we
became aware of other labels used by Afrikaans-speakers to identify
or describe fellow Afrikaners. Thus in addition to "Afrikaner" the











At this stage all available evidence and observations pointed to
the existence of categories of people, where each category represents
a particular mode of adaptation to the contact situation. On the
one hand there are those Afrikaans-speakers who are very concerned
about maintaining their language, religious beliefs, identities,
etc., on the other, there are those who are completely anglicised.
Somewhere on the continuum between these two extremes there are
others in a transitional or marginal stage.
However, the exact nature of the relationship between
these modes of adaptation or patterns of reaction and the given
contact situation, i.e. Durban, was still unspecified. Logically
two kinds of relationships would be possible. First of all it is
possible that the actor may bring to the situation a given mode of
adaptation, i.e. pure Afrikaner or anglicised Afrikaner, in which
case adopting the mode of adaptation preceded his /her entry into the
contact situation. Alternatively, the actor may adopt a particular
mode of adaptation in response to the contact situation, in which
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case adopting the mode followed his entry into the contact situation.
In the former case the mode of adaptation is the independent variable
explaining certain kinds of behaviour where behaviour is the dependent
variable. In the latter case the thing to be explained or the depend-
ent variable is the mode of adaptation or reaction pattern while the
independent variable is the contact situation.
Within the framework of the above observations it was
decided to study pur e , marginal and anglicised Afrikaners where each
category represented one possible way of reacting to the contact
situation. The goal was not to determine the nature and the extent
of the process of anglicisation or acculturation as it occurs in
Durban, but rather to learn more about each of these categories of
people within the context of a given contact situation. 6) At this
early stage there were no definite hypotheses about the relationship
between those categories and other variables. It was hoped t hat t he
research itsel f would generate hypotheses that can subse quent l y be
verified.
From the outset it was intended that the study would go
beyond a mere description of "categories of people living in Durban".
Th is obviously implied that the problem was to be i nvest i gated within
the framework of some theoretical perspective.
Given the researcher's long-standing interest in social
stratification his first inclination was to look for some relationship
between either maintaining your identity as an Afrikaner or becoming
anglicised and the individual's class pos ition or socio-economic
position. However, if the researcher had hoped for a quick and neat
solution he was soon disillusioned: For every working-class Afrikaner
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that was anglicised we discovered a "pure Afrikaner" counterpart.
Similarly, for every midd1e- or upper-class Afrikaner who was
concerned about maintaining his or her identity there existed one
that was ang1icised~
Oosthuizen (1976: 23-24) in his study of acculturation
among whites living on the Witwatersrand also challenges the idea
that there is a necessary and sufficient relationship between a
person's socio-economic position anq the likelihood of him becoming
anglicised. It was realized that, even though class or socio-economic
position may be an important intervening variable, we · had to look
elsewhere for a more adequate explanation . This "100king e1sewhere"
entailed a closer look at the available literature on contact between
different peoples. As such it often meant studying what could be
described as· "traditiona1 anthropological material ".
Then came a major breakthrough. The researcher read
P. Mayer's Townsmen or Tr ibesmen (1963). In this book Mayer dis-
tinguishes between two categories of people which he identifies as
the School Xhosa and the Red Xhosa . These two categories represent
two very different reactions of the Xhosa-speaking people to a highly
complex, urban contact situation. The "Reds" or traditionalists are
incapsu1ated by their choice to ....
I •••• keep up an unbroken nexus with t he
r ural home , and t o abstain from unnec es -
sary contact with non-Reds or participa-
t i on in non-Red kinds of activity . I
(Mayer , 1963:90)
Consequently they remain committed to their rural homes and Red
values : "School" people, on the other hand, chose to associate with
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a wide range of people resulting in contact with new opportunities
and ideas in different fields of activity, for example sport and
beliefs. These reactions could be seen as different modes of
adaptation. Mayer (1963:283), obviously realizing this writes:
'The country-bred Xhosa who migrates to
East London must, as is obvious, learn
another mode of living in order to
accommodate himself to this very differ-
ent environment; we have seen that the
new mode mayor may not be an urbanized
one. '
In order to explain the different reactions Mayer turned to an
analysis of the social networks of egos who are members of the
two categories of people. Important differences emerged. Whereas
the social networks of "Red" people were very dense, homogeneous
and multiplex, those of ISchoo1" people were not so dense, hetero-
geneous and, more often than not, single-stranded or unip1ex. It
is therefore suggested that at least part of the answer to the
question of why people react differently in a given contact situation
is to be found in their social networks.
Mayer's study had an important influence on the present
investigation. The researcher was immediately struck by the remark-
able similarity in the reactions or behaviour patterns of the so-
called Red Xhosa and those of Afrikaans-speakers identified as "pure"
in our present study~ Consequently the possibility that some of
Mayer's answers might also turn out to be our answers suggested itself.
Perhaps even more important though, was the fact that Mayer1s study
intr9duced the researcher to the so-called network approach. This
approach provided the conceptual and theoretical framework for our
study of the reactions of Afrikaans-speaking people in a predominantly
English cultural contact situati~n.
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The "discovery" of, and new found interest in the social
network approach resulted in a shift of emphasis. This shift
occurred in so far as a new ·dimension was added to what had initially
been conceived of as a purely subject matter focus of the research
problem. Thus, in addition to a concern with subject matter, the
problem of how to do research focussed on social networks became
increasingly important as the study progressed. Looking back this
. was a "natural " development given the researcher's belief that theory,
method and substance are inseparable. Although Mayer's study played
an important role in that it introduced us to the social network
approach and its application to, broadly speaking, related areas
of subject matter, our concern. here is not with replication. We
deviate from Mayer, inter alia, in being unconcerned with ethno-
graphic details.
In order to make explicit the theoretical and methodo-
logical stance of the researcher, the next chapter contains a
detailed discussion of the origin and development of the network
approach, while Chapter Three deals with problems of method.
2. THE CONTACT SITUATION
The geographical context of the study is the metropolitan area
of Durban. It is obvious from the information contained in Table 1




THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF ENGLISH- AND AFRIKAANS-
SPEAKING wHIl ES IN THE METROpoLITAN AREA OF DURBAN,
BY BOROUGH AND oUIER SUBURBS RESPECTIVELY, 1970
AREA LANGUAGE N
ENGLISH AFRIKAANS
DURBAN BOROUGH* 75,86 18,40 191 669
OUTER SUBURBS** 77 ,82 16,75 62 012
TOTAL METROPOLITAN 76 ,34 18,00 253 681
DURBAN
NOTES: *Durban Borough includes : Bellair/Sea View,
Berea North, Berea South, Bluff, Cato Manor ,
Congella, Durban City, Durban North, Woodlands,
Other and Unspecified.
**Outer Suburbs include: Amanzimtoti, Queensburg,
Kingsborough, Umbogintwini, Pinetown, Kloof,
New Germany, Westville and Yellowwood Park .
SOURCE: Population Census 1970, Metropolitan Area of
Durban, Report No. 02 -05-17, Pretoria:
Government Printer, 1977, pp.19-21
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This predominance of English as home language applies to both
the Borough and the outer suburbs.
In Table 2 we focus on the percentage distribution of Afrikaans-
and English-speakers living in the inner suburbs in the Borough of
Durban, by each suburb. We note that Afrikaans-speakers are fairly
well represented in the following inner suburbs: Bellair/Sea View
(39,50%); Bluff (33,86%); Congella (32,95%); and Woodlands
(21,31 %). Given the overall percentage of Afrikaans-speakers
(18,40%) living in the Borough it could be argued that they are
over represented in these areas. Conversely, Afrikaans-speakers
are under-represented in: Berea North (10,99%); Berea South
(12,75%); Cato Manor (12,28%); and Durban North (5,28%) . It is
only in Durban City where the percentage of Afrikaans-speakers
(18,32%) is almost identical to the percentage living in the Borough
of Durban (18,40%). The actual degree of over- or under-representa-
tion is clearly reflected in the ratios recorded in Table 2. Bellair/
Sea View had, for example, the highest ratio of over-representation
of Afrikaans-speakers - ratio of 2,15 or relatively more than twice
as many in the area as in Durban Borough as a whole. Next is Bluff,
with a ratio of 1,84 followed by Conge11a with a ratio of 1,80 and
so on. Durban North. with a ratio of only 0,29 has relatively speak-
ing only about 30%of the number of Afrikaans-speakers it should
have on the basis of percentages in Durban Borough as a whole.
Examining the percentage distribution of Afrikaans- and Eng1ish-
speakers living in the outer suburbs for each suburb separately we
note that Afrikaans-speakers are over-represented in the following
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TABLE 2
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF AFRIKAANS- AND ENGLISH-
SPEAkERS LIVING IN THE INNER SUBURBS IN THE
BOROUGH OF DURBAN, BY EAcH SUBURB, 1970
DURBAN BOROUGH: N AFRIKAANS- %OF RATIO ENGLISH- %OF RATIO
INNER SUBURBS SPEAKING N SPEAKING N
BELLAIR/SEA VIEW 12 340 4 874 39,50 2,15 6 856 55,56 0,73
BEREA NORTH 41 691 4 583 10,99 0,60 34 917 83 ,75 1,1O
BEREA SOUTH 39 712 5 063 12,75 0,69 32 225 81,15 1,07
BLUFF 21 907 7 418 33,86 1,84 13 590 62,03 0,82
CATO MANOR 2 809 345 12,28 0,67 2 291 81,56 1,08
CONGELLA 601 198 32,95 1,80 352 58,57 0,77
DURBAN CITY 43 078 7 892 18,32 1,00 31 654 73 ,48 0,97
DURBAN NORTH 13 321 703 5,28 0,29 12 222 91,75 1,21
;
WOODLANDS 12 431 2 649 21 ,31 1,17 9 333 75,08 0,99
OTHER AND 3 779 1 551 41 ,04 - 1 965 52,00 -
UNSPECIFIED
TOTAL 191 669 35 276 18,40 1,00 145 405 75,86 1,00
BOROUGH
I NOTES : Ratio = %of N in Inner Suburb%of N in Borough
SOURCE: Population Census 19?0, Metropolitan Area of Durban, Report
No. 02-05-17, Pretorla: Government Printer, 1977, pp.17-19
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suburbs: Amanzimtoti (20,85%); Queensburgh (30,06%); Kingsborough
(24,43%); Umbogintwini (27,33%); and Yellowwood Park (17,78%).
Conversely, they are under-represented in: Pinetown (13,53%);
Kloof (3,83%); New Germany (12,89%); and Westvi11e (6,05%).
English-speakers are over-represented in Pinetown (79,16%); Kloof
(92,01 %); and Westville (88,96%). This information appears in
Table 3. Once again the ratios recorded in Table 3 reflect the
actual degree of over- or under-representation. Of all the outer
suburbs Queensburgh has the highest ratio (1,79) of over-representa-
tion of Afrikaans-speakers. Next is Umbogintwini (ratio 1,63),
followed by Kingsborough with a ratio of 1,46. Kloof with a ratio,
of only 0,23 has relatively speaking only 23%of the number of
Afrikaans-speakers it should have on the basis of percentages in
the outer suburbs as a whole.
The information contained in Tables 2 and 3 is shown diagram-
matically in the map on page 16.
Considering the percentage distribution of the total number
of Afrikaans- and English-speakers respectively in the Borough of
Durban (see Table 4) we note that the great majority (84,55%) of
Afrikaans-speakers live in one of the following inner suburbs:
Durban City (22,37%); Bluff (21,03%); Berea South (14,35%);
Bellair/Sea View (13,82%); and Berea North (12,99%). Of this
84,55%more than half or 51,33%live in only two inner suburbs
namely Durban City and Bluff. Of the English-speakers more than
two-thirds or 67,94%live in only three inner suburbs, namely:




PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF AFRIKAANS- AND ENGLISH-
SPEAKERS LIVING IN THE OUTER SUBURBS, 1970,
FOR EACH SUBURB SEPARATELy
OUTER SUBURBS N AFRIKAANS- %OF RATIO ENGLISH- %OF RATIO
SPEAKING N SPEAKING N
AMANZIMTOTI 9 095 1 896 20 ,85 1, 24 6 807 74 ,84 0,96
QUEENSBURGH 10 267 3 291 30 ,06 1,79 6 577 64 ,07 0,82
KINGSBOROUGH 5 199 1 270 24 ,43 1,46 3 751 72 ,15 0,93
UMBOGINTWINI 633 173 27,33 1,63 427 67 ,46 0,87
PINETOWN 16 668 2 256 13,53 0,81 13 194 79 ,16 1,02
KLOOF 4 781 183 3,83 0,23 4 399 92,01 1 t 18
NEW GERMANY 1 427 184 12,89 0,77 976 68 ,40 0,88
WESTVILLE 11 481 695 6,05 0,36 10 214 88,96 1,14
YELLOWWOOD PARK 2 463 438 17,78 1,06 1 910 77 ,55 1,00
TOTAL OUTER 62 014 10 386 16,75 1,00 48 255 77 ,82 1,00
SUBURBS
NOTES : Ratio = %of N in Specified Outer Suburb%of N ln Total of All Outer Suburbs
SOURCE: Population Census 1970, Metropolitan Area of Durban, Report
No. 02-05-17, Pretoria: Government Printer, 1977 , pp.20-21
1970 WHITE POPULATION
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TABLE 4
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF AFRIKAANS-
AND ENGLISH SPEAKERS RESPECTIVELY, IN THE
BOROUGH OF DURBAN , 1970
BOROUGH OF DURBAN: AFRIKAANS- %OF ENGLISH- %OF
INNER SUBURBS SPEAKING N SPEAKING N
BELLAIR/SEA VIEW 4 874 13,82 6 856 4,72
BEREA NORTH 4 583 12 ,99 34 917 24 ,01
BEREA SOUTH 5 063 14 ,35 32 225 22 ,16
BLUFF 7 418 21,03 13 590 9,35
CATO MANOR 345 0,98 2 291 1,58
CONGELLA 198 0,56 352 0,24
DURBAN CITY 7 892 22 ,37 31 654 21,77
DURBAN NORTH 703 1,99 12 222 8,41
I
WOODLANDS 2 649 7,51 9 333 6,42
,
I
OTHER AND 1 551 4,40 1 965 1,35 I
UNSPECIFIED
TOTAL BOROUGH 35 276 100,00 145 405 100 ,01
N
SOURCE: Population Census 1970, Metropolitan Area of Durban ,
Report No. 02-05-17, Pretoria: Government Printer
1977, pp.17-19 '
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In Table 5 we examine the percentage distribution of the
total number of Afrikaans- and English-speakers respectively in
the outer suburbs. From the information available it is obvious
that a large majority of Afrikaans-speakers (83,9%) live in only
four of the outer suburbs, viz.: Amanzimtoti (18,26%); Queens-
burgh (31,69%); Kingsborough (12,23%); and Pinetown (21,72%).
More than three-quarters or 76,25%of all English-speakers living
in the outer ' suburbs, also live in only four suburbs, namely:
Amanzimtoti (14,11 %); Queensburgh (13,63%); Pinetown (27,34%);
and Westvi11e (21,17%).
The information contained in Tables 2 to 5 becomes much more
significant if we compare it with the socio-economic status of the
inner and outer suburbs. As our indicator of the status of a
given suburb we took the number of people resident in that suburb
who earned R10 000 or more in 1970. Calculating a suburb s tatus
scope now simply becomes a matter of calculating the percentage of
people earning R10 000 or more in 1970 for each suburb separately.
The resulting percentage became our s tatus scope . This information
is contained in Tables 6 and 7.
In order to facilitate a comparison of data contained in
Tables 2 to 5 with that of Tables 6 and 7 we classify the status
scores into four categories, viz.:
o - 0,5 low status suburb
0,51 - 1,0 mi ddl e status suburb
'1,10 - 2,0 high status suburb
2+ very high status suburb
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TABLE 5
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF AFRIKAANS-
. AND ENGLISH-SPEAKERS RESPECTIVElV,IN THE
OUTER SUBURBS, 1970
OUTER SUBURB AFRIKAANS- %OF ENGLISH- %OF
SPEAKING N SPEAKING N
AMANZIMTOTI 1 896 18,26 6 807 14,11
QUEENSBURGH 3 291 31,69 6 577 13 ,63
KINGSBOROUGH 1 270 12,23 3 751 7,77
UMBOGINTWINI 173 1,67 427 0,88
PINETOWN 2 256 21,72 13 194 27 ,34
KLOOF 183 1,76 4 399 9,12
NEW GERMANY 184 1,77 976 2,02
WESTVILLE 695 6,67 10 214 21,17
YELLOWWOOD PARK 438 4,22 1 910 3,96
TOTAL OUTER
SUBURBS 10 386 99,99 48 255 100,00
N
SOURCE : Population Census 1970, Metropolitan Area of Durban,




INNER SUBURB STATUS SCORES
INNER SUBURB TOTAL TOTAL EARNING STATUS
POPULATION R10 000 OR SCORE
N r~ORE IN 1970
BELLAIR/SEA VIEW 12 340 16 0,13
BEREA NORTH 41 691 693 1,66
BEREA SOUTH 39 712 453 1,14
BLUFF 21 907 68 0,31
CATO MANOR 2 809 21 0,75
CONGELLA 601 2 0,33
DURBAN CITY 43 078 302 0,70
DURBAN NORTH 13 321 373 2,80
WOODLANDS 12 431 17 0,14
SOURCE: Population Census 1970, Metropolitan Area of
Durban, Report No. 02-05-17, Pretoria: Government
Printer, 1977 , pp.32-34
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TABLE 7
OUTER SUBURB STATUS SCORES
OUTER SUBURB TOTAL TOTAL EARNING STATUS
POPULATION Rl0 000 OR SCORE
N MORE IN 1970
AMANZIMTOTI 9 095 56 0,62
QUEENSBURG 10 265 16 0,16
KINGS BOROUGH 5 199 15 0,29
UMBOGINTWINI 633 3 0,47
PINETOWN 16 668 162 0,97
KLOOF 4 781 204 4,27
NEW GERMANY 1 427 4 0,28
WESTVILLE 11 481 341 2,97
YELLOWWOOD PARK 2 463 7 0,28
SOURCE: Population Census 1970, Metropolitan Area of
Durban, Report No. 02-05-17, Pretoria:
Government Printer, 1977 , pp .35-36
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Comparing the information summarized in Table 2 with the
information contained in Table 6 we note that Afrikaans-speakers
are over-represented in the low status inner suburbs, viz.: Bellair/
Sea View, Bluff, Congella and Woodlands. Conv~rsely, they are under-
represented in: one middle status suburb (Cato Manor); two high
status suburbs (Berea North and Berea South); and the only very
high status suburb (Durban North). The position of English-speakers
tends to be very different . They are over-represented in only one
low status suburb (Woodlands), while they are under-represented in
three low status suburbs (Bellair/Sea View, Bluff and Congella) and
one middle status suburb (Durban City). Thus English-speakers tend
to be over-represented in the middle (Cato Manor), high (Berea North
and Berea South) and very high status (Durban North) suburbs.
The same trend applies to the outer suburbs (see Tables 3 and
7). Afrikaans-speakers are over-represented in the low status outer
suburbs of Amanzimtoti, Queensburgh, Kingsborough, Umbogintwini
and Yellowwood Park while they are under-represented in only one
low status outer suburb, namely, New Germany. In addition to this
one low status outer suburb, they are also under-represented in
the one middle status (Pinetown) and two very high status (Kloof
and Westville) outer suburbs. Once again the opposite applies to
Engl ish-speakers living in the outer suburbs. They are over-repre-
sented in one middle status suburb (Pinetown) as well as in the two
very high status suburbs Kloof and Westville. In Amanzi mtoti,
Queensburgh, Kingsborough, Umbogi nt wi ni , New Germany and Yellowwood
Park, all low status outer suburbs, they are, unlike their Afrikaans-
speaking counterparts, under-represented.
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Comparing the information recorded in Table 4 with the
information in Table 6 we note that 42,91 %of all Afrikaans-
speakers live in low status inner suburbs. The corresponding
percentage for English-speakers is only 20,73%. Thus it could be
argued that Afrikaans-speakers are much more likely to settle in
low status inner suburbs. An equal percentage of Afrikaans-
(22,35%) and English-speakers (22,35%) live in the two middle
status inner suburbs, while 46,17%of English-speakers and only
27,34%of all Afrikaans-speakers live in the two high status inner
suburbs. The difference between the two language groups becomes
even more pronounced if we compare their positions in the one very
high status inner suburb. While 8,41%of all English-speakers
live in Durban North the corresponding percentage for Afrikaans-
speakers is only 1,99%. Whereas the great majority (65,26%) of
all Afrikaans-speakers live in low and middle status inner suburbs,
the majority of English-speakers (54,58%) live in high and very
high status inner suburbs.
Once again the same trend is observable in the outer suburbs.
Comparing Tables 5 and 7 we observe once again that the majority
of Afrikaans-speakers (51,55%) live in low status outer suburbs.
The percentage of all English-speakers living in these low status
outer suburbs is only 28,26%. The position of the two language
groups in the middle status outer suburbs is almost identical with
39,53%of all Afrikaans-speakers and 41,45%of all English-speakers
living in either Amanzimtoti or Pinetown. Once again the difference
between the two language groups becomes very pronounced if we compare
their positions in the very high status outer suburbs. Whereas
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30,29%of English-speakers live in either Kloof or Westville the
corresponding percentage for Afrikaans-speakers is a mere 8,45%.
We must therefore conclude that, relative to English-speakers,
Afrikaans-speakers are much more likely to settle in low status
outer suburbs.
Further evidence of the relatively weak socio-economic position
of Afrikaans-speakers living in the metropolitan area of Durban are
to be found in the occupational distribution of Afrikaans-speaking
males. In Table 8, we examine the occupational distribution of
economically active English- and Afrikaans-speaking whites living
in the metropolitan area of Durban by sex.
Analysing the data contained in Table 8 we notice that
relative to Afrikaans-speaking males, a much larger percentage of
English-speaking males are employed in the following categories:
professional, administrative and sales. Conversely, relative to
their English-speaking counterparts, a larger percentage of
Afrikaans-speaking males are employed as clerical, service, farming,
forestry, production and transport workers. Thus we see that
English-speaking males are more likely to be employed in higher
status occupations. It is also interesting to note that there is
almost no difference between English- and Afrikaans-speaking females
as far as occupational distribution is concerned. Relative to their
male counterparts, Afrikaans-speaking females are therefore in a
much more favourable position. Perhaps the reason for this is that
low status Afrikaans-speaking women never enter the job market.
The very small percentage of Afrikaans-speaking females who are
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TABLE 8
OCCU PATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF ECONOMICALLY ACTIVE ENGLISH-
AND AFR IKAANS-SPEAKING WHI TES LIVING IN THE METROpoL ITAN
AREA OF DURBAN, BY SEX, 1970, REPORTED IN PERCENT
OCCUPATIONAL MALE FEMALE TOTAL
CATEGORY
AFR. ENG. AFR. ENG . AFR . ENG .
PROFESS IONAL 10,89 18,03 17,26 17,44 12,76 17,82
ADMINISTRATIVE 4,31 10,70 0,61 1,41 3,22 7,41
CLERICAL 24 ,40 17,02 58,02 57,07 34,27 31 ,19
SALES 4,71 13,08 12,16 13,32 6,90 13,17
SERVICE 10,31 4,61 5,06 5,23 8,77 4,83
FARMING AND 0,68 0,48 0,18 0,12 0,53 0,35
FORESTRY
PRODUCTION AND 42 ,28 33,76 2,84 2,66 30 ,73 22 ,76
TRANSPORT
NOT CLASSIFIABLE 2,42 2,33 3,78 2,76 2,82 2,48
TOTAL 100,00 100,01 99,91 100,01 100 ,00 100 ,01
N = 13 739 56 326 5 714 30 840 19 453 87 166
SOURCE: Population Census 1970 , Metropolitan Area of Durban,
Report No. 02-05-17, Pretoria: Government Printer, 1977,
pp.66-67 and 69-70
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economically active plus their more favourable position relative
to Afrikaans-speaking males, suggests that only the better qualified
females .seek employment. The lower status of economically active
Afrikaans-speaking males relative to economically active Eng1ish-
speaking males and all economically active females, irrespective
of language, becomes even more apparent if we consider the informa-
tion contained in Table 9. Having classified the various occupations
into upper, middle and lower status categories we consider, in
Table 9, the percentage of economically active Afrikaans- and
English-speaking males and females respectively in each of these
three categories.
Whereas the majority of Afrikaans-speaking males (54,6%) are
classified in the lower occupational category the majority of Eng1ish-
speaking males (41,77%), females (73,83%), and Afrikaans-speaking
females (73,57%) are classified in the middle occupational category.
The fact that only 11,16%of Afrikaans-speaking males are classified
in the upper occupational category, as opposed to 18,45%of Eng1ish-
speaking males, 17,94%of English-speaking females and 17,93%of
Afrikaans-speaking females further illustrates their lower occupational
status position. Further support for the argument that Afrikaans-
speakers in Durban tend to be economically more disadvantaged on
avepage than the English-speakers is to be found i n the work of Kuper ,
Watts and Davies (1951:88-89). Calculating mean and pep capi ta
incomes for English- and Afrikaans-speakers they found that Englis h-
speakers had a mean income of x = £571,76 against £410,78 for Afrikaans-
speakers. Against this the per capita incomes (x = £298,93 versus




OCCUPATIONAL STATUS BY HOME LANGUAGE BY SEX OF THE
ECONOMICALLY ACTIVE WHITE POPULATION OF METRO-
pOLITAN DURBAN, 1970 , REPORTED IN PERCENT
OCCUPATIONAL MALE FEMALE TOTAL
STATUS
AFR . ENG. AFR . ENh. AFR. ENG .
UPPER
OCCUPATIONAL 11 ,16 18 ,45 17,93 17,94 13 ,13 18,27
CATEGORY*
MIDDLE
OCCUPATIONAL 34,24 41,77 73,57 73,83 45,68 53 ,08
CATEGORY**
LOWER
OCCUPATIONAL 54 ,60 39,77 8,49 8,23 41 ,19 28,64
CATEGORY***
NOTES: * = Professional Workers
** = Administrative, Clerical and Sales Workers
*** = Service, Farm, Forestry, Production and
Transport Workers
SOURCE: Population Census 1970, Met ropol i t an Area of Durban,
Report No . 02-05-17 , Pretoria : Government Printer,
1977, pp .66-67 and 69-70
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From the above discussion it is obvious that the Afrikaans-
speaker in Durban finds himself in a contact situation where he
occupies not only a numerically inferior position but also a
position of status inferiority. It is to this situation that the
new arrival must adapt himself, either by bringing to the situation




1. See also: Herskowitz (1958:1-32).
2. In the present study "theory" refers to: (a) a svstem of i~ter­
dependent and interrelated concepts"; and (b) a system of lnter-
related and interdependent propositions. See also: Zetterberg, H.
(1963) and Chapter Two of tne present report.
3. The work of Moodie (1975) includes a detailed and excellent biblio-
graphy of works on Afrikanerdom and related topics.
4. Translated this would read:
'English! English! Everything English!
English is all that we see and hear; ... '
5. See: Hoogenhout, C.P.: "Vooruitgang" in: Opperman, D.J.: Groat:
Verseboek, Nasiona1e Boekhande1 Bpk., Johannesburg, 1960.
6. The category 11good 11 Afrikaner obviously implies the existence of a
"not so good" or even "bad" Afrikaner. The conclusion that the
"not so good" or "bad" Afrikaners are those who are anglicised is
almost inevitable~
A study of the nature and the extent of the process of acculturation
in Durban, although outside the scope of this investigation, would
in itself be a fascinating topic for research.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE ORIGIN AND NATURE OF THE NETWORK APPROACH
1. INTRODUCTION
Our search for an adequate theoretical framework resulted in
the social network approach being selected as the pr-imary vehicle
for analysis. In the present chapter we focus on the origin, nature
and development of network analysis, summarising the major approaches
and principle issues that have been raised under the rubric.
The (metaphorical) use of the term "network" is not uncommon
in social science literature. Both anthropologists and sociologists
often refer to a network of social or personal relationships, where
the term "network" is used in a metaphorical not an analytical
sense. The use of "network" as an analytical tool rather than a
metaphorical concept is relatively new. The importance of this
distinction between the metaphorical and analytical uses of the
term must be emphasized. According to Reader (1964:22) the notion
of network as a metaphor includes several different aspects of
social relationships. The failure to distinguish between these
aspects and the vagueness of the relationship, if any, between them
can only contribute to the confusion.
Looking at British studies the use of networks as an analytical
tool dates only from 1954 when Barnes (1954) introduced the notion
of a social network in his study of a Norwegian Island parish. 1)
In this study Barnes is primarily interested in the morphological
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features or characteristics of the network and its implications for
behaviour. The relationship postulated is between the morphological
features of the network as independent variable and certain kinds of
behaviour as dependent variable.
The next study that had a major impact, in that it stimulated
interest in the network approach, was one conducted by Bott (1957).
She sought to establish a relationship between the morphological
features of networks of families and the allocation of conjugal
roles within the family. Her study stimulated much further research,
often resulting in a rejection of her original hypothesis. Recently
Kapferer, for example, found it necessary to reformulate her original
hypothesis on the basis of his study of families in urban Zambia.
(See Kapferer 1973). Her study also had negative consequences for
the network approach. One of which was, according to Mitchell
(1969:6), the subsequent tendency to associate the notion of social
networks almost exclusively with conjugal roles. Today, however,
this no longer applies. Many writers refer to the wide applicability
of the network approach. Barnes (1972:1), for example, writes:
'There seems to be no l i mit t o the pr obl ems
t hat can be t ack led with t he help of net-
works, •.••.. '
•
As a relatively new introduction it is at this stage difficult
to predict or determine the analytic role that the network approach
will play in sociology. However, this does not dampen the enthusiasm
of some social scientists. Frankenberg, (quoted by Mitchell 1969:1)
for instance, sees network as the first major advance in the con-
cept ual apparatus of sociology since the introduction of t he
concept "ro le". For Lorrain and White (1977 :95) networks
will probably become as important to
sociology as Euclidian space and its
generalizations are to physics . '
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The existence of an Int ernati onal Association of Network
Researchers plus a journal ent itled II Soci a1 Networks ll bear witness
to t he increasing popularity of t he network approach. As a
distinctive approach this popularity seems to have three rather
different origins. First, there is the dissatisfaction with
structural-functional analysis especially when i t is applied to
complex modern societies and consequently the belief t hat network
analysis will be more useful as an al ternat ive mode of analys is.
However, as a mode of analys is Mi t che1 1 (1969:9) sees networks as
playing a complementary role to, rather than a substitute for,
other sociological and anthropological modes of analysis. The
second reason for the cur rent popula r ity of network analysi s is i n:
the development of non-quantitative
mathematical ways of rigorously stating the
implications entailed in a set of r elat i on-
ships among a number of persons .'
(Mi t che11 1969: 1)
At t his stage it is perhaps necessary to admit that the network
approach has, to date, been less successful in rea l izi ng t he second
objective . One reason for t his is suggested by Foster (1 979:246)
when he writes:
' Al t hough many well-known sociological and
social psychological ideas had been trans-
, l at ed into deterministic , graph-theoretic
models (e .g . Davis 1963) , the t esting of
these mathematical formulations proved to
be complex . '
Th i rd, and f i nally, the attractiveness of the network approach l ies
in its i nt erdi sci pli nary nature . (See: Foster: 1979 .)
So far t hose who have used thi s approach in st udying and
ana1yzing thei r part ic ular f i elds of i nt erest can be grouped ' i nto
one of two categories. There are fi rst t hose who are primari ly
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interested in the flow of communication (e.g., gossip, rumour,
information and knowledge) through networks. Many of these studies
focus on the flow of communication in relation to the definition of
and sanctioning of norms in what Mitche11 (1969:36) refers to as a
"communication set". Research that fits into this category would
include the work of Bott (1957), Phi1ip Mayer (1961), Epstein (1964),
Barnes (1954), etc. Secondly, there are those researchers who are
mainly interested in what may be called the mobilization or activating
of segments of a network by an actor in order to achieve a goal or end.
Here we are concerned with how people use their networks in order to
achieve goals or ends which they define as desirable or worthwhile.
Mitchell (1969:38) points to the fact that here the links are used
for the flow of goods and/or services rather than the flow of informa-
tion. In order to distinguish this kind of network from others,
Adrian Mayer (1966) refers to it as an "action-set". For him this
activating of network links is for a specific goal or purpose and
for a limited period only. It also implies a transaction between
the initiating actor at the centre of the action-set and his activated
contacts. It is this transactional element which, according to Mayer,
enables us to distinguish between action-set links and other network
links. Research that fits into the "action-set" category rather than
the communication-set category include the work of Boswell (1969),
Kapferer (1969), Coombs (1970), Aronson (1970), Blok (1973), Wheeldon
(1969) and Harries-Jones (1969).
In addition to the substantive applications network analysis
can also make a contribution to sociological theory. In an article
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entitled "The Strength of Weak Ties" Mark Granovetter (1977) argues
network analysis can provide the bridge between micro- and macro-
sociological theory. In order to do this it is suggested that some
attention be focused on t he role of weak links in social networks.
Such an emphasis forces a discussion of relations between rather
than within social networks. It is through weak l inks t hat small-
scale interactions become translated into l arge- scal e patterns.
Hence it could be argued that a wea k link i s responsible for t he
diffusion of information (communication) through the larger system.
It is, in short, the weak link which br idges the gap between social
networks.
It is interesting to note, incidentally, that almost all of
t hose who used the network approach to date, did so either retro-
spectively; very few started out with a network framework, or they
conducted network studies calling it something else. (See: Foster:
1979:242. ) Even amongst t hose who did adopt a network perspective
as well as those intend ing to use th is approach, t he lack of concept ual
consensus severely l imi t s the usefulness of collected data. Mitchell
(1974:284) comments:
' it would be difficult to argue
t hat the various writers who have reported
field data in terms of the concepts derived
from social networks are operating eit her
with a consistent set of theoretical ideas
or even with a consistent set of concepts . '
Similarly Nobel (1 973:6) refers to t he fact that t here is:
' ... no fully accept ed and de fin itive body
of concepts .'
Fortunat el y some of t he so-much-needed conceptual cla rifi cat ion and
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systematization of available information has already begun. In
this respect the importance of Mitchell's (1969, 1973, 1974)
contributions cannot be over emphasized. He has played a major
role in this regard .
Having referred consistently to the II network approachll we
must now clarify, as far as it is possible, the status of this
approach. The main focus will be on the "theoretical " status of
the network approach. Consequently the question of a theory of
networks will occupy most of our discussion. Even a very superficial
glance at the literature leaves one with an overwhelming impression
of conceptual confusion. Barnes (1972:3) attributes this state of
affairs to the relative newness of the network approach. The con-
fusion over the nature of the approach is perhaps best illustrated
in the work of Nobel (1973:5-7). In the course of three printed
pages Nobel refers to II network theoryll, IIthis conceptual framework 11 ,
the IIconcept of social network ll, the II network approachll and the
"conceptus1 framework 11, a11 of whi ch appa rent ly mean one and the
same thing. For others it is a concept e.g., Barnes (1972:3),
Bott (1957:330). For still others it is a mode of analysis or a
mode or technique of data collection or research strategy, e.g.,
Kapferer (1969), Harries-Jones (1969:301), Aronson (1970), Whi t t en
(1970(a)). For some, we will never have a theory of networks
(See for example: Kapferer (1973) , Banck (1973) and Barnes (1972)) .
Conversely there are those who are far more optimistic, like Wheeldon
(1969:128), when he refers to a "qrowinq body of theory"; or Thompson
(1973) who speaks of network theory with definite propositions.
Those who see the network approach as nothing more than a mode of
analysis, usually argue that t here are other theories which are
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suitable as a basis for network analysis. Thus Kapferer (1973)
advocates an acceptance of exchange theory as the most suitable
basis for network analysis. Whitten and Wolfe (1973) support
Kapferer by also advocating the acceptance of exchange theory.
In a similar tradition Banck (1973) suggests that social networks
have been used in two different ways. On the one hand we may
treat the social network as the independent variable which explains
certain kinds of behaviour, where the latter is taken as the
dependent variable. These studies, he argues, are based on
interaction theory. On the other hand, the behaviour of the actor
is seen in terms of the way in which he manipulates the links he
has in order to achieve some end or goal. Here the social network
becomes the thing to be explained or dependent variable, while the
actor1s ends or goals become the independent variable. According
to Banck these studies are closely related to, or have as their
basis, exchange or game theory. The distinction Banck makes here
is similar to the distinction between IIcommunication-setll and
lI act ion- set ll research. Thus he would argue that interation theory
is seen as the most suitable basis for IIcommunication-seC research
while exchange (or game) theory is more suitable for lI act i on- set ll
type research. We suggest that most of the confusion stems from
either a failure to define precisely the nature of theory, and
consequently there is some confusion over the theoretical status
of the network approach; or alternatively, from the use of a very
restricted definition of theory accompanied by a demand that the
network approach should immediately conform to all criteria of, or
give up all claims to, theoretical status. In the last instance
we are confronted by an lIall-or-nothingll demand.
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Mitchell·s (1974:282) conception of theory becomes clear in
the following statement:
'Some authors have written loosely about
"network theory" as if the propositions
about social networks constitute a tight,
logically related set of notions which
may be used deductively to analyze field
material relating to social interaction.'
This noti on of theory corresponds closely to Zetterberg IS (1963)
definition of "theoretical sociology" as constituting a set or
system of interdependent and interrelated propositions. Given
this restricted definition of theory it is obvious why Mitchell
(1974:283) should argue that:
' •••• there is no writer among those using
social networks to analyze field data who
does postulate a formal network theory.
Those who use the phrase "network theory"
usually imply by this nothing more than
the set of notions used in network
analysis, •.... there is no network theory
in the sense of basic assumptions together
with a set of derived propositions which
are interlinked and capable of being
tested. '
This state of affairs is, however, not uncommon in the social
sciences. We must therefore agree with Mitchell (1974:283) when he
points to the fact that:
' .... there are very few theories in social
anthropology of this kind .... '
The same applies to sociology. However, we cannot exclude the
possibility of the construction of such a theory some time in the
future. We must therefore share Mitchell IS (1974:284) optimism
when he writes:
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concepts •.•. such as reachability,
density ........•• , .. have t he i r roots
in presuppositions about t he relation-
ships between social links and behavi our .
These presuppositions alt hough t hey may
at present be largel y i mplicit, neverthe-
less may with further systematization
and deve lopment, become accepted as
" t heor y" . .. The problem about network
t heory is not whether t here is such a
thing but how explicit and consistent
are the t heoret i cal ideas behind analyses
•.•. using social ne tworks.'
It is indeed difficult to understand, given the relative newness
of the network approach, why there should be this demand for
immediate and absolute conformity to the criteria of what a
majority of social scientists consider to be "good theory",
before they will even consider the possibility of a network
theory. That we have certain basic assumptions or presuppositions
cannot be denied. Also, the existence of many (perhaps isolated)
propositions and empirical generalizations cannot be denied nor
wished away. Here, we suggest, is some of the "raw material" for
such a theory; what is lacking is a purposeful and systematic
effort to construct such a theory. The success of such an attempt
will depend first, on our ability to establish relationships between
the various key concepts so that we can develop a system of inter-
related and interdependent concepts enabling us to describe and
classify network data. Next it might prove useful to order our
propositions in either an inventory of determinants or an inventory
of results or, where possible, into a matrix which will specify
all possible relationships between the independent and dependent
variables of our propositions. The next logical step should be an
attempt to reduce the size of our inventories or mat r i xes in order
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to arrive at an axiomatic theory which, if successful, will satisfy
all the criteria for II good theoryll.
Turning next to the origin of given, concrete networks we
find that, as a rule, people recruit others to their networks on
the basis of many different kinds of relationships. Mitche11
(1969:41) points to the fact that the types of relationships people
use for recruitment to networks vary with the situation and the
position of the recruiting actor. Thus, although networks can be
described as unique (see Mi t che11 1969:43), they are obviously
influenced by the situation and the position of the actor. The
uniqueness of concrete networks stems from an element of choice
in that the actor seeks, and is free to seek, to establish re1ation-
ships with certain other people in terms of his interests in them.
The choice of whom he wants to establish and maintain contact with
is a personal or individual matter. Mitche11 (1969:43) argues that
although the actor:
' •••. may be morally obliged to accept the
approaches of a number of ot her peopl e ' ..
(he) ... 'will maintain contact onl y with
those t hat he must . '
Finally a "note on me thod" is necessary.2) Mitchell (1969:4)
points to the similarity between a sociogram as used by Moreno and
his followers, and a definition of social network where the focus
is on the characteristics of the links in a relationship as a means
of explaining the behaviour of the people involved in it. In spite
of these similarities, however, Mitche11 (1969:4) argues:
' There, is however , a difference between
these . • ' (sociometric ) .. ' s t udi es which
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'wer e ba sed pr imar i l y on f ormal questionnaires
and the .• ' (network) •• 'studies which used
t he network concept as devel oped by Barnes
and whi ch have been based predominantly upon
participant observation.'
However, care must be taken not to reduce the difference between
sociometric studies and network studies to one of techniques. It
would be wrong, especially in the case of the network approach, to
insist that one technique (for example, participant observation)
be used as the only reliable and valid method of data collection.
There is, in short, a far more important, intrinsic, difference
between the two approaches based on the already mentioned element
of choice present in a network. In the case of recruitment to a
network the recruiting actor is free to approach and maintain
contact with those he wants to. Alternatively, as Mitchell points
out (1969:43), he will maintain contact only with those that he
must. In short, in the case of network studies, the observer places
no restrictions whatsoever on the actor as to his freedom of choice
of contacts. This is not true in the case of most sociometric
studies where the actor's choice is limited by whatever restrictions
the observer chooses to impose upon him. To ask a pupil to identify
his "best friend" out of a group of twenty fellow pupils may have
no bearing on any "real life" situation. This specification of the
universe by the observer severely limits the freedo m of choice of
t he actor. We suggest that it is this element of choice rather than
the use of techniques which is the most important difference between
the two approaches.
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2. A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
2.1. Defining Networks
Mitchell (1969:9-10) identifies and distinguishes between
three "orders of social relationships" which are present in all
large scale, complex societies. This, he argues is true for at
least all urban social systems; perhaps even true for all societies
both simple, rural, complex and urban. First, there is the
"structural order". Here the observer's focus is on position-
relationships rather than on personal relationships. Consequently '
the actor's behaviour is interpreted and explained in terms of the
position that he occupies in the structure of the social system.
It is further assumed that whatever stability and regularity is
exhibited results from the existence of such positions, which form
part of the structure irrespective of whether or not there is an
occupant. Often we find references to so-called IIsecondary relation-
ships" when the writer has in mind such positional relationships.
Secondly, we have the "categorical order". Here the behaviour of
people in unstructured situations is analysed in terms of "social
stereotypes". The social stereotypes identified by Mitchell (1969:
9-10) include those of class and race. Thus the individual's
behaviour is taken as the dependent variable or the thing to be
explained, and his class position, race, or ethnic identity is
taken as the independent variable in terms of which his behaviour
can be explained. Finally, and for our purposes most importantly,
he identifies the "personal order". Here behaviour, in both
structured and unstructured situations, is analysed in terms of
(1) the personal links ego has with a set of people; and (2) the
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links these people have among themselves and with others. The
study of networks applies to thi s last category of socia l relation-
ships.
A network defined as a set of links (l i nes or relationships )
between points (or actors or "knots" or persons or individuals )
seems to inc lude all of t hose elements which are common to a large
number of definitions. 3) A few examples will illustrate the point.
For Mitchell (1969:26) :
' A network exi s t s in the recognition by people
of sets of obligations and rights i n r espect
of certain other identified people .'
Consequently he (Mitchell 1969:2) defines a social network as a:
specific set of linkages among a defined
set of persons , with the addi t i ona l property
that the characteristics of these linkages as
a whole may be used to interpret the social
behaviour of the persons involved . '
Somewhat more inclusive is Kat z ' s (1966:203) conception when he
defines networks as:
the set of persons who can get in touch
with each other . '
For Barnes (1969:58 ), the notion of network refers to:
' ... a set of concrete interpersonal relation-
ships linking individuals with other individ-
uals , '
Kapferer (1969:1 82) defi nes a (egocent ri c) network , or ret icul um
as he prefers t o call i t , as:
,
' .... the direct links radiating from a
particular Ego to other individuals in the
situation , and the links whi ch connect those
individuals who are directly tied to E ~o'"' ,to one another . '
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Finally, Epstein (quoted by Mitchell in Holleman 1964:41) defines
a network as:
•.• a covert or informal structure composed
of interpersonal links which spread out and
ramify in all directions, criss-crossing
not only the whole of the local community,
but knitting together people in different
towns, and in town and country.' .
Differences between writers tend to reflect differences in
emphasis, inclusiveness and differences concerning the applicability
of network analysis. With reference to its application Barnes
(1972:3) stresses the importance of focussing on:
' •....... how A, who is in touch with B
and C, is affected by the relation
between B and C••.•.. '
,
Similarly Nadel (quoted by Barnes 1972:3) emphasizes the same point
when he writes:
I wish to indicate the further
linkage of the links themselves and the
important consequences that, what
happens so-to-speak between one pair
of "knots", must affect what happens
between other adjacent ones.'
Thus, for both Barnes and Nadel the important defining criterion of
the network approach, as distinguished from other approaches, lies
in its focus on the "1inkage of the links themselves" and the con-
sequences of this for the behaviour of anyone actor on which the
network is anchored. By making a focus on the "1inkage of the
links themselves" a necessary prerequisite for network analysis,
restrictions are placed on the application of the approach, making
network studies less inclusive than would be the case should one
adopt, say, Mitchell 's definition. In the more inclusive definitions
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the importance of the characteristics of the links themselves for
behaviour are stressed. Thus the presence of "1i nkage of t he lin ks"
or, alternatively, its absence, can be viewed as a characteristic
of a particular, concrete net work. One could conceive of this
characteristic as being placed on a continuum stretching fro m one
theoretical extreme representing a total lack or absence of, to a
complete or total presence of, a "1inkage of the links". Most
probably most ·concret e networks will fall somewhat short of these
extremes. The emphasis on the l inkage of the links as an important
characterist ic of networks cannot be den ied. However , we do challenge
t he not ion t hat it i s a necessary prerequisi te for network analysis.
By restricting the kinds of relationships that qualify for
inclusion in a network, further restrictions are placed on the network
approach. Once again Barnes ' work provides an example . For him net-
work links are based on ly on kinship, friendship and neighbourliness.
Mi t che11 (1973:22) disagrees and adopts a position where:
' .... the social network is thought of as the
actual set of links of all kinds among a set
of individuals and not as Barnes , Bott and
Befu argue only of the l i nks of kinship ,
friendship and neighbourliness . '
( It al i cs mine)
For Mi t che11 (1973:22) kinship, friendsh ip, etc ., are:
' .•. . only specific aspects of the linkages
among individuals which may be abstracted
from the amalgam of all linkages in which
pairs of individuals may be involved . '4)
Final ly, another kind of restriction imposed by researchers ,
perhaps as a result of t he complexi ty of the subject mat t er , results
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in a conception of networ ks t hat is close to the idea of a digraph
in graph theory.S) This practice i s so common, however, that it
merits ment i oning at t his early stage. Mi t chel l (1969:3) refers
t o this when he writes:
' The not ion of the social network that
Barnes (1954) introduced in his study
appr oximated to that of a digraph i n that
the connecti ons between the persons were
t hought of in terms of single links . ... '
Also:
'The notion of network used by Bott (1957) ,
Philip Mayer (1961), Epstein (1961), Pauw
(1963), and Adrian Mayer (1966) i s closer
to the idea of digraph since they restrict
the persons in a given network t o a f i ni t e
number and they do not take particular
account of the multiplexity of links of
the persons in the network . '
Any attempt at defining and clarifying networks would be
incomplete without a discussion, however brief, of the group--non-
group continuum. Thoden van Vel zen (1973:219) argues that the
study of networks focused our attention on the problems of non-
groups. Similarly, Barnes (1 969:54) argues t hat:
' The notion of network has been developed
in social anthropology to analyse and
describe those social processes involving
links across , rather than within , group
and category limits .'
For Barnes (1969:54) the netwo r k concept i s indispensable in:
...... discussing those situations where ,
for example , the individual is involved
in "interpersonal relations which cut
across the boundaries of village , sub-
caste and lineage .'"
With reference t o the group--non-group dist inction Boissevai n
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(1973:19) sees social relations as lying on a continuum. At the
one extreme we have personal networks followed by quasi-groups,
then interactional groups, corporate groups, institutional complexes
and finally, at the other extreme, societies. For Srinivas and
Betei11e (1964:166) there are two important discriminating character-
istics of groups and networks. They see groups as being both
"bounded" and "objective" whereas networks are unbounded and not
objective. In their conception of objectiveness we find the notion
that boundaries are the same for members (insiders) and non-members
(or outsiders). Also by representing the network from the point of
view of the actor and hence coming to the conclusion that there are
as many networks as there are actors in the social system, they
clearly illustrate their position as regards the objectiveness of
networks. Boundedness clearly includes the notion of finiteness.
Thus by definition we could argue that groups are finite' whereas
(partial) networks are, theoretically speaking, infinite.
The notion of boundaries, although with reference to other
aspects of networks, also figures in the work of Niemeijer (1973:51).
For him the number of relationships crossing a boundary between
segments of a network can serve as an indicator of the relationship
between network segments. Obviously the social significance of
cross-linking relationships may be great. According to him:
' I f there are only a few cross-linking
relationships and if it is al so important
f or persons to reach into the other seg-
ment , one may expect the operation of
brokers . One could also hypothesize that
leaders will find it more difficult t o
organize supporters in other segments
than their own when confronted with an
important boundary . '
(Niemeijer 1973:51)
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Niemeijer (1973:51) also suggests that we can measure the relative
strength of such a boundary by using the formula:
B = (Formula 1)6)
In th is formula which is based on the density of actual relations
on the boundary:
B = density on boundary
CL12 = number of cross-l inks between segments 1 and 2
Nl = size of segment 1
N2 = size of segment 2
Kapferer ' s notion of cross-linkage is si milar to Neimeijer ' s notion
of boundary density. He (Kapferer (1 973:97)) defines cross-li nkage
as:
t he number of interactional r elation-
shi ps out of the total possible linking
the members of separate clusters within a
network . '
The above discussion clearly illustrates the two conflicting
uses of the notion of a boundary. On t he one hand ·i t is used to
distinguish networks as non-groups f rom groups. On t he ot her i t
is used to distingu ish between divisions (clust ers , cliques,
segments, etc. ) within a given concrete network.
Re turning to t he network-group distincti on we conclude with
the view of Mitchel1 (1973:33). He argues:
' ••.. the distinction between social
relationships seen as social networks
as against corporate groups (or as
quasi-groups) is primarily a matter
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'of the level of abstraction at which we
are able to operate in summarising the
regularities that we can discern in
social relationships as a whole. Social
networks are in no way distinct from
corporate groups for as Barnes has
pointed out: "It may be useful to look
at the networks of relationships within
a religious cult, or between participants
in a system of exchange in isolation from
relationships of other kinds"'.
Moreover,
networks of relationships are the
starting point in the analysis of group
behaviour and that they exist as ana-
lytical constructs which the observer
erects partly by taking the participants'
perceptions into account and by fitting
together observations not available to
the participants themselves.'
2.2. Total and Partial Networks
2.2.1. Total Networks
Barnes (1969:53) who took his idea of the IItotal network ll
from Radcliffe-Brown defines it as constituting all the II social bonds ll
between the constituent individuals. Originally, according to
Mitchell (1969:12), he had in mind:
' •... the general ever-ramifying, ever
reticulating set of linkages that stretches
within and beyond the confines of any com-
munity or organization.'
Mitchel"l (1969:12) points to the fact that Barnes ' notion of "mesh"
refers to the network as a whole and that it is not related to any
specific reference point in the network. It is this idea which,
according to Mitchell, is sometimes denoted by the phrase "total
network ll • Thus we have two criteria which distinguish total networks
from all other 'non-total' (partial, segmented, personal, egocentric,
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socio-centric) networks, viz .:
(a) it includes all links (relationships) irrespective of
content between def ined actors;7 ) and
(b) the net work i s not anchored; i.e., no "st art i ng point"
or po int of reference i s speci fied by t he observer.
Further clarification of the phrase "total network" is
facilitated by the bounded-unbounded, finite-infinite distinctions.
For Barnes (1 972: 15)
lA boundary ought to imply a discontinuity ,
and a social boundary a discontinuity or
change in quality of social relations . To
make sense , there should be individuals on
the far side of the boundary who are dif-
fer ent iated from those inside the boundary.
In a trul y iso~ted society , ... .. , there
would be a finite number of members in the
total network and they would have no ex-
ternal relations with anyone else . 18) .••..
(Thus we have) . . . . la finite but unbounded
total network . The only completely isolated
social system now existing embraces the whole
world , and the total network that sustain
it may be described as finite but unbounded.
....• the worldwide , finit e , but unbounded
total network is the only existing total
network , and all possible total networks
must be finite but unbounded . I
(Italics mi ne)
To our two previously identi fi ed cri teria of total networks we must
now add two more , viz.:
(c ) a total network is always f i ni t e ; and
(d) i t i s al ways unbounded.
Har ri es-Jones ' (1969:301) concept ion of t ot al network i s somewhat
at var iance with Barnes ' conception of a t otal network as a f in ite
network. For him a total network consists of:
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a set of elements (people) and
a set of relationships (links) in which
the set of people mayor may not be
finite and the set of links mayor may
not be f ini t e . '
Surely this definition must come pretty close to qualifying for the
title of non-definition. Not only does it fail to distinguish
between total and non-total networks but it is also somewhat con-
fusing to include in a definition a notion (finite-infinite) which
seems to make no material difference for the definition.
In addition to a distinction between total and partia1 9)
networks, some writers identify what can best be described as the
different components of the total network. Katz (1966:203-204),
for example, distinguishes between:
(1) actual networks, i.e. "ego' s actual networks refer to
the contacts, latent and activated, who are currently
in ego's networks. "
(2) potential networks, i.e., 11
which he can be a member" and
the possibLe networks of
(3) proximate networks which are "made up of persons who
are "likely to establish tnteract tcn."
In this conception the components - actual, potential and proximate-
taken together constitute the total network. Similarly, it could
be argued that Boissevain's (1973:291) "intimate ll , lI ef fect i ve ll and
lI ext endedll zones of a network together for m a total network. For
him the 11i nt imat e zone" is composed of all t he persons with whom
the anchor person is on closest terms; the "ef fect i ve zone" includes
all people with whom the anchor person is on less intimate terms and
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from which he can expect less; while the "extended zone" would
include all people not personally known to the anchor person but
whom he can contact if he wants to. Epstein (1969:110-111)
identifies two components of the total network which he calls
respectively the effective network and the extended network. The
former includes:
'Those people with whom' ..• (a person) ...
'interacts most intensely and most regu-
larly, and who are therefore also likely
to come to know one another, that is to
say that part of the total network which
shows a degree of connectedness, I propose
to speak of as forming the effective net-
work: the remainder constitute the
extended network.'
It is interesting to note that of these two components the last
(extended) represents a residual category. Having defined effective
network, everything that does not qualify in terms of this definition
is labelled extended. In order to distinguish between these two
components of the (total) network Wheeldon (1969:134) developed two
rather crude quantitative criteria which he describes as follows:
(a) 'People with whom ego has a relationship in
which may be distinguished three or more
strands are part of the effective network. '
(b) people with whom ego has a relation-
ship based on only one or two ... '(or none?)
... 'strands fall into (the) ext ended net-
work. '
Although some of the above concepts were developed by
researchers in response to concrete (non-total) networks, there
seems to be no logical reason why they cannot be taken also as
components of the total network. The only criterion of total
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networks not satisfied by the conceptions of Boissevain, Epstein and
Katz is that which specifies that a total network has no anchorpoint.
Of the four criteria identified earlier this one seems to be the
least important. Most important seems to be the criterion that the
total network includes all links (rel at ionshi ps ) irrespective of
content between defined actors. This criterion together with finite-
ness and unboundedness can, without stretching one's imagination too
far, easily be met by their conceptions.
2.2.2. Partial Networks
By "partial network" Barnes (1969:57) means:
' •.• any extract of the total network based
on some criterion applicable t hr oughout
the whole net work . '
Here the partial network defines particular "social fields" (see
Blok (1973:151-152) ), for example, kinship, or economic, or religious
or political relationships. Trouwborst (1973:111) adopts a similar
position when he defines a partial network as:
' ••.. t hat par t of an i ndividual 's network
which consists of social relat i ons hi ps with
a like cont ent.'
Unlike Barnes, however, Trouwborst regards a partial network as being
anchored in an individual and not as ever ramifying chains of dyadic
relationships involving specific fields of activity without a speci-
fied point of origin.
Har r i es-Jones' definition and conception of a "cat egory"
is again very similar to Barnes' notion of partial networks. He
writes:
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'Within "total network" arises a "category"
which is a finite set of people and a finite
set of links, the set of links between
people being defined either by the observer
in virtue of the set of people having at
least a single social attribute in common,
or defined by a multiple of individuals in
virtue of their regarding the set of people
as having at least a single social attribute
in common.'
(Harries-Jones 1969:301)
Closer to Tr-ouwbors ts notion of partial networks, however, is Harries-
Jones' (1969:301) conception of personal networks. A personal net-
work is seen as:
' .•.. a sub-set of the total network, the
sub-set having a finite number of persons
and associated links. The sub-set is
termed an "ego-centred" or "personal"
network if it has the property that an
ego has a "pole-position" in the sub-set
so that all other persons and their links
are ordered with reference to this "pole-
position.'"
Mitchell's (1969:26) definition of "personal-networks" stresses the
fact that such a network is anchored plus the fact that it is based
on some, rather than all the possible links in the whole network.
For him a personal network:
' ..•... exists situationally in the sense
that the observer perceives only those
links of the total set of potential links
which are activated and being used by the
actor at anyone moment, and which the
observer considers are significant for
the problem he is interested in.'
The notion of partial networks, as used by the above-
mentioned writers differs with respect to:
(1) The question of whether or not such a network has
a II st ar t i ng point" or anchor. For Barnes, for
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example, the answer is no, for Mitchell, yes. This
difference is often indicated ·by using a special concept
to indicate such an absence or presence of an anchorpoint.
Thus we find the idea of a "personal" or "egocentric"
network to indicate the presence of an anchor. Alterna-
tively, "category" or "partial" (for Barnes) indicates
the absence of an anchor.
(2) Partial networks may be an abstraction of the observer in
that he focuses only on those links assumed to be sufficient
for an understanding and explanation of a particular problem
or issue. For others it could also be a creation of the
actors themselves thus the observer will in such a situation
operate with the actors' definition of the situation.
These notions of partial networks do have in common, however, the
foll owing:
(1) That the observer operates with a given, i.e., specified,
number of people. It is for this reason that we find
reference, rather confusingly, to the finite nature of such
partial networks. Nevertheless, the idea expressed here
stresses the fact that partial networks can only include
some, never all, individuals.
(2) Secondly, these notions share the idea that the focus is
on some, never all, possible links between a set of actors.
Barnes, for example, restricts it to kinship, or friendship,
or neighbourliness.
The fact that most conceptions of partial networks seems
to include the above ideas does not make both restrictions on the
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number of people and restrictions on the kinds of links defining
criteria. It must be stressed that a restriction on the kinds of
links tends to be used by most writers as the defining criterion
when they distinguish between partial and total networks. Restric-
tions on the number of people to be included in anyone (partial)
concrete network is more often than not a pragmatic decision. The
use of only a limited10) number of links as defining criterion
presents some problems. This is illustrated by the following two
hypothetical networks. In the one we include all people in the
world but focus only on, say, economic relations. Clearly here we
have a partial network in terms of our definition. The problem
arises when we study all links between a specified number of people
where restrictions on the number to be included is for pragmatic
reasons only. In this, our second case, we do not have a partial
network if we restrict our definition of the latter to limiting
the kinds of relationships. Neither do we have a total network in
terms of our earlier definition. It is, therefore, clear that,
should we decide to retain only the one defining criterion to
identify partial networks, then we need a new concept to indicate
those situations where there are restrictions only on membership
and number of Links and not on content of Links . To indicate this
breed of animal we propose the term "segment al network". Thus we
have two theoretical possibil ities. On the one hand nothing is said
about the number of links or people to be included in a network with
restrictions only on the kinds of links to be inclUded. This is a
"partial" network. On the other, limitations are placed on the
number of links and people to be considered members but, once included,
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we look at all possible links (in terms of content) between them.
This is a "segmental" network. In practice most researchers will
place restrictions on both numbers, order of links and kinds of
links to be studied so that they will be dealing with partial-
segmental networks. No researcher can ever hope to include in his
study all people. For various reasons - time and money being the
most important- we must restrict the number of people and order of
links (not kinds of links) that are to be included in a particular
concrete network. Depending on who we include and the order of
relations between them, we can identify or distinguish between
different orders of segmental networks. Here the work of Barnes
(1969) is of great importance. It allows the researcher to specify
exactly the scope of his investigation by combining this information
with a specification of the kinds of links to be included in the
study.
2.2.2.1. Segmental Networks
First Barnes (1969:58) identifies a primary or first-
order star. This includes an anchor person "A" plus all individuals
with whom "A" has direct contact. These individuals adjacent to "A"
are described as "primary or first-order contacts".
Diagram 1: First-Order Star
57
This conception is similar to Mitchell1s bounded egocentric network.
Next if we focus on:
' •.•• t he set of all relationships between
t wo ' .•. (or more) ... 'persons, each of
whom is either Al pha or one of hi s con-
tacts •.•. '
(Barnes 1969:59)
then we have "A 1s".primary or first-order zone.
Diagram 2: First-Order Zone
Thus the first-order zone = the first-order star + all links between
Alpha1s contacts.
We may also assume that if "A" is in contact with "B"
that he has at least indirect contact or access to all of "B 1s"
contacts through "B". Barnes (1969:59), therefore, argues that
"A" has "second-order" contact with all of IB 1s" contacts who are
not at the same time adjacent (i.e., first-order contacts) to him.
Ego 's second-order star is therefore defined by Barnes (1969:59) as:
the set of all r el at i onshi ps bet ween
two' ... (or more) ... ' per sons, one of whom
is ei t her Alpha or one of his f irst-order
contacts , ..... '
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Diagram 3: Second-Order Star
"A' s" second-order zone is, according to Barnes (1969:60) :
' ..• • mad e up of al l the existing
relationships between two persons ,
each of whom is either Alpha or
one of his first - or second-order
contacts .'
Diagram 4: Second-Order Zone
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The same procedure could be followed to arrive at a third-
order star, third-order zone and so on.




+ -- = first-order zone
+ -- + ---- = second-order star
+ __ __ + + __ . __ . = second-order zone
In these constructs the "star order" indicates the restrictions
placed on the number of people included in a particular network,
while the "zone order" indicates the number of relationships con-
sidered pertinent by the investigator. Also, by defining the
stars and zones with reference to some person (A) these constructs
of Barnes are egocentric and not socio-centric.
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Should we now add to t he already mentioned restrictions,
restrictions as to the kinds of relationships to be included in any
given concrete network then we have a segmental-partial network.
Once again, restrictions as to the kinds of l i nks or relationships
to be included i n anyone concret e network seem to be i nevi t able ,
due to the complexity of the material and the difficulty in dealing
h df 1 f . b1 t t i 11 }with more than a an u 0 varla es a anyone lme.
2.3. Communication-Sets, Action-Sets, and Related Concepts
2.3.1. Commun ication-Sets
As ment i oned earlier many network studies concentrated
on the flow of communication through net works . In general t he
focus has been on the diffusion of rumours, gossip and ideas among
a def ined set of people. Studying t he transmission of information
would also fal l into t his cat egory. Mitche1 1 (1969:36) points to
those studies i nt erest ed in:
, ..".•. the flow of communicat i on thr ough
networks , especially in relation to the
definition of norms , in what ..•. might '
... (be) ... ' call ed a "communication-
set .'"
Within such a communication-set Harary, Norman and
Cartwright (quoted in Harries-Jones (1969:302-303}) identi fy a
II communell. They thi nk of a commune as a "strong set" i n a communica-
t i on- set , in ot her words it i s :
. .....•.... • a maximal collection of people
who can engage one another in two-way com-
munication , so that if a message was t rans-
mitted to one member of this "coImnune" all
other members would be bound to receive it ' .
(Har r i es-J ones 1969:302-303 )
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From the above it is obvious that a commune represents certain
aspects of reachabi lity i n such a commun i cat ion-set.
2.3.2. Action-Sets
The acti vati ng or mobil i zat ion of some links in a network,
for a l imi t ed period in order to achieve a specified goa l or end,
results in what Adrian Mayer (1966) calls an "action-set". Here,
as Mitchell (1969:38) points out, the emphasis is on the flow of
goods and services through the network. In add ition, the trans-
actional element is of great importance. As we saw i t is this
element whi ch enables us t o dis tingu ish between network and action-
set links.
Similar defin it ions are adopted by other authors. Har r i es-
Jones (1969 :301-302), for example, defines an action-set as:
' ••.•.. a series of links within a personal
network which describes ego's communication
for a sp ecific purpose ...• over a short
period of time ..•.. .. an "act i on- s et " is ,
.... , oriented to ego and arises as a sub-
set of ego's personal network . It describes
an interacting series of people that have
purposively been brought into relation by
a single individual . An action-set over
time will change . '
For Harri es-J ones t he personal network constitutes empiri cal reality
whereas the act ion-se t represents an abst ract ion from t he personal
network.
Thoden van Vel zen (1973:222) , in agreement wi t h Mayer and
Harries-Jones defines an action-set as:
' .... a set of per sons who have, fo r one
parti cuZar purpose, attuned their actions
to each other . ' .
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According to Harries-Jones (1969 :302) repetitive use of
action-set links may result in the formation of a I c1ique" or
"faction". The former is defined by:
' •..•• the interaction of its participants
in relation to the organization of the co-
activity of the part i ci pants . A "cl i que ' s "
participants have considerable interaction
and the pattern of their co-activity shows
diffuse organization analogous to t hat of
a group. However t a clique lacks the
corporate and persistent characteristics
of group activity and is har dl y likely to
survive changes in personnel.'
A clique when defined as a set of people all of whom know one
another tends to be rather restrictive. It is to overcome this
problem that Barnes (1969:64) introduced the concept I c1ust er ".
In this sub-set of the personal network we have a number of people
whose links with one another are t comparatively speaking t dense
without the requirement that they all know each other. In other
words a 100%density is not insisted on. To operationa1ize this
concept Barnes suggests the following two thresholds, viz.,
(a) at least five members; and (b) a density of 80%. To qualify
as a cluster a sub-set must satisfy both criteria. He suggests,
however, that other thresholds may be used. Niemeijer (1973:54)
disagrees and finds this procedure unacceptable. He argues that
any threshold method leads to contradictlons if based on density.
This is because of the relationship between network size and density.
In short:
' To keep t he density at a cer t ain l evel
one should add to a cluster persons
with an incr ea sing number of r elations
with its members . I
(Niemeijer 1973:55)
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He accepts Barnes' definition of a cluster as a "comparatively
dense" set but feels that we need an additional criterion in order
to distinguish between clusters and non-clusters. Such a criterion
cannot be found in:
' ... a comparison between cluster density
and network density.'
(Niemeijer 1973:55)
Because of this he argues that a cluster has a low number of external
relations in regard to its internal relations.
There is nevertheless still some confusion in the literature.
Kapferer (1973:97) for example, refers to "clustering" and defines
it as:
the extent to which there is a tendency
for the individuals in a network to be
aLustered into independent aLiques.'
(Italics mine)
Thoden van Vel zen (1973:225) introduced the notion of a "compartment"
which is for all practical purposes the equivalent of Niemeijer's
cluster.
"Factions" mentioned earlier as something which results
from the repeated use of action-set links is defined by Adrian Mayer
(1966: 116) as:
units of conflict, activated on specific
occasions rather than maintained by formal
organization .•.. '
Finally, we must consider the relationship between action-
sets and so called quasi-groups. Adrian Mayer (1966:115) writes:
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'When successive action-sets are centered
on similar contexts of activi t Yt pesonnel
and linkages may also be similar. By
"superimposing" a series of action-sets t
t heref ore t one may di scer n a number of
people who are more often than not members
of t he act ion-set s t and ot her s who are
i nvo lved f r om time t o t ime. Taken together t
t hese people form a catchment for ego ' s
action-sets based on this t ype of cont ext ,
..•.• the word quasi-grouPt ..••• best
expresses t he sociological impli cat i ons
of this type of collection of people and
suggests t he qualitative difference between
t he quasi- group and t he group.
The quas i - grouP t then , has the same pattern
of linkages as the action-set, and exists
through a series of contexts of activity
without any f orma l bas i s for membership.'
This notion of a quasi-group is very similar to Harries-Jones '
ideas concerning the formation of cliques and factions. In all
three instances do we find the repetitive use of action-set links.
Perhaps Mayer's "quasi-group" is a more inclusive term consisting
of, at least, two components, viz. t cliques (or clusters) and
factions.
2.4. Characteristics of Networks
Given the assumption underlying the network approach;
that there is a relationship between network and human behaviour,
it becomes absolutely vital to distinguish between different net-
works. This distinction entails a specification of network
characteristics. Unfortunately .....
' .... there s eems to be no commonl y accepted
set of criteria which might be us ed to dis-
tinguish the characteristics of one type of
network from another . '
(Mi t che11 1969:10 )
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Mitchell's (1969:11-29) own contribution represents the first, and
to date most important, attempt to identify and define the character-
istics of networks. He identifies both several morphological or
structural and interactional characteristics. Morphological
characteristics refer to:
the relationship or patterning of
the links in the network in respect to
one another.'
(Mitchell 1969:12)
The interactional characteristics or criteria refer to:
' .... the nature of the links themselves.'
(Mitchell 1969:12)
Altogether he identifies four morphological criteria, viz., anchorage,
density, reachability and range; and five interactional criteria,
viz., content, directedness, durability, intensity and frequency ~f
interaction. These criteria represent those aspects of the network
most often included in network studies. Here, in discussing each
characteristic, we closely follow Mitchell's presentation.
2.4.1. Morphological Characteristics
2.4.1.1. Anchorage
The question of whether a network should be regarded
as having a I'starting point" or whether it merely implies a number
of people plus the links between them, has been mentioned earlier.
Barnes' initial definition of networks did not call for such a point
of reference or point of orientation. Conversely, for Mitchell
(1969:13),
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••• a network must be traced from some
initial starting po int: it must be
anchored on a reference point.'
Most other writers seem to agree with this position, because they
use a specified individual as a point of anchorage. Kapferer
(1969:182), for example, refers to lithe l inks" radiating from a
particular ego to other individuals in the situation. B10k (1973:
151-152) also refers to networks which are defined with regard to
a single individual. This emphasis on a single individual as a
point of anchorage has led to the identification of this type of
network as "egocentricll. Sometimes we also find references to
IIpersona1 networks" indicating that it is anchored in a given person
or individual. B10k (1973:151-152) argues that when we define a
network as egocentric or personal, it is implied that it is a
personal creation of ego which will dissolve on the death of ego.
Barnes (1972:4), however, is of the opinion that it is a construction
of the observer or investigator. We must admit that in reality it
may be either or both.
For Epstein (1969:109) a network is also egocentric in
that it exists only with reference to .a given individual. Similarly,
Harries-Jones (1969:301) refers to an egocentric or personal network
when it has the property that a particular person has a "key-" or
"pol e-vpos i t i on , which means that all other persons and their links
are ordered with reference to this key-position.
There are, however, those writers who feel that the anchor-
point need not be a single individual. Bott (1957, 1971), for example,
uses the notion of a "joint network ll by which she refers to the
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relationships which a couple together have with some other people.
Barnes (1972:5) also puts forward the suggestion that a
network may be anchored on a group. This may be problematical as
Mitchell (1969:14-15) points out in the following extract:
'.: • • a group is itself an abstraction
derived from a consideration of selected
aspects of the total social behaviour
of the people considered to be group
members' ..• (Thus) ... 'a link connecting
one group to another can only mean that
the groups as wholes are in some sort of
relationship to each other . A network
anchored on groups in this way could be
constructed but care would have to be
taken to ensure that the links connecting
the groups all represent the same level
of abstraction.'
In addition, Mitchell (1969:15) feels that:
'A more cogent objection to the use of
groups as points of anchorage for net-
works turn on the importance of the
idea of multiplexity of social relation-
ships among people in a social network.
The relationships that link the people
who form a group are by definition
single-stranded relationships, those
in a network may be multiplex . '
Barnes (1972:4) argues that in addition to single
individuals or groups a network may also have more than one member
who is central and , therefore, a point of departure. We could
overcome this problem by postulating the existence of overlapping
networks, i.e ., networks with overlapping membership. This being
acceptable in the case of group membership, there is no logical
reason why networks should not be similar in this respect .
A far more significant suggestion comes from Barnes
(1972:4) when he insists that an egocentric network can only be
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significant sociologically speaking, when ego is a "cent ral" person.
Althoug "central" or centrality is not defined we do get some
indi cati on of what he means when he uses such phrases as :
' Someone ' •.. (is) . . . . 'at the centre of a
web of intrigue' .(or someone is)
' a kingpin in the organization . '
This notion may be especially important if we intend using a particular
individual as representative (as far as is possible) of a given group
or category of people. Here centrality refers to t he fact t hat such
a person should conform to all (or most) of the defining criteria of
the group or category of whic h he i s a member . As such it is somewhat
different fro m that wh ich Barnes had in mind when he developed the idea.
Should the notion that an individual may represent a group or category
of people be acceptable, it may prove to be a way out of t he dilemma
posed by the belief in the usefulness of network analysis and the call
for a method (t echnique) of gat her i ng pert i nent data rapidly. (See
Boisseva in (1973 :147 .))
2.4.1.2 . Reachabil ity
The notion of reac hability as used by Mitchell (1969:15)
impl ies t hat:
every specified person can be contacted
within a stated number of steps from any given
starting point . '
Simi la r ly, Kapferer (1969: 221) def i nes reachabil i ty as :
' .. .. the number of st eps each person must go
through to reach everyone els e in' ... (the
network . )
Barnes ' notion of "mesh" 1 1"a so re les on the i dea of reachabil ity,
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while the term "commune" , referred to earlier, similarly, represents
some aspects of reachabi1ity.
Elsewhere Barnes (1972:14) described reachabi1ity as:
' . •. . a measure of the extent to which an
individual can establish indirect contact
with other members of a network . '
The emphasis on "indirect" is somewhat surprising and confusing making
Barnes ' difinition of reachabi1ity less inclusive than that of either
Mi t che11 or Kapferer . Whereas t he latter t wo authors i ncl ude i n their
measure of reachabi1ity ego·s fi r st -order contacts, t his is not t he
case with Ba rnes.
Another possible source of confusion is contained in
Mitche11 1s use of the phrase "every specified person" and Kapferer's
use of t he phrase "t o reach everyone e1se". This seems to imply
that any member of a given network can reach every ot her member of
the same network on condition t hat there is no restriction on the
number of steps allowed. It is obvious that this is certainly not
intended by Mitche11 since he gives examples of networks where not
al l members can reach all ot her members either directly or indirect ly.
(See Mi t che1 1 (1969:16.))
The importance of the notion of reachabi1ity is clear from
the following statement by Mitche11 (1969: 15):
' The degree to which a person's behaviour
is influenced by his relationships with
others often turns on the extent to which
he can use these relationships to contact
people who are important to him or alter-
natively , the extent to which people who
are important to him can contact him
through these relationships . I
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Mitche11 (1969:18-19) argues that, from a sociological point of
view, the notion of reachability is more important than the notion
of 11densityll12) because:
' ...• norm enforcement may occur through
transmission of opinions and attitudes
along the links of a network. A dense
network may imply that this enforcement
is more likely to take place than in a
sparse one but this cannot be taken for
granted. '
Some of the information available on the relationship between
reachabi1ity and behaviour seems to indicate that:
' .•.. a member from whom many others are
reachable will be in a more powerful
position than someone who can reach few
others, ••.. '
Also:
the shorter the distance from one
member to another, the greater the
influence the former can exert on the
latter. '
(Barnes 1972:14)
The concept of "centra1ity" obviously relates to these
findings. A person who occupies a central position in the structure
of a network must be one "from whom many others are reachab1e".
The notion of reachabi1ity enables us to distinguish
between networks on the basis of their relative "compactness". Thus
if we can reach a given proportion of people in a specified number
of steps in one network, then that network is more compact than a
second one where we reach a smaller proportion of people in the same
number of steps and less compact than a third one where we reach a
larger proportion again in the same number of steps. Mitche11
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(1969:16-17) illustrates this point by the following three
h h · 1 t k 13) .ypot etlca ne wor s, V1Z.:
Diagram 6: Hypothetical Network A
Diagram 7: Hypothetical Network B
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Diagram 8: Hypothetical Network C
The reachability in each of the three networks can be
presented in a (so called) distance matrix. Here the number of
steps necessary to contact or reach given points, from other
specified points, appear in the intersection of the rows and the




A B C D E
A 0 1 1 1 1 4
B X 0 1 1 1 3
C X X 0 1 1 2
D X X X 0 1 1
E X X X X 0 0
0 1 2 3 4 10
Matrix B:
A B C D E
A 0 1 1 1 1 4
B X 0 X X X 0
C X X 0 X X 0
D I X X X 0 X 0
I
i
E ! X X X X 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 4
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Matrix C:
A B C D E
A 0 3 1 4 2 10
B X 0 X 1 X 1
C X 2 0 3 1 6
D X X X 0 X 0
E X 1 X 2 0 3
0 6 1 10 3 20
With reference to the compactness of networks Mitche11
(1969:16) ident i f i es and distinguishes between two distinct dimensions,
viz.:
.. ,(a) ' t he pr oportion ,of people who can
ever be contacted by each person in the
network and' " . (b) ... ' t he number of
intermediaries that must be used to
contact others or , in other words , the
number of links that must be traversed
to reach the people concerned .'
Because there exists no measure which expresses the compactness of
a networ k by taking t hese two dimensions i nt o account Mitche11
(1 969: 17) suggests t hat we use as such a measure the:
' .... average number of points reached
over all steps in a network. '
In mat r i x A, for examp le, point A can reach four points (B, C, D and E)
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in one step; point B can reach three points (C,D and E) in one
step; C can reach two points (0 and E) in one step; o can reach
one point (E) in one step; while E can reach no other point in
the network. Additional steps from each point will not lead to any
further points. Thus a total of ten points may be reached in one
step from all five points in the network. These ten points when
averaged for the five persons over all steps become two points.
Thi s means that each member of the network can reach, on average,
two others in one step. In network B, by contrast, A can reach
four points (B,C,O and E) in one step while points B,C,O and E
can reach no other point in the network. No additional steps will
change the situation. Thus a total of four points may be reached
in one step from all five points in the network. These four points
when averaged for the five persons over all steps become 0,8 of a
point. This means that each member of the network can reach, on
average, less than one other member in one step. From the above
it follows that network A, with a "score" of two, is more compact
than network B with a "score" of only 0,8.
2.4.1.3. Density
It is interesting, given the network idea, that most
writers should follow Bott (1957) in distinguishing between "c10se-
knit" and "Ioose-km t" networks. Thus, Barnes' (1969:61) concepts
"1arge mesh" and "small mesh" correspond closely to Bot t t s terms
loose-knit and close-knit. Epstein1s (1969:110-111) reference to
"connections" in his definition of the effective network also relates
to this distinction of Bott. Subsequently, others, for example
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Cubitt (1973:71), have argued that it would be more correct to
refer to Ic1ose-knit" (high density) areas within a given network,
since most (overall) networks tend to be loosely-knit. Here the
focus is on the distinction between close-knit and loose-knit
areas of a given network rather than on the density of the network
as a whole. Nevertheless, in one way or another, most writers
refer to an aspect of networks which they identify variously as
either: "close-kn i t" or "Ioose-kn i t", e.g., Bott (1957); or
"connectedness", e.g., Bott (1957), Epstein (1969), Reader (1964);
or Icomp1eteness", e.g., Barnes (1969); or 11arge-mesh" or "sma11-
mesh", e.g., Barnes (1954), or, most commonly,· "density", e.g.,
Mitche11 (1969,1973 ·,1974), Kapferer (1969,1973), Cubitt (1973),
Boissevain (1973), and Niemeijer (1973).
For Barnes (1969:58-59) the notion of density becomes
relevant because:
' ••.. for any' ..• (individual) ... 'some
of his contacts are adjacent to one
another. '
Density, therefore, refers to:
' ... the extent to which everyone in a set
of ego's contacts knows everyone else.'
(Mitche11 1969:15)
Bott (1957) adopts a similar position when she refers to "connected-
ness" as the extent to which the contacts of a family know and meet
one another independent of the family. Where many such relations
exist she describes the network as close-knit, conversely, where
few such links exist, the network is described as loose-knit. This
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emphasis on the linkage between t he links is common to all
definitions as i s well illustrated by t he following examples:
Reader (1964:22) defines density (he calls it connectedness) as
follows:
lines of connumi cat i on between t hose
whom Ego knows and who know him , and know
one another . '
Boissevain (1973:138) refers to density as:
' ••• the ext ent to which member s of a
per son 's primar y zone are i n touch with
each other independently of him . '
The only significant difference between the various
operational definitions of density relates to whether or not ego
and/or his links to hi s (f i rst -order) contacts, should be included
for purposes of calculating the density of a particular network.
Thus when Barnes (1969:63) defines density as:
' •.. the density of' ... (a) .•• 'zone'
... '(i s ) ... 'the proportion of t he
t heoretically poss ibl e direct l inks
that exist in f act , '
he obviously includes ego and ego's direct links in his measure
of density. Boissevain (1973:138), on the other hand, refers to
density as a measure of:
' •.. the potential communication between
members of' .. . (a) ... 'network , not
the actual flow of information (or
exchange content) . The density of each
network was calculated ' ... (wi t h ref-
erence to ) ... ' t he actual number of
links ..... excluding those with ego , ... '
Kapferer's position i s somewhat ambiguous in that he has used
different measures of density sometimes including ego and his
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links, sometimes excluding ego and his first-order links. (Compare
Kapferer 1969 and 1973.)
Assuming that consensus can be reached on the position
of ego and his direct links, the measurement of density becomes a
rather straightforward operation. By defining density as lithe
extent to which links which could possibly exist among persons do





a = the actual number of links
(Formula 2)
n = the total number of people in the network
including ego
Kapferer (1969:226) argues that network (he uses the term II ret i cu1umll)
density is found:
' ••.• by dividing the actual number of linkages
between the individuals in a reticulum by the
possible number of interlinkages.'
To do this he proposes the following formula:
(Formula 3)
In this formula:
Na = the number of actual links
N = total number of persons in the network
Boissevain (1973:138) calculated the density of each network on the
basis of the formula'
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200 Na/n(n-1) (For-mu la 4)
Na = actual number of links excluding those
with ego
n = total number of persons including ego
Niemeijer (1973:46) who adopts Barnes· definition of density suggests
the formu1a: 16)
Here:
D - 100 x Na %
- IN x (N-l) (Formula 5)
D = density
Na = the number of actual relations
N = total number of persons in the
network
~N x (N-1) = the number of theoretically
possible relations
All four formulas give the same measure assuming that we either
include or exclude ego and/or his direct links consistently. This
can be illustrated by the following hypothetical network where we
consistently include ego and his direct links.




200 x 4= 4(3)
800 = 66.6%= 1"2"
100 x (N(~~1)/2)
100 x 4= 4(3)72
100 x 4= 0
400 66.6%= T =
200 Na
n(n-I)
200 x 4= 12
800 66.6%= 1"2" =
100 x Na
o = ~N x (N-1 )%
100 x 4= ;(4 x 3)





The importance of decisions to include or exclude ego·s
direct links should, however, not be minimized. The network density
"scorell may vary tremendously depending on whether or not ego's
direct links are taken i nt o account. The following two hypothetical
networks will illustrate the point.
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Diagram 10: Hypothetical Network E
In network E using Barnes' formula and excluding ego·s direct links,













Diagram 11: Hypothetical Network F
Following the same procedure, we first excl ude ego's direct links












Whereas the difference in network E above is rather small the
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difference in the second example is far greater and indicative of
important structural differences. It, therefore, seems as if the
two different practices (including or excluding ego's direct links)
result in the measurement of two different aspects of the notion of
density. On the one hand we focus on the extent to which ego's
contacts know each other, on the other, we focus on the proportion
of actual links to the theoretically possible number of links in
the network including ego's direct links. There is in addition the
problem of the significance, if any, of the difference between the
two measures. Thus in network E above this difference equals 6.7
whereas in network F it equals 33.3. Perhaps this difference is an
indication of ego's centrality and, therefore, importance to the
network. However, at this stage we are not aware of any terms that
enable us to distinguish between these three aspects of network
density. It is therefore, essential to specify that aspect of net-
work density which is of concern to the investigator at anyone time.
Niemeijer's (1973:49) distinction between the II degree of
a personll and the "density of a person" in relation to the network
of which he is a member is another attempt to come to terms with
structural differences in networks resulting from the position,
central or otherwise, occupied by ego in the network under study.
For him the "degree of a personll is:
' • . . the number of re l ations he ha s
within the network , i .e . the size
of his number of his "first - order
star" . '
(Niemeijer 1973:49)
We would then compare this "score ll with that of the degree of the
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network. The latter is defined a~:
' .•. the mean number of relations network
members have with other members.'
(Niemeijer 1973:47)
The "density of a personll is:
' •.• the percentage of all relationships
he could have theoretically within the
network that are in fact actualized.'
(Niemeijer 1973:49)
To obtain this measure we use the following formula:
Where
Dp = 4t x 100 (Formula 6)
Dp = density of person
dp = degree of person
N = number of members in the network
Once again, this measure when compared with the density for the
network as a whole, should tell us something about the centrality
of the person's position within the network being studied.
Although the relationship between these ideas of Niemeijer and
Kapferer's notion of "cr-i t i cal t ty" (see Kapferer 1969:222) seems
to be related, the link between the two is still unexplored .
For Kapferer (1969:222) "cr i t ica l t ty" refers to:
t he de gree t o which a per son or
number of persons within an i ndi vi dual
r et iculum are cr ucial t o it . '
For him there are two major aspects of criticality, viz.:
(a) the extent to which a person (or
per sons) is a major point connecting
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'the other people in the reticulum
to each other t thus providing an
additional bond between them t
other than their common relation-
ship to Ego t ••••• '
and
(b) ' t he degree to which a person (or
persons ) connects Ego to other
people in the situation to whom
in the terms of this paper he is
either not directly connected or
whot if zones other than the
primary zone are considered t
occupy a point on a path which
is Ego's only route of access to
certain individuals in the situa-
tion . '
In Ka pfere r 's case the emphasis is obviously on t he import ance of
people other t han ego in the net work t whereas Ni emeijer focuses on
the importance of ego for t he network . They do have in common,
however t a focus on the rol e of the individual in t he structure
of the network. In addition they both high li ght the re lationship
between individual and t he densi ty of the net work as a whole.
Recently some writers have commented on t he relationship
between network size and density. Cubitt (1973:76) for example t
writes :
'One problem with calculating measures
of network density is that the potential
number of interconnecting linkages in-
creases at a much faster rate than the
number of people in the network . The
number of network members is t herefore
an important factor to take into con -
sideration . '
According t o Ni emei jer (1973:46-49) t he same density measure wil l
have different meanings depending on whether it rel ates t o a smal l
t
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or a large network. In other words, different sized networks may
have the same density. This relationship between size and density
complicates the interpretation of measures of density. Where two
networks have the same density, but differ in the number of people
in the network, it is obvious that people have more relations with
one another in the larger of the two. Starting with Barnes'
definition of density, Niemeijer adopts the formula: 17)
100 x Na
D = iN x (N-l)% (Formula 5)
With this he suggests we rewrite the definition of density to be a
function of two factors, viz., "size" and "degree". "Size" refers
to the number of people included in the network, while "degree"
refers to:
the mean number of r elations net work
member s have with other members . '
(Niemeijer 1973:47)





d = degree of network
Na = actual number of relations
N = network size
According to Niemeijer (1973:48):
' The degree of a network tell s us to
what ext ent the persons are on average
connected to the network in question . If
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' t he degree of a net work equals t hree t
one knows t hat t he member s have an
average of three relations wit h other
network member s . '
Using this measure of degree Niemeijer rewrites the original formula
of density to read as follows:
Here:




N = number of people in the network
t he density of a network varies
di r ectly with degree and inver sely
with size. I f a network is large
and has t he same density as another
but smaller network t then t he degree
will be greater.'
(Niemeijer 1973:48)
Finally, with reference to variables influencing the
density of networks, Turner (quoted by Cubitt (1973:71) ) suggests
that there is a close relationship between geographical mobility
and density. When people live in one area or place all or most of
their lives, it is likely that their networks will be dense. Con-
versely people who are geographically highly mobile are likely to
know people in many parts of the country, consequently their networks
will, most likely, be "sparse ". However this var i abl e , and others
in the same category, can only be useful in explaining the origin
and structure of a given concrete network. As such it has very




Of all the structural characteristics identified by
Mitche11 Ilrange" has received, to date, the least attention in the
literature. In addition the relationship between range and other
structural aspects of networks has not been explored.
Whee1don (1969: 133) di sti ngui shes between sma11-, mi.ddle-,
and large-range networks. According to him range is affected by two
variables, viz.:
(1) the absolute numbers of people with
whom ego is observed to have a personal
relationship, .•.• '
and
(2) the numbers of people in' ..• (ego's)
'network who do not belong to broadly
the same socio-economic' group as himself.'
These two variables viz., the number of direct (first-order) contacts
of ego, and the socio-economic position of (all) people in ego·s net-
work, enables Whee1don to draw this distinction between networks in
terms of range. Niemeijer's (1973:49) notion of the degree of a
person which he defines as:
' ... the number of relations' •.. (ego)
... 'has within the network, i.e. the
size of his number of his "first-order
star". I
is obviously the same as Whee1don 's first aspect of range. With
reference to first-order contacts Mitche11 is of the opinion that
there is a limit to the number of people with whom ego can be in
direct and regular contact. For him the upper limit is probably
30 contacts.
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Whee1don's second aspect, socio-economic position, has
received very little attention. If we add to this aspect other
import ant differences which may exist between ego and his first-
order contacts, we can.refer to such a difference or combination
of di fferences as t he heterogeneity of t he network. 18) It is t here-
fore, suggested that the notion of range should include the idea of
the hetero- or homogeneity of the network. In addition to socio-
economic status, cul tural, language, rel i gi ous and/or political
differences or similarities between ego and his first-order contacts
may i nf l uence ego 's behaviour . The possibility of cultural acconuno-
dation and assimilation, for example, may very well depend upon t he
hetero- or homogeneity of the networks of actors in a situation of
cul tural contact.
A network with a l arge- range i s , the refore, one where
ego has many first-order or direct contacts and where his network i s
het erogeneous . Conversely a smal l -range impl ies very few , perhaps
no, first-order cont~tts plus a homogeneous network.
Related to "range" is Kapferer's (1969 and 1973) notion
of "span" . Originally he def ined span as :
' .... the number of links out of the
total viable links operating between
actors obs er ved in ' ... (t he situa-
ti on) ... ' capt ured by Ego as a
result of including specific people
within his direct set of relation-
ships . '
(Kapferer 1969:224)




E = number of direct links between
ego and other actors in the
network
L = total number of links between each
of the actors to whom ego is linked
S = total "number of links between all
actors in the situation
To illustrate the application of the formula let us assume we have
the following network:
Diagram 12: Hypothetical Network G













The definiti on of span and the measurement of span developed by
Kapferer was made possible by the bounded nature of the situation
to which it was first applied. It is not possible to use this
formula in an unbounded situation because of the lack of infonma-
tion. Realizing this Kapferer (1973:96) later redefined span as:
t he number of i ndividual s with
whom ego has a relat ionship .'
This much simplified notion of span is much closer to the notion of
range as used by Wheel don. In using it Kapferer now refers to high
or low span.
2.4.2. Interactional Characteristics
2.4.2.1. Content of Links
For Mitchell (1969:20) the most important interactional
aspect of the links in a person's network is:
' .••. that which concerns the meanings
which t he persons i n the net work
attribute to their r elationships . '
The meaning of a relationship may be referred to as the "content" of
the link/s in a person's network. So import ant is this concept that
Harries-Jones (1969:302) argues:
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' Any " l i nk" or s et of " l inks" between
people i s defined i n virtue of the
content t hat either t he actor or
observer gives t o t he " l ink" . '
Thus we find that relationships differ in their content.
Unfortunately the notion of content involves some of the
most difficult problems. It is also, according to Mitche11 (1973:292)
the least developed of all the characteristics. The fact that
"content" has been used in sl ight1y diffe'rent ways contributes to
the confusion. Epstein (1969:112), for example, writes:
'Implicit in much of this conver sation are
the norms , values and attit udes, of general
or speci al appli cation , recognized in t he
society. An important part of such con-
versat i on i s made up of goss i p, ... Viewed
tben in te~s of the content of i nteraction
the network may also be seen as a ser ies of
links in a chai n of gossip . '
In this instance, says Mitche11 (1 969:22) :
' .•.. cont ent refers t o the content of the
f low of communicat ion t hrough t he net work. '
Kapferer (1969:211-215) who also discusses the "interactiona1 bonds"
between ,an anchor person and his contacts, i denti fi es "exchange
content" as one of the three major properties of such relationships.
By exchange content he (Kapferer (1969:212)) means :
' •... the overt elements of t he transactions
between individuals in a situation which
constitutes their interaction . I
As examples of exchange content Kapferer identifies: conversation;
joking behaviour; job assistance; personal service; and, cash
ass istance.
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Mitchell (1969:20) refers to II normat i ve contentll when he
uses the concept of content. The reference is, therefore, to the
IInormative context ll in which interaction takes place. Here he has
in mind kinship, shared religious beliefs, economic obligations,
etc. (See Mitchell (1969:22)).
As mentioned ear1ier19) one way of limiting the network so
that it becomes more manageable is to look at personal networks in
terms of restricted contents. Barnes (1954:43), for example, says
that:
I want to consider, roughly sp eak ing ,
that part of t he t ot al networ k that is
left behind when we remove t he groupings
and chains of interaction which belong
strictly to the territorial and indus-
trial systems. '
This restricts his analysis to relationships based on kinship,
friendship and neighbourliness. Bott (1957) also refers to friends,
relatives and neighbours suggesting that she adopts a similar
definition of content.
Any discussion of content would be incomplete without
reference to the possible concurrence of several contents in one
network link. Where a given link contains only one focus of inter-
action, we refer to it as lI uni p1exll or "si ng1e- st randedll or "simp1exll.
Those links containing more than one content are called "multipl ex",
or II multi-stranded ll or IImany-strandedll. On the notion of uni- and
mu1tip1exity there seems to be no disagreement. Mu1tip1exity is
described by Whee1don (1969:132) as follows:
' ..... if A sees B at work , if t hey belong
to the same football club and are both
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' members of the ratepayer's association, •..
r describe their relationship as having at
least t hree strands, ... '
Similarly, Kapferer (1969:211-212), for whom the "multiplexity of
the exchange content" constitutes one of the three important
properties of interactional bonds, defines multiplexity as:
' ..•• the number of exchange contents
which exists in a relationship • . •. •
A relationship becomes mul t i plex when
there is more than one exchange content
within i t , .•... '
(Kapferer 1969:213)
Having defined multiplexity Kapferer (1969:223-224)
introduces the notion of the degree of multiplexity, which he divides
into two parts. The first is concerned only with ego's direct links
which he refers to as "star-multiplexity". The second relates to the
links connecting all people in the network excluding ego's own
direct links to them which he calls "zone-multiplexity". To obtain
the degree of multiplexity Kapferer (1969:226) ,suggest s dividing the
number of multiplex relations by the total number of "al l relevant"
relationships, expressing the result as a percentage. Similarly,
star-multiplexity is obtained by dividing the number of multiplex
direct relat ionships which ego has by the total number of all his
direct relationships. Zone-multiplexity is obtained by dividing the
number of multiplex relations between members of the network, exclud-
ing ego, by all the relat ionships linking them.
The importance of mul ti plexi ty , for Kapferer (1969:213),
stems fro m t he fact t hat it provides a measure to determine whether
ego is strongly or weakly tied to the members of his network. Thus
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he argues that re1ationshfps which are multiplex are almost always
. h . 1 . 1 20)stronger than those WhlC are slmp ex or unlp ex.
Considering the relationship between mu1tip1exity and
other concepts, the following links are identified by various
writers. Thoden van Ve1sen (1973:227) argues that:
'Multiple relations will grow and develop
between persons within the same compart -
ment r ather than with persons outs i de
these compartments . '
With reference to the relationship between mu1tip1exity, span and
density, Kapferer (1969:228) feels that a hi gh "score " of multi-
p1exity tends to occur in association with a high score for span
and/or density. However, a high score for density and span does
not always imply mu1tip1exity. In addition, Kapferer (1969:228)
suggests that star-mu1tip1exity has the most relevance for span
while zone-mu1tip1exity has the most relevance for density.
Final ly, Mitche1 1 (1969:23) argues that the notion of
multi p1exity relates to Frankenberg 's (1966) idea of "soci a1
redundancy". The idea behind redundancy is that in "multi-channe1
routes " alternative links are available should anyone channel
fail. Consequently, Mitchel1 (1969:23) feels that:
' A multi-stranded relationship is analogous
to a multi-channel communication r oute in-
sofar as effect on behaviour is concerned ,
since people in a multi-stranded relation-
ship interact with one another in many
different contexts and are therefore less
likely to be able to withdraw completely
from contact with one another as people in




Unlike the concepts discussed so far, the notion of
directedness is much less complex and less open to different inter-
pretations. It refers to the question of whether a given relation-
ship is reciprocal or whether it should be considered as oriented
from one person to another.
When relationships are reciprocal as is the case with
friendship, kinship and neighbourliness (see Barnes (1954); Bott
(1957), etc.) directedness ;s not very important. In other instances
there is a close relationship between the content of a relationship
and the direction of the relationship. This is, for example, the
case in an employer-employee relationship. Furthermore, the influence
of one actor on another will most certainly differ according to the
direction of the relationship. It therefore seems important to
distinguish between reciprocal relations and "focused" relationships.
The former can be sub-divided into "symmet r i cal " and "non-symmetricalll
relationships.21) Reciprocal relationships really involve two
relationships, (that between A and B and B and A) of like content. 22)
Bearing this in mind symmetrical relations refer to a situation where
the relationship between A and B; and B and A is identical in all
respects, e.g., intensity. Where a relationship is "non-symmetric"
the relationship between A and B will not be the same as the relation-
ship between Band A.
Somewhat more complicated is the relationship between
multiplexity and directedness. Assuming a multiplex relationship
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between A and B it is obvious that some of the strands may be
oriented to A, while others may be oriented to B. Diagrammatically,
this may be represented as follows:
A-..----~B
Alternatively, all the links may be directed at either A or B.
A_--~B
Where a relationship is both multiplex and reciprocal it is obvious
that directionality is less important than in the other two cases
described above.
2.4.2.3. Durability
According to Barnes (1972:17) durability refers to:
' •... the persistence of .... r el at i ons
t hrough t i me. '
Here the emphasis tends to be on the persistence or stability of
given relationships. To see networks as something static would,
therefore, be misleading. The network is always dynamic. Thus new
relations are formed, old ones discarded and others modified. Some
relations are relatively short lived, as is often the case with
action-set links. Because these links are activated by ego for the
sole purpose of achieving a specified goal, they often disappear
once ego achieves his ends. Other relations are "permanent" in
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that they only disappear when ego, or h.is contact, dies. This
would be the case, for example, with relations based on kinship.
The permanence of such relations· does not imply, however, that
they are always manifest re1atfonshfps. Such relations may be
latent or dormant for varying periods in that they do not influence
ego's behaviour.
There is obviously some relationship between the
durability of a relationship and the mu1tip1exity of a relationship.
It is most likely that a multiplex relationship will also be a
durable relationship. This idea is also expressed by Mitchell
(1969:23) in the following statement:
•.... (when people) .•. 'interact with
one another in many different contexts
...• ' (they are) .... 'less likely to
be able to withdraw completely from
contact with one another ••.•....•.. '
A relationship between density and durability is also
not improbable. Should a relationship exist one would expect it to
be a positive relationship. In other words, the higher the network
density the more durable the links within the network.
Other characteristics of links and networks that may
relate positively to durability, include reachabi1ity, directedness
(reciprocal relations), frequency of contact and the intensity of
links.
2.4.2.4. Intensity
By "intensity" ~1itchell (1969:27) means:
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the degree to which individuals
are prepared to honour obligations; or
feel free to exercise the rights im-
plied in their link to some other
person. '
Barnes (1972:17) adopts an almost identical definition of intensity.
For him:
intensity indicates the extent to
which an individual is ready to respond
to appeals for support and is constrained
in his choice of actions because of his
relation to someone else ..•. '
The notion of the "strength of a relation", especially as used"by
Kapferer (1969:213) when he refers to "strength" as the ability of
an actor to influence other people in the network, is also closely
related to the idea of the intensity of a link.
Considering the relationship between intensity and
multiplexity, Mitchell (1969:29) points to the fact that not all
intense relations are multiplex relations. Whereas some relations
are intense because they are multiplex, others are intense because
of "the moral values they are invested with". (Mitchell (1969:29))
Finally with regard to the measurement of intensity we
would have to be satisfied, for the time being, with either the
actor 's23) or observer1s own assessment of the intensity of a given
relationship. At best this would mean a distinction between low,
medium, and high intensity.
2.4.2.5. Frequency
Although the frequency of contact is a characteristic
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of all relationships it is doubtful whether it is relevant for
network analysis. Mitche11 (1969:29) suggests that its relevance
can only be marginal. An aspect or dimension of the frequency of
contact is the regularity of such contact. Here again, however,
the relevance of the regularity of contact seems marginal. For
the time being the usefulness of these concepts seems to be
restricted to a descriptive classification of relations as either:
(a) frequent and regular;
(b) frequent and irregular;
(c) infrequent and regular; or
(d) infrequent and irregular.
Because both the frequency and regularity of contact are easily
quantifiab1e,operationa1 definitions of frequent-infrequent, and
regular-irregular, should present no serious problems. The relevance
of this classification for networks must, however, remain undemonstrated.
3. SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS
The above, rather brief, discussion of the origin and nature
of the network approach represents an attempt to systematize, define,
clarify and explain those concepts most often used by network researchers.
In addition, the process of clarification and explanation included an
attempt to indicate, where possible, the links between the concepts.
It is the establishment of such links which is seen, theoretically
speaking, as the most urgent and pressing need of the network approach.
Without a system of interrelated and interdependent concepts, i.e., a
conceptual frame of reference, the approach will never be regarded as
more than a mode of analysis.
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Finally, there has been no attempt to summarise either the
II met hods ll or findings of network researchers. If and when referred
to it was done in order to clarify a given concept.
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NOTES
1. The term network was first mentioned by Barnes in 1953 in -a short
paper which was read at a meeting of the Association o! Social.
Anthropologists at Oxford on 3rd October 1953. Accordlng.to ~lm
he got his idea mainly from a .book by Fortes The Web of K~nsh~p
(1949). See Barnes (1969:52).
2. A more detailed and systematic discussion of methods and methodo-
logical problems is included in the chapter on Research Design,
i.e. Chapter Three.
3. Freeman's (1979:217) definition of a graph is almost identical to
this definition of a network.
4. The above discussion relates to the distinction between Itota1"
and "partial" networks discussed later on in this chapter.
5. For a useful, although brief, discussion of graph theory concepts
see Freeman (1979).
6. A more usual notation would be CL12 rather than CL
12 which looks
like CL to the 12th power. .
7. Perhaps by definition it should be all people in the world.
8. In fact, there are no non-members.
9. Discussed a little later in this chapter. See section 2.2.2.
10. Limited in terms of content, i.e., kinship, religion, neighbourli-
ness, etc.
11. A more detailed discussion of the problems involved is included in
the chapter on Research Design. See Chapter Three.
12. The meaning and importance of density will be discussed in some
detail later in this chapter.
13. Some errors in the original diagrams were corrected.
14. Taken from Mitchell (1969:16).
15. In the presentation an X indicates that a point at the head of a
column cannot be reached from a point at the head of a row.
16. This formula is later modified to take into account the relationship
between density and size of a network. This will be discussed shortly.
17. Discussed in an earlier part of this section.
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18. Jacobson (1970) a1so refers to the heterogeneity of the lie1i te
network ll in the town of Mbale, Uganda. For him, however,
heterogeneity refers exclusively to the ethnic status of the
members of a network.
19. See section on to~al and partial networks.
20. "Strenqth" refers to the actor's ability to "exer-t pull over" and
influence other people to whom he is multiplexly tied. (See
Kapferer (1969:213)).
21. Compare Barnes (1972:6) and also Thoden van Velzen (1973:243).
22. The reference to 1I1ike content ll is important to distinguish this ·
kind of relationship from one which is multiplex.
23. In using the actor1s definition of the situation the network






The decision to use the network approach in the study of
reactions to culture contact, followed by a discussion of the
origin and nature of the network approach itself, provides us
with some insight into the theoretical and conceptual orientation
of the researcher. However, such a discussion is never sufficiently
precise so that it can serve as a statement of the conceptual
framework to be used in empirical research. It is therefore "
necessary to identify and define the various concepts to be used
in this study.
A sooi al network is defined as a set of relationships (lines
or links) between actors (or points or IIknots ll or persons or individ-
uals). Ego's behaviour is therefore analysed in terms of the links
between him and his first-order contacts and the links if any,
these contacts have among themselves and with others. First-order
refers to direct contact between ego and at least one other person.
Because of limited resources, particularly time and money, most
researchers must restrict the number of actors and order of relation-
ships as well as the kinds of l inks to be included in any concrete
analysis of a given ego's network . All restrictions on the number
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of persons to be included in the analysis plus restrictions on the
order of relationships results in a segmental network . Conversely,
limiting the scope of the investigation in terms of the content of
links the result is a partial network. In the case of segmental
networks morphological or structural restrictions l) are imposed
affecting:
the relationships or patterning of
the l inks i n the network ••••. '
(Mitchell 1969:12)
Partial networks, on the other hand, are seen as resulting from
interactional restrictions,2) that is, restrictions in terms of
content, affecting the nature of the links themselves. It is
obvious that such a partial or segmental or partial-segmental net-
work constitutes a sub-set of a much larger t ot al network. As such
it is an abstraction either of ego or the investigator or, most
likely, both. The larger tota l network includes all links with no
restrictions placed on either order or content. This makes it a
highly abstract theoretical concept whose only empirical point of
reference can be the world. In addition it is both finite in the
sense that you can, at least theoretically, count all the people
in the world and unbounded insofar as there are no non-members.
Given the assumed relationship between ego 's behaviour and his
social network, it becomes absolutely critical to distinguish between
different social networks in order to explain differences in t he
behaviour of different egos. Alternatively, similarities in behaviour
can be attributed to similar social networks. All of this presupposes
the existence of a conceptual f ramework precise enough to allow
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researchers to distinguigh. between different social networks.
Mitchell's (1969) work in providing such a conceptual framework
is an important landmark in the development of the network approach.
In this study we follow him closely in distinguishing between five
morphological and five interactional characteristics of social
networks.
The morphoLogicaL characteristics refer to:
' ..... the ..•.. patterning of the links
in the network with respect to one another.'
(Mitchell 1969:12)
Anchorage~ density~ reachabiLity~ homo-/heterogeneity and size
are the five structural characteristics used to distinguish between
different socia~ networks. This study regards the network as
having a starting point or reference point or point of orientation.
As such it is anchored on this starting point. Moreover, this
starting point is, for purposes of this investigation, always a
single individual. This makes the network "egocent r i c or personaL.
It also makes the network either the creation of ego himself insofar
as he establishes interpersonal contacts or the construction of the
investigator or both. 3) Like Mitchell (1969:15) we define density
as:
the extent to which everyone i n a
set of ego's contacts knows everyone
else.'
Thus the emphasis is on the linkage between the links. ReachabiZity
refers to the proportion of people that can be reached in a specified
number of steps within a given concrete social network. Homo- /
heterogeneity refer to the number of relations of like content
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existing between ego and his contacts while size refers to the
number of direct or first-order contacts of ego.
Turning next to the interactiona1 characteristics we once
again follow Mitche11's example (1969) in distinguishing between
five such characteristics, viz., content~ directedness~·durability~
intensity~ and frequency of interaction. Here the focus is on the
nature of the relationships themselves. Content refers to the
meaning that the relationship has for ego. Examples of content
include: friendship; kinship; supporting the same political
party; going to the same church; neighbourliness; participating
in the same recreational activities, and so on. Those links between
persons containing more than one content are called multiplex or
multi-stranded as opposed to uniplex or single-stranded links con-
taining only one focus of interaction. Directionality refers to
the question of whether a given relationship is reciprocal, i.e.
friendship, or whether it should be considered as oriented from
one person to another. Relationships of like content which are
also reciprocal really involve two separate relationships; between
A and B, and Band A. As such it may be either symmetrical or non-
symmetrical. If symmetrical the relationship between A and B, and
B and A is in all respects identical. Should the relationship
between A and B be different from the relationship between B and A,
we have a non-symmetric reciprocal relationship. For Barnes (1972:
17), and also for us, durability refers to:
' ..•. t he persistence of ..... r elations
t hrough time. I
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We also accept Mitchell IS (1969:27) definitfon of intensity where
intensity refers to:
' .•.. the degree to which i ndividuals are
prepared to honour obligations~ or feel
free to exercise t he rights i mpl ied in
their link to some other person.'
Finally with reference to the interactional characteristics of
social networks we distinguish the f requency of contacts. This
concept involves at least two dimensions~ viz. the frequency of
contact and the reguLarit y of such contact. Taken together these
two variables enable us to develop a descriptive typology of
contact. Thus we can classify contact as either: frequent and
regular; frequent but irregular; infrequent yet regular; and,
infrequent and irregular.
Finally, we conclude our discussion of the conceptual frame-
work by considering the notions action- sets and communication-sets.
When ego mobilizes or activates some of the links in his personal
network for a limited period of time in order to achieve a desired
goal or end, and there is, furthermore, a transaction between the
activator and the activated then we have an act ion-set. It must
be pointed out that the transaction is not always explicit and
visible to an outsider, nor is it always a materialistic trans-
action in that goods change hands. Often support for one person
involves a tacit understanding that, if necessary, . that person will
support you at some future date. Such obligations are often t aken
fo r granted and thus part of an et cetera clause. (See Garfinkel
(1967)) . Havi ng mobi l i zed such a sub-set of hi s personal network
ego may in future, for a number of reasons, find it easier to
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mobilize the same links in order to achieve new goals. Such
repeated mobilization of the same network links can resul t in the
formation of a quasi-group (Mayer (1966:115)). The latter may
take one of two forms: either it is a unit of conflict in which
case we use the concept faction (Harries-Jones (1969:302)), or if
not a unit of conflict we use the concept clique .
As an analytical tool the notion of a conununi cat i on-set ',tends
to be much less useful. Here the emphasis is on the flow of
information or knowledge through the network. Insofar as only
certain, never all, links are used for the transmiss ion of given
information, in anyone concrete case those links, taken together,
constitute a communication-set. However, it could be argued that
the entire network is used to a greater or lesser extent for the
transmission of information, and as such the social network is in
i t sel f a communication-set. Also, in the case of action-sets,
success in the achievement of desired goals will surely depend in
no small way on the successful transmission of relevant information.
Thus once again it could be argued that t he action-sets share some
communication-set characteristics. All of this, however, does not
detract from t he useful ness of the concept conunune which Harary,
Norman and Cartwright (see Harries-Jones (1969:302-303)) see as a
strong set i n a commun ication-se t. For them, and for us, i t is :
' ..... a maximal collection of people who can
engage one another in two-way communication ,
so that if a message was transmitted to one
member of this "commune" all other members
would be bound to receive it .'
(Har r i es-J ones 1969:302-303)
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The above discussion is a very brief summary statement of t he
conceptual framework to be used in t his investigation. Reading it
in conjunction with the chapter on t he origin and deve1 ~pment of
the network approach gives a more detailed picture of the theoretical
perspective of the investigator.
2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Some General Methodological ' Issues
Broadly speaking methodological problems or issues can be
classified into one of three categories. Thus we distinguish between
Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3 problems.
Problems of Type 1 refer to decisions concerning the
restrictions, morphological and/or interactiona1, t hat t he investi-
gator imposes on any concrete network. That restrictions must
inevitably influence the quality of the investigation cannot be
denied. However it is equally true that:
some l imit must be put on the number of
links to be taken as definitive for any specific
network ; otherwise it would become co-extensive
with the total network . '
(Mi t che11 1969:40 )
Real izing that limitations are i nevi t abl e t he problemof what re-
strictions to impose presents itself to the researcher. Mi t che11
(1969:13) argues that how far the links of a network must be traced :
" depends entirely upon the field-wo~ker's
judgement of what links are significant in
explaining the behaviour of the people with
whom he is concerned .'
He suggests (Mitche11 (1 969:14)) t hat i t wi ll sel dom be necessary to
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go beyond the second-order zone in order to determine the influence
of the network on the behaviour of individuals. However, even this
may be over-ambitious if one considers Boissevain's experience. He
writes:
'By including the total first-order zone in
the analysis the researcher is faced with
the problem of gathering the relevant data
and processing it. This in my experience
is prohibitively time consuming and likely
to inundate the researcher with data to the
point of immobility.'
(Boissevain 1973:73)
What criteria to use for selecting structural restrictions remain
problematical. Imposing interactional limitations is often con-
sidered no less problematical. You may, for example, restrict your
analysis to friends or neighbours. However, the difficulty here is:
' ...•. that people's conceptions of these
terms differ so much. One or two of the
older men in my research insisted that
they had no friends at all, while a trade
union secretary considered all the members
of his union friends.' •... 'Similarly
some informants considered as neighbours
only their two immediate neighbours while
others referred to those living in a whole
district of Edinburgh as neighbours.'
(Cubitt 1973:74)
We cannot deny that people's conceptions of friendship, neighbours,
etc. are different, but the importance of this fact is easily over-
estimated. It would be much more unwise to impose a uniform yet
"foreign" definition on informants. This may lead to a much greater
distortion of the facts. It is suggested that, in spite of obvious
drawbacks, we use the actors' definition of the situation. At least
this way we cannot be accused of creating an artificial situation.
Ultimately only those relationships created and/or recognized by ego
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can influence his behaviour. Finally, with reference to restrictions
imposed by researchers, it is noteworthy that investigators often
restrict their studies to an analysis of uniplex links amongst a
restricted, finite number of persons of a given network (see for
example: Barnes (1954), Bott (1957), P.Mayer (1961), Epstein (1969),
Pauw (1963), and A. Mayer (1966)). In doing this they come close to
the idea of a digraph in graph theory.
Type 2 problems concern data collection, especially problems
concerning research procedures, data collection techniques, recording
of network data and who to regard as the anchorpoint. In spite of
Mitchell's (1969:4) claim that participant observation as a research
procedure predominates in network studies there is also much evidence
of the use of at least quasi-survey type procedures. The use of
traditional survey techniques by many researchers is evidence in
support of this statement. Many studies certainly do rely on partici-
pant observation (see for example: Cubitt (1973), Whitten (1970a)
and Yengoyan (1970)), but an equally large number uses surveys and
survey type techniques . (see for example: Coombs (1973), Tolsdorf
(1976), Chatterjee (1976), Bott (1957), Cubitt (1973), Whitten (1970a),
Yengoyan (1970) , Nelson (1966), Aldous and Straus (1966) and Erbe
(1977)). Even the use of samples has found a place in network analysis
(see for example: Petrowsky (1976), Southall (1961), Nelson (1966),
and Aldous and Straus (1966)). Perhaps the days of the pure research
design is something of the past. This is no reason for despair, for
on the methodological horizon t here looms the exciting possibility,
and challenge, of combining two or more IItraditional ll procedures into
ones more adequate, research design.
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As far as the actual gathering of data is concerned Mitchell
(1974:296) argues that some involvement of the observer with the
people he is studying is essential. For him (Mitchell (1969:31))
the most valid, reliable and adequate information is likely to be
obtained through direct observation. This technique of data
gathering is, however, not wit hout its limitations. The influence
of the observer on the observed is perhaps one of the more serious
limitations, for it cannot be denied that the mere presence of a
new member must inevitably change the pattern of relationships
present in a given situation. Relevant here is the view of Whitten
when he writes:
•.••• , marginal though he may be to the
cultural orientations of a given people,
and peripheral though he may be to their
social, economic, and political systems,
a competent ethnographer becomes central
to a data-gathering, rumour-distributing
network that usurps power from other
systems. Because the anthropologist must
learn as much as possible ••.•• he is
bound to make close friends and through
them to work outward in ever-ramifying
networks of interpersonal relationships.'
(Whitten 1970:398)
Furthermore, using direct observation as the only means of identifying
the members of ego's network is in itself not always adequate. Here
the problem lies in the fact that the observer perceives only those
links which are used, mobilized or activated by ego, and his contacts,
while he is observing them. Even then, links which are activated by
means other than direct contact , i.e. by means of letters, telephonic
conversation, cards, audio tapes, etc., may never come to the attention
of the observer. This means that in addition to the conscious and
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intended restrictions on the network and network analysis, there
are also unintended restrictions on the social networks and the
analysis of them, due to inadequate data gathering. The problem
with these unintended restrict ions l ies in the fact that nothing
is known about t heir scope, influence or importance for the network.
In addition, because they are un known to the researcher he has no
control over them. That the problem of dormant links has'been
realized is evident in the work of Mitchell (1969 :40) when he
writes:
' A ••• •. problem ar i s es out of the fact
•.•.• that not all of t he potential links
that a person may have ... •• need be
activated at any particular moment. The
r elat ionshi p an i ndi vi dual ha s with s ome
person may be dormant or l atent until it
becomes the basis of some social act i on. '
The real dilemma facing the participant observer is nowhere better
described than in the following extract from the work of Mitchell
(1974:296):
' I n a sense the potential participant observer
wishing to mak e a network study i s faced with
the paradox that he is best placed to in-
itiate the study after he has completed it. '
Turning next to the use of more traditiona l, survey type
techniques and the ir relevance for network studies we f irst put
forward t he view of Mi t chell (1969:28-29) . He argues:
' Thus far the use of formal techniques of data
COllection , as for example by self-completed
questionnaires such as used by sociometrists
or even of such schedules completed by rela-
t ively skilled interviewers , has not been
very successful precisely , I suspect , because
the bas i c phenomenological problem involved
in adequately di s t ingui shi ng t he content of
t he links in networks has remained unsolved . '
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Leaving aside for the time being the problem of determining the
content of a link we wish to point out that i f the use of "formal
techniques •. ••. has not been very successful •... " then th is fact
has certainly not prevented researchers from using them (see for
example: Coombs (1973), To1sdorf (1976). Chatterjee (1 976) , Bott
(1957), Cubitt (1973), Whitten (1970), Yengoyan (1970), Nelson
(1966), A1dous and Straus (1966)). Of all the "survey type" data
gathering techniques used by researche~, the interview i s perhaps
the most popular one (used by: Coombs (1973) , To1sdorf (1976),
Chatterjee (1976) , Bott (1957 ), Cubitt (1973) , Whi t t en (1970) ,
Yengoyan (1970 ), Nelson (1966) , A1dous and Straus (1966) , and
others). According to Mitche1 1 (1969 :30):
' Us i ng interviews has t he disadvantage that
the fieldworker becomes aware of the
characterist ics of the net work only from
the point of view of his respondent .'
To overcome this difficu lty i t is suggested, by Mitche11, that in
spite of the enormity of the task the researcher must:
' ...•• interview every person that a
r espondent claims to be in his per sonal
network . '
(Mi t che11 1969:31)
In. pr i nci p1e Bott (1957:61) ag rees with Mi t che11 when she writes:
' I f possible it would be advisable to
interview several memb~rs . of a network ,
f ol l owing the links of i nt er act i on
from one to another , instead of relying
on what each couple say about their net-
work •.. . '
Cubitt (1973:75) adopts a si mi lar posi ti on as is evidenced in the
fol l owi ng quotation:
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'Ideally each member of the network should
be contacted and asked if he knows the
other members.'
In contrast to the views expressed by the above mentioned writers
it could be argued that the researcher really only requires the
respondent's point of view. Gi ven the assumption: when ego defines
a situat ion as reaL i t is reaL in its consequences (see W.I. Thomas
(1966)) the relationship between ego's network, whether real or
imagined, and his concrete behaviour can be investigated. This view
is obviously based on the assumption that something, here the network,
can only influence behaviour if it is part of the actor's definition
of the situation. In practice this means for example, that a per-
ceived relationship, real or imagined, between contacts of ego is
likely to affect his behaviour. Conversely, where ego sees no
relationship between two of his contacts, even if it does exist, it
is unlikely to have any bearing on his behaviour. 4) Given this
stance it becomes meaningless t o interview the contacts of ego.
In addition to interviews , questionnaires (i.e. self-administered
schedules) have also been used (see for example: Chatterjee (1976),
Crane (1977), Yengoyan (1970), and Aldous and Straus (1966)). As far
as questionnaires are concerned Mitchell (1969:31) argues that they
should play a supportive rather than major role. Despite obvious
disadvantages it remains, however, the only technique that can, in
combination with some form of sampling, provide relatively quickly
and cheaply masses of data concerning some aspects of networks.
The truth is that all techniques of data collection have certain
advantages but also certain limitations. Thi s makes given techniques
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suitable for collecting certain information but unsuitable for
collecting other kinds of data. Yengoyan (1970:433) argues:
' There is no single kit of .•... t ools t hat
is utilizable in al l fieldwork ~ nor is
ther e a finite number of approaches that
will r ender "answers" in all cases . '
It is therefore suggested that network researchers should adopt a
position of methodological pluralism. Increasingly anthropologists
(see Frei1 ich (1970) and sociologists (see Webb et a~ . (1966),
Denzin (1978)) stress the importance of using as many techniques of
data collection as possible. This i s based on the be1i~f that they
will cancel out, as it were, each others weaknesses. Any adequate
research design i s therefore likely to ut i l i ze more t han one research
technique. In practice this is not something new (see : Cubitt (1973),
Whi t t en (1970 ), Yengoyan (1 970) ) .
Recording network data is yet another Type 2 problem. Mitche11
(1969:11) points to the fact that t here i s no standardized way of
recording information about networks. Similarly, Wo1fe (1 978:227)
stresses the need for a standa rd method of recording network data.
The literature contains only rather vague references to t he recording
of network data. Mi tc he11 ·s (1969:33) wor k serves as a good example.
He wr ites:
data are . •.. recorded in descriptive
and narrative form in the course of normal
fieldwork . The characteristics of the ....
network must then be abstracted from the
field-notes . But the interaction is often
so complicated that even the most gifted
fieldworker stands to miss a good deal . '
The answer to t his problem cou ld possi bly lie in t he use of "check
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lists" in matrix form. 5) These lists could serve a dual purpose;
on the one hand they could serve as a guide to observation, on the
other they are also a means of quickly recording network data.
Finally, with reference to Type 2 problems, we consider the
question of where to begin the analysis. For Whitten and Wolfe
(1973:725) it is a question of:
'Upon what egocentric network should an
investigator focus?'
They suggest that:
'One strategy is to begi n with an ego
strategic to action in a particular
natural setting.'
(Whitten and Wolfe 1973:740)
Thus, if you are interested in, say, the relationship between social
networks and acculturation, it would make sense to select egos who
are completely acculturated and egos who still uphold their traditional
cultures. Depending on the nature of the problem the investigator
may also select an ego who is either central and/or critical to a
given network or he may select an ego who is only loosely tied to a
given network. On the notions of centrality and criticality it must
be noted that a given network may have more than one member who is
either central and/or critical to it. It is for this reason that
Barnes (1972:4) feels justified in arguing that an egocentric network
is the creation of the investigator. This cannot be accepted. Insofar
as the investigator selects a given respondent as anchorpoint he is
indeed responsible for the decision of where to start the analysis,
but to argue that the entire network now becomes the creation of the
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researcher does seem invalid. In the final analysis, regardless
of how you determine your starting point, the:
important thing is to begin.'
(Whitten and Wo1fe 1973:740)
Type 3 problems refer mainly to problems of finding indicators
for some of the more abstract theoretical concepts. In the network
approach the problem of operationa1izing theoretical concepts presents
the researcher with a task which is both easy and almost impossible.
It is easy in the sense that there are so few highly abstract
theoretical concepts, yet so difficult to operationa1ize the few
that do exist. Here we will focus on the more difficult ones, begin-
ning with content. Earlier in this chapter "content" was defined as
lithe meaning that the relationship has for ego". Obviously such
"meanings" are not directly observable. Chrisman (1970:246) suggests
that:
'The two factors of recruitment and
situation give an indication of the
content of the link in that they
are related to the interests and
other personal characteristics of
the people involved.'
The fie1dworker relying on direct observation could obviously use
these factors as indicators of content. Should the researcher rely
on interviewing as a method of data collecting it is suggested that,
in the absence of agreed upon indicators, he has no choice but to
use the respondent's view of the content of a link as the indicator
of content.
Like content, i ntensity is another difficult concept to operation-
a1ize. Earlier it was defined as:
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the degree t o which individuals
are prepared to honour obligations t or
f eel free t o exercise t he rights implied
in their link to some other person.'
(Mitche11 1969:27)
Epstein (1969:124) argues that it:
' ...•.•..•• may be gauged in some manner
by the frequency of interaction t but
even more so by its content.'
Given the difficulties in determining the content of a link this
solution is not acceptable. As for using the frequency of contact
as an indicator of intensity there is considerable disagreement.
Mitchell (1969:29) states categorically that a high frequency of
contact does not always imply an intense relationship. This accord-
ing to Mitchell (1969:29) also applies to the regularity of contact.
Thus once again the researcher is dependent on either himself or
his respondent for some assessment of the intensity of a link. In
the absence of agreement it is, once again t suggested that the
respondent's view of the intensity of a link be taken as an indicator
of intensity.
The above discussion of met hodologi cal issues and problems
has been fairly general . It is now necessary to consider these issues
in the specific context of this investigation.
2.2. The Methodology of Culture Contact: The Afrikaner as a
Mi nority in Durban
Limited resources plus an attempt to be realistic t not
over-ambitious t resulted i n certain restrict ions being placed on the
networks to be studied and analysed. In pract ice t his meant restrict ing
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both the number of people and order of lfnks as well as the content
of the links to be included in anyone concrete network. In short,
the networks analysed are all partiaL-segmentaL networks. The
analysis was first of all restricted to the f i rst- order zone, that
is, ego, first-order contacts and the links between these first-
order contacts. Secondly, the network was restricted in that only
contacts tied to ego by at least friendship links were included in
the analysis. It is in this sense that restrictions in terms of the
content of links was imposed. Given a relationship based on friend-
ship between ego and a contact, however, some other links between
ego and that contact were also included in the analysis. Thirdly,
and finally, it was decided to include in the analysis of a given
network no more than twenty first-order contacts of ego. This figure
of twenty is roughly mid-way between the 30 contacts suggested by
Mitchell (1969:20) as probably the maximum number of people with whom
ego can be in direct and regular contact and the eight contacts which
Aldous and Straus (1966) required their respondents to identify. The
decision to include 20 and not 30 or eight contacts was not completely
arbitrary. A prolonged period of field research6) resulted in the
conclusion that very few people are likely to have more than 20 first-
order contacts based on friendship. This conclusion justified the
limit of 20 placed on ego's first-order contacts. Thus Type 1 problems
were solved by restricting ego's network to a maximum of 20 first-
order contacts tied to ego by at least friendship links plus their
links with one another.
Next we consider Type 2 problems. Conforming, in part, to the
ideals of methodological pluralism or triangulation (Denzin (1978) )
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a number of research procedures as well as data gathering techniques
were used. It was hoped that this reliance on a multip1exity of
procedures and techniques would result in a better understanding of
the subject matter with a corresponding increase in the validity
and reliability of the data collected.
Participant observation provided the initial and later a supple-
mentary framework for data collection. The almost total lack of data
in the area being investigated plus our agreement with Mitche11 (1974:
\ 296) that some observer involvement with the observed is essential
explains the prominent role of participant observation in this study.
It is difficult, if not impossible, to pinpoint the exact date on
which participant observation started. The conscious decision to
use participant observation, however, goes back to the beginning of
1977. It is from that date onwards that the investigator formally
adopted the position of observer as participant. Prior to 1977,
dating from approximately 1970, the researcher's position was one
of participant as observer. The early pre-research period, that is
the period between 1970 and the beginning of 1977, was important
insofar as the researcher increasingly became aware of evidence
seemingly contradicting common-sense explanations for the phenomenon
of anglicisation amongst Afrikaners in ·Durban. Moreover different
sections of the population often adopted contradictory common-sense
explanations. Thus among "pure" Afrikaners and some English-speakers
there is a tendency to see angl icisation as something that happens
to, and is almost exclusively restricted to, working or lower class
Afrikaners. Conversely, there are those, Eng1ish- and Afrikaans-
speakers, who feel that it is the better educated Afrikaners or
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1.k 1 t bill' t" 7)Afrikaner intellectuals who are more 1 e y 0 ecome more ver 19 ,
"better disposed toward the Enql i sh'' and eventually anglicised. The
researcher, himself an Afrikaans-speaker, going through the often
agonizing experience of adapting himself to a new, predominantly
English, cultural environment realized that becoming either anglicised
or becoming aware of your own identity as an Afrikaner accompanied by
a wish to maintain your II pur ity ll as an Afrikaner, could conceivably
be seen as two possible reactions to' culture contact. Given his own
position the researcher obviously had more than a marginal, even more
than a scientific, interest in the explanations offered for the
phenomenon of anglicisation. This interest and the already mentioned
lack of scientific information in a sense IIforced ll the researcher to
adopt the new position of observer as participant. This role-change
heralded the start of the f ormal data collection stage. A two-year
period of intensive, direct observation followed. The almost unique
position of the researcher presented both difficulties and, not
unexpectedly, advantages. Being an Afrikaans-speaker, a member of
the largest Afrikaans Protestant church as well as having children
attending an Afrikaans medium school made the traditional participant
observation problems of entry and establishing rapport almost com-
pletely unprob1ematica1. In fact acceptance as a member of the
Afrikaans-speaking community in Durban preceded the observer as
participant stage of the resea rch. The researcher's English surname,
the fact that he is a sociologist and employed by an English university,
however, proved to be factors often affecting complete acceptance by
the community. It also led to problems of trust . Although never
overtly displayed the researcher sometimes had the feeling that he
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was not completely trusted. Many fnvitations to address various
cultural organfzations never got off the ground apparently because
those inviting the researcher to do so, subject to confirmation by
the organization, apparently failed to convince their colleagues
of the trustworthiness of the researcher. In the English community
the situation was reversed. Here the researcher's surname, plus
his employment at an English university was a positive advantage.
It made entry into and acceptance by the community fairly unprob1e-
matical. In retrospect it is obvious that the researcher's own
somewhat marginal position solved more problems and created fewer
problems than was at first anticipated. Entry and acceptance was
followed by 12 months during which the researcher purposefully kept
"a low profile". This period was spent establishing contacts,
listening, looking, searching, trying to make sense out of a mass
of idiographic data, accepting and discarding ideas, etc. It was
a period of passive observation, all of the time guarding against
the greatest danger in participant observation; that of becoming
emotionally too involved. The observer's role as an ordinary member,
not too conspicuous, not too much in the background, helped to
maintain an emotional distance. This position of being there, yet
not completely present, opened up certain avenues of information
not normally available to those occupying more prominent positions
in the community. Being defined as someone who has not yet taken
sides makes one the recipient of closely-guarded information. Being
close to, yet not in the arena, often results in a competition for
your support and the consequent availability of information not
known to lithe other side". In spite of these advantages it is also
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true that certain information never reaches ordinary members. IIWhat
goes on at the topll is only known to those at the top or close to
the top. The passive stage of observation meant attending various
school meetings such as parent evenings·; going to fetes organized
by various schools, churches, and other cultural organizations;
attending both English and Afrikaans church services; attending
various social events organized by schools, churches and cultural
organizations such as IIbraais,,;8) attending numerous sporting events,
especially rugby games but also swimming galas, etc.; going to a
number of plays, music concerts, operettas, etc., organized by
schools, churches or other organizations; plus a host of other
events. Attending the same event, for example a concert, twice was
not uncommon. The more active stage of the participant observation
phase meant getting involved, at the organizational level, in some
of these activities listed above. This represented a II move to the
topll and a consequent opening-up of new channels of information.
The transition from the passive to the more active stage was a more
or less natural development. In spite of realizing that a move
close to the top was necessary in order to obtain additional informa-
tion the researcher never canvassed for votes or support in order
to become a member of any committee or organization. It was felt
that such a move could be seen and interpreted as taking sides,9)
thus blocking other possible sources of information. In order to
move closer to ·the top, however, the IIl ow profile ll image had to be
discarded. In practice this meant speaking at meetings, offering
to help at various functions, etc. Obviously the observer had to
avoid, for reasons already mentioned, "sensitive" topics and/or
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tasks. The eventual outcome of adopti ng this' more publ-ic image
was involvement in a wide spectrum of activities ranging from the
one extreme of rugby coaching to the other extreme of classical
music. However, in all fairness it must be admitted that this
involvement, much of which continues and is likely to continue
for some considerable time in the future, happened i n spi te of
rather than as a result of the research interests of the observer.
It is for this reason that we have described the transition from
the passive to the active stage as "natural". The most difficult
problem at this stage was to participate more fully in the activities
of the community with its consequent lion stage visibility" while
guarding against the possibility of adopting an interventionist
role. The problem of not becoming too emotionally involved now
became critical. The observer 's social conscience coupled with an
absolute belief in the need for fa ir play certainly did not help.
On two separate occasions the observer could not restrain himself
from commenting on remarks which he considered unfair and unwarranted.
This had the effect of making more explicit his own values and beliefs
perhaps a little prematurely. Fortunately for the research these
incidents occurred towards the end of the data collection stage,
consequently its effect was no more than marginal. While its effects
on the research was minimal the same cannot be said for its effect on
the personal relations of the observer. On the one hand it meant
withdrawing from active participation in at least two spheres, playing
a much more passive role; in short, a return to the low profile
image, while on the other it led to the severing of two or three
personal links.
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Whereas discarding the low profile image was a necessary
prerequisite for moving closer to the top, the move itself was
greatly facilitated by the activities of the observer's children.
Their participation in, for example, youth cultural organizations,
music, sport, etc., became instrumental in opening up avenues to
the top. Their activities also explained and justified the observer's
involvement in these activities. Once again all of this happened
in spite of rather than as a result of the research. This preserved
the naturalness of the situation. It also means that the observer
never exploited his own children in order to achieve selfish goals.
This involvement of his own children, however, made it so much more
difficult to observe without becoming emotionally involved.
Looking back, the overall picture is one of success as far as
keeping an emotional distance is concerned. Success in establishing
and maintaining this distance is in no small way due to the observer's
involvement in the teaching of a "methods" course to under-graduate
students at the university where he is employed. This almost daily
contact with methodology, techniques, research, observation, etc.,
makes the methodologist-cum-researcher intensely aware of the pitfalls
in doing research. The interplay between reality i.e. doing"partici-
pant observation, and the ideal i.e. teaching students how to do it,
resulted in a lower emotional involvement that would otherwise have
been the case.
During the participant observation phase of data collection
people were never formally informed about the research. However,
not making it public certainly does not imply that there was an
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attempt to hide the fact that the observer was doing research. When
asked about his interests and research activities, his occupation,
etc., information was readily supplied: never once was there an
attempt to cover-up, or lie, or supply misleading information. On
more than one occasion the observer explained to people the aim and
nature of his research. No one ever expressed his or her displeasure;
in fact the information was inevitably greeted with great enthusiasm.
On one such occasion the following response was noted:
' This is what we've always nee ded. We even
thought of importaing someone from outside'
(of Natal) 'to come and do such a s t udy . '
(Trans la ted by t he aut hor)
Elsewhere the first half of this phase has been described as a
period of establishing contacts, listening, looking, searching, trying
to make sense out of a mass of idiographic facts, etc. The second,
more active, half included in addition to listening, looking, search-
ing, etc., also occasional questions directed at respondents in order
to obtain either more detailed information or to clarify existing
information. Except in the more formal situations such as for
example meetings, these questions were always asked in the context
of an informal personal relationship. As such they were part of
the "ordinary conversation" and never in a form resembling a formal
interview. The first half of this data collection phase also had to
solve the problem of who to regard as anchorpoints for the subsequent
analysis of social networks. It was during this time that the
observer identified those egos who were critical to the analysis.
This meant distinguishing between three categories of people,
viz. pure, marginal and anglicised. Data collected during
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the pre-research and passive stages served as the basis for making
these distinctions. The second, more active, state followed with
a focus on those respondents who were labelled either pure,
margi naZ or angZicised. These anchorpoints were critical in that
they served as true representatives of a given category of people.
They were regarded as representative in that each displayed, we
believe, all or most of the important characteristics of their
respective universes. Evidence that these universes do not exist
exclusively in the imagination of the observer is to be found in
numerous references to: "ware" (true) or "suiwer" (pure) or "super"
Afrikaners; "draads t t ter-s" (one who sits on the fence); or those
who are IIverenge1sed" (anglicised). These categories are used by
the actors themselves in distinguishing between one person and
another. Having identified the anchorpoints the second phase of
the first stage of data collection required a detailed study of the
social networks of the egos selected in order to determine the
characteristics, both morphological and interactional, of their
social networks. That there was some relationship between the
social network of the actor and his position in one of the three
categories identified became evident during the early stages of
participant observation. To discover what kind of networ k i s
reZated to each of thr ee kinds of reaction to cuZture contact
demanded this more detailed study of specified networks.
The recording of 'data during the participant observation





cards, classified under appropr i at e headings with cross-
references where necessary. W'"th the t" f fexcep ,on 0 ormal meetings
where note taking was regarded as normal, no notes were taken in
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the presence of those observed. This meant making notes as soon
as possible after observations, usually in the evenings.
Data collected during the first phase of the research suggested
very definite trends which became the basis for our tentative
working hypotheses to be tested during the second phase of the
first stage. The evidence collected during this second phase over-
whelmingly supported the hypotheses, strengthening our belief in
its validity. The only remaining uncertainty relates to the .quest i on
of whether or not the data trends merely reflect the observer1s
limited focus in that he could only observe in certain situations,
under certain conditions, at certain times. In short, did the
ooserver vs situation-specificity obscure other data which would
have resulted in perhaps the opposite conclusions? In an advanced,
highly complex, modern, industrial soci ety it is simply impossible
to observe more than a mere fraction of a respondent I s behaviour
over a given period of time. What happens in those situations to
which the observer has no accessl O) can certainly not be ascertained
by means of direct observation. In an attempt to compensate for the
situation-specificity of the observer it was decided to use, in
addition to direct observation, some more traditional survey type
techniques. With this decision the second stage of data collection
was about to begin. The fieldw ork now consisted of depth interviews
as well as interviews conducted within the framework of a pre-
determined interview schedule, network worksheet and network matrix.
This approach had a fortuitous by-product in that it enabled the
investigator to analyse many more networks than initially intended.
It must be remembered, however, that participant observation data
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were not available for those personal networks added to the sample
during the second stage of data collection.
Information collected during the participant observation stage
guided the construction of the interview schedule, network matrix
and network worksheet. 11) In t urn these data collection forms were
used to systematize participant observation data. This had the
effect of making the data collected by means of two different
techniques directly comparable.
The interview schedule was used to obtain and record data
about ego's personal , background characteristics. Information obtained
in response to items one (home language), two (religion), three
(language medium of school of child or children), four (socio-
cultural organizations), five (political views) and six (identity),
enabled the researcher to identify and describe the behaviour patterns
referred to as pure, marginal and ang1icised. 12) Items 5, 7, 8, 9,
10 and 11 were included in order to determine the relevance of some
alternative and/or intervening variables for ego's behaviour.
The interviewee was also requested to provide certain information
about no more t han 20 of his di rect contacts who are also friends.
This information was recorded on a network matrix (see: Appendix B)
and a network worksheet (see: Appendix C). The matrix contained
i nformat i on about the density of ego's network as seen through the
eyes of the respondent himself. Thus the respondent was asked
whet her or not a relationship exists between two specified contacts.
Both theoretical and practical considerations dictated this procedure.
First, it would have been prohibitively time-consuming and expensive
to interview each of ego's contacts in order to ascertain the "true"
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density of ego's network. Secondly, it was argued that only those
links perceived by ego, whether real or imagined, could conceivably
influence his behaviour.
The worksheet (see: Appendix C) contained information about
ego's first-order contacts as well as information about ego's links
with his first-order contacts. On it was recorded information about
the content of links, the multiplexity of links, the homo-/
heterogeneity of ego's network, the durability of links, ~he
frequency of contact, spatial distribution of contacts, and other
information considered relevant by the interviewer and/or inter-
viewee.
The sample used during the second, interview stage, of data
collection, included two kinds of respondents. First, there were
those observed during the participant observation stage. With the
exception of three respondents considered to be anglicised, this
category included only' "pure Afrikaners " and "margi nal " respondents.
For each of the respondents in this category much data was already
available. Secondly, the sample consisted of respondents for whom
no participant observation data were available. This second category
of respondents consisted mainly of respondents considered to be
anglicised.
The selection of sample un its proved problematical in that the
participant observation phase failed to identify more than a mere
handful of anglicised respondents. To overcome this problem two
separate yet interdependent ~et h od s were used. Participant observa-
tion provided respondents considered to be "pure", "marginal" and
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also three respondents considered to be anglicised. The second
method of selecting units consisted of a process of snowball
sampling (see: Bailey (1978), Eckhard and Ermann (1979)) using
the respondents identified by means of participant observation,
as the starting-point. The use of two procedures for selecting
sampling units explains the existence of the two categories of
respondents included in the final sample.
In tabular form the data gathering phase can be sUl1111arized
as follows:
TABLE 10
SUMMARY OF DATA ·COLLECTION ·. PHASE
PRE-RESEARCH STAGE 1 STAGE 2
STAGE
Research Participant Participant Quasi-Survey
Procedure Observation Observation
Role of Participant as Phase 1:. Passive Indirect





Data Direct Direct Structured Interviews
Collection Observation Observation Depth Interviews
Techniques




Selection None: No Phase 1: Direct Method 1: Uni t s
of Sample Sample Observation, Observed inUnits Critical ity Stage 1,
Phase 2: Study Units Phase 2
Identified Method 2: Snowball
in Phase 1 Sampling
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Finally , and in conclusion, the problem of indexes and operational
definitions, previously referred to as Type 3 problems, must be considered.
With reference to the social network , our hypotheses specified three
morphological variables (Density, Homo-/Heterogeneity and Size) and three
interactiona1 variables (Content Mu1tip1exity, Durability and Frequency)
that· are presumed to be related to the behaviour of ego in a
situation of culture contact. Operationally densfty was defined
as: ego ' s percepti on of the ext ent t o which his/her f irst-order
contacts know one another. In practice the respondent had to
indicate for each of his/her contacts whether or not they know
all the other contacts fn his/her fi rst-order star. Thus ego's
response to a question concerning the links between his/her first-
order contacts became the indicator of the existence of such links.
Next, on the basis of the information supplied by ego the density




D = Density of the network
Ea = Ego's perception of the total number of
links existing between his first-order
contacts excluding his own direct links
N(N-1 ) = Total number of theoretically possible
relations
N = Total number of people in the network
excluding ego
The size of ego's first-order star was taken to be the number
. of people identified by him as friends. However because of the
l imitations placed on the number of f irst-order contacts to be
included in the analysis of any given network, the evidence with
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regard to the size of ego's first-order star and behaviour patterns
must be regarded as inconclusive. Determining the homo-/hetero-
geneity of any given network depended on the researcher's ability
to identify the number of links of like content existing between
ego and his contacts. Homo-/heterogeneity was operationa1ized
by defining it in relation to t he number of relations of like
content existing between ego and his first-order contacts. 14)
Where ego had much in common wi th his first-order contacts his
network was described as homogeneous. Conversely, where ego and
his first-order contacts had very little in common the network
was described as he~erogeneous. The actual measure of homo-/hetero-
geneity was achieved by means of the following formu1a: 15)




a = Actual number of links of like content
between ego and all his first-order
contacts
Na = Number of theoretically possible links
of like content
Content muLtipLexity refers to the concurrence of several contents
in one network link. In this study mu1tip1exity was calculated only
for ego's first-order star with the additional restriction that the
researcher specified the kinds of content to be included in the
analysis. The actual degree of mu1t i p1exi ty was calculated by means
of the following formula: 16 )
Srn = lOOm aN
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In the above formula:
Srn = Star multiplexity
ma =Actual number of multiplex links
N =Total number of direct links17)
Although frequency and durabiLity really refer only to a
given, specified link it was decided to calculate a frequency
and durability score for each network thereby making possible
the comparison of one network with another. In both cases some
average, or II normll or II st andardll had to be calculated. Operation-
ally durabiUty was defined as lithe age of ego's network relative
to ego's period of residency in Durban ll • To calculate the dura-
bility of a given network the following procedure was adopted.
First, the age of ego's network was calculated by assigning to
each first-order link a "score ll based on the number of months
that ego has known a given contact. These scores were assigned
as follows:
MONTHS KNOWN TO EGOI SCORE
MONTHS RESIDENT IN DURBAN
o - 11 1
12 - 23 2
24 - 35 3
36 - 47 4
48 - 59 5
60+ 6
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Next, the median score was identified and selected as the indicator
of the age of ego·s network. Secondly, ego·s period of residence
in Durban was also scored using the same six point scale that was
applied to the "age of links". Finally, a durability score was
calculated by means of the following formula:18)
D b' l ' t - Network age score x 100ura 1 1 Y - Residence score
A simple arithmetic average of the number of times per month that
ego comes into contact with the members of his first-order star
was taken as an indicator of the f r equency of contact for a given
network.
Respondents were classified into one of thre'e categories, viz.
pure Afrikaners~ marginal or anqld.eieed, The labels "ware" (pure ) ,
"draadsitters" (marginal) and "varenqe l sde" (anglicised) are obviously
used by members of the community as a "short hand" description of
certain behaviour patterns. In t he present study we focus on those
egos c l earl y identified by the community as belonging to one or the
other category.
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Two separate, yet interdependent, reasons, the one practical,
the other methodological, are responsible for the absence of a
"pure" research design in this study. The al most total l ack of
information on the topic under investigation made it absolutely
imperative to establish close and intimate contact with the com-
muni ty to be studied. In short, observer-involvement was necessary.
The two year period of participant observation was in direct response
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to this problem. However, the situation, a highly complex urban
setting, did affect the kinds of data available to the observer.
This necessitated the introduction of interviewing, interview
schedules and other data collection and recording forms in order
to obtain information not directly available to the observer. In
short, practical considerations detennined, in part, the nature of
the research design.
Secondly, the researcher's methodological stance also deter-
mined the nature of the research design. Within the framework of
methodological pluralism ~ t was argued that all data-gathering
techniques as well as research procedures have certain advantages
but also certain limitations or weaknesses. Given this fact, it
was hoped that the use of more than one procedure and more than one
technique would cancel out, as it were, each other"s weaknesses.
The extent to whieh this has happened, resulting in more valid and
reliable data, will be considered at a later stage.
Ethical considerations relating to safeguarding the anonymity
of informants when publishing social science results, especially
field research findings, also have a bearing on the present study.
The problem lies in the fact that the .....
" social scientist l earns things about
the people he studies that may harm them ,
if made publ ic either in f act or i n t heir
belief ."
(Seeker , 1979:325)
To a greater or lesser extent all the conditions affecting the
problem of reporting (see: Fichter and Kolb, 1953:96-97) apply to
the study under consideration. Thus, we have: One, multiple
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loyalties -- to other social scientists, to the community studied
and also the individual members of the community studied; Two,
respondents who are in a position to be affected because they will
have access to the research report; Three, research focussing on
behaviour related to "sacred" values; Fourth, and finally, the
pos.sibi1ity of readers identifying respondents when our mode of
analysis is qualitative rather than quantitative.
The problem of anonymity, referred to above, had a significant
influence on the detail and richness of data reported in Chapter Four.
By not making public, for each case discussed in the next chapter,
all the available information, the chance of anyone individual
being identified is considerably reduced. Sometimes critical infor-
mation was deliberately disguised and made impersonal in order to
prevent identification. It could be argued that pure Afrikaners,
in particular, may be very happy to have their "purity" confirmed.
However, it is very doubtful whether people identified as either
"marqf nal " or "anglicised" would be equally happy to have their
identities made public. (See: Chapter Six, pp.306ff.) One reason
for this seems fairly obvious. Becker (1979:330) argues:
" ... the social scientist offends those he
studies by describing dev i ations , either
from some formal or informal rule , or from
a s t rongly held ideal . "
We "solved" the problem of reporting by following the advice of Becker
(1979:339) who recommends:
" one should refrain f rom publishing
items of fact or conclusions that are not
necessary to one 's argument or that would
cause SUffering out of proportion t o the
scientific gain of making them public ."
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In addition to harming the people you are studying there is
also the possibility that the researcher may harm himself and/or
the members of his family by making all his research findings
public. It seems to us that the likelihood of this happening is
far greater in those situations where the researcher remains in
the community after completing his research, as is the case in the
study under consideration. What is made public, and the form in .
which it is made public may depend, at least in part, on the
researcher1s assessment of "personal cost" which is in turn influ-
enced by his relationship to those he has' studied. Our decision
not to report both fully and freely relates, at least partially,
to the problem of personal cost.
The role played by ethical problems and personal considerations
in reporting data, especially t hat based on participant observation,
inevitably raises the question whet her the nature and validity of
conclusions are also affected. In the present study our answer is
a categorical "NO", because our conclusions are based on all available







In the present study we impose structural restrictions by limiting
social networks and the analysis of them to: (a) the first-order
zone 'and (b) twenty first-order contacts.
In the present study we impose.an interactio~al re~triction on
social networks and the analysls of them by lncludlng only contacts
tied to ego by at least friendship links.
The investigator is involved in the "construction of the social
network" insofar as he is responsible for the decision to focus on
a given ego. In addition, where the researcher relies exclusively
on direct observation, it is conceivable that his conception of a
given actor's network may be different from that of the actor
himself. Where this happens it could be argued that the researcher
is at least in part responsible for the construction of the social
network that he analyses.
See also Killworth and Bernard's (1978:162) distinction between
"cognitive" and "behavioural" networks.
5. To be discussed in more detail later within the specific context of
this study. See pp.130-133.
6. Discussed in more detail later. See pp.122-128.
7. The words "verlig" and "verkramp" are used to identify two opposing
political stances, the one pragmatic (verlig), the other dogmatic
(verkramp). More recently it has acquired an additional meaning in
that it is often used to identify a Nationalist Party supporter who
questions aspects of the policy of separate development.
8. The term "braai ll is used to indicate an informal, social gathering
of people where meat, usually lamb chops, steaks and sausage, is
roasted on an open fire.
9. Canvassing for and receiving support inevitably imply some transaction
between canvasser and supporter with the implicit, if not explicit,
understanding that support would be forthcoming should the roles be
reversed. Such an alliance implies "takinq sides".
10. It is often difficult, if not impossible, to observe the respondent
at work, or when he/she is on vaction or when he/she attends meetings
at private clubs, etc.
11. For copies of the 'i nt ervi ew schedule, network matrix and network
worksheets see Appendices A, B, C and D.
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12. See Appendix A.
13. This formula is an adaptation of the one suggested by Barnes
(1969:63-64).
14. For pragmatic reasons limitations were placed on the range
of responses in that the investigator specified the kinds of
content to be considered by the respondent. See Appendix C.
15. Devised by the researcher.
16. The formula is suggested by Kapferer. See: Kapferer (1969:226).
17. The total number of direct links = the size of ego·s first-order
star.
18. Devised by the researcher.
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CHAPTER FOUR
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA COLLECTED
BY MEANs OF PARTIcIPANT OBSERVATIoN
1. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we present, discuss and analyse data collected
by means of direct observation during a fairly extended period of
participant observation.' The data are presented in the form of a
discussion of six social networks; two each from the three categories
of actors, viz. pure, marginal and anglicised. Our decision to
discuss two social networks from each category was in response to
the need to control for the influence, if any, of social class or
socio-economic position. Using occupation as our indicator of
social class or socio-economic position, we focus, within each
category on one professionaL and one bLue coLLar worker. In addition
we control for both age and sex by considering only males in the age
category 30 to 45. In this age group most people are either at, or
very close to, the top in their particular occupations. Thus it is
unlikely that any dramatic change in status will occur.
The aim of this analysis is to develop, and find some evidence
in support of, specific hypotheses concerning people's reactions to




2.1.1 . Ego A
Ego A is the personification of the pure Afrikaner. He
is approximately 40 years old, a professional man, who settled in
Durban during the sixties. He grew up on a farm in the Transvaal,
attended an Afrikaans medium school and university and also spent
some time overseas. Married with young children he lives in what
is considered to be one of the upper-middle class neighbourhoods
of Durban. With a high occupational status, high educational
qualifications, and a very high income he finds himself in ,a situa-
tion of complete status consistency. In spite of the fact that he
has been in an urban environment for many years he has not severed
his links with his rural background.
Ego A is also an enthusiastic, somewhat conservative,
supporter of the Nationalist Party. He implicitly believes in, and
accepts, the policy of separate development as the only solut ion to
South Africa 's problems . In his eyes the Nationalist Party always
acts in the best interest of South Africa. In short, what is in the
interest of the Party is also, ipso facto , in the national interest.
The two stand in a one to one relationship to each other. An
Afrikaans-speaker who is not also a supporter of the Nationalist
Party is by definition not a "ware" (true) Afrikaner~
As a staunch Calvinist Ego A is also a very religious
person. He is a member of one of the t hree Afri kaans sister-churches.
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In the church itself he occupies a very prominent leadership
position. Some of his fellow colleagues even believe that he
has more power than his position really warrants~ Whether this
is true or not, it cannot be denied that he has a tremendous
influence in the church of which he is a member.
Ego A also plays a very active role in all of the affairs
of the school attended by his children. Once again, as in the
church, he occupies a leadership position. With very few exceptions
he enjoys the respect and admiration of the entire parent body.
Most parents regard him as someone who really has the best, and only
the best, interests of the school at heart. He attends most school
functions regularly and is known, by name, to a very large number
of parents.
In addition to his involvement in church, school and
party political activities, Ego A is also a very active and dedicated
member of at least three cultural organizations. l) As such he plays
a very active, and once again a very prominent, role in the mainten-
ance and promotion of everything considered to be part of the
Afrikaans culture and Afrikaner way of Life. The Afrikaans language,
music, in short, everything IIAfrikaans ll is of paramount importance
to him. He sees himself first and foremost as an Afrikaner. By
Afrikaner he means someone who speaks Afrikaans, who is a Calvinist
and who supports the Nationalist Party. In addition a "ware"
Afrikaner will also promote, where possible, the Afrikaner ' s cause.
Given Ego·s prominence in so many situations, ranging
from political, religious, and educational to cultural, i t i s obvious
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that he is a member of Durban's Afrikaner elite.
Turning now to a description and analysis of Ego A's
social network, we begin our discussion with the observation that
he has, of all the networks studied, the largest number of first-
order contacts. Ignoring content, his first-order star includes,
as far as we could ascertain, at least 60 people with whom he has
regular and frequent contact. Should we include all people that
he knows by name and that, in turn, know him by name, this figure
of 60 is probably a very conservative estimate. However, it is
unlikely that he would have close intimate friendship links with
more than 30 of these contacts. We identified and observed 12
contacts that we considered to be close, intimate friends of Ego A.
In the analysis that follows, all references to Ego's contacts
include only these 12 individuals.
Considering, first, the content of the links between
Ego and his first-order contacts we observed the following. He was
obviously tied to all of them by friendship. In addition he shares
with four of his contacts a common interest in the school attended
by their children. With all 12 he shares a common home language,
common political views and religious beliefs. As far as we could
ascertain, at least three of his first-order contacts are also
members of two of the cultural organizations to which Ego A belongs.
With two of the last mentioned three contacts, Ego also shares a
common interest in the school attended by their children. Diagram 13
summarizes the above discussion of the content of the links between
Ego A and his 12 first-order contacts.
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DIAGRAM 13
EGO A : FIRST-ORDER STAR : CONTENT OF LINKS
1234567
NOTES:
1 = Friendship 2 = School
5 = Cultural organizations
3 = Political views
6 = Home language
4 = Religion
7 = Social class
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As far as the dens ity of Ego's network is concerned we
have a situation where all 12 of his first-order contacts know one
another independently of him. However, the links between Ego's
first-order contacts are not always based on friendship. They all
do have in common with each other though political, religious and
home language ties. A few also share school and cultural organiza-
tion membership ties.
It is noteworthy that none of Ego 's contacts find them-
selves in blue-collar occupations. Using occupation as an indicator
of social class, the great majority, namely ten out of a possible
12, would probably be classified as upper-middle class with the
remaining two being classified as middle class. For this reason
it cannot .be argued that his network really cuts-across class divisions.
Analysing Ego Als network we observe a number of very
significant characteristics. First, his network is extremely homo-
geneous. Thus, in terms of the content of links, but also in terms
of socio-economic position there is a remarkable similarity between
Ego A and his 12 first-order contacts identified by the researcher.
Using the content and class homogeneity of the network as an indicator
of the homo-jheterogeneity of Egols social network, we calculate the
homo-jheterogeneity of his network by means of the following formula:










a = Actual number of links of like content between
Ego and all his first-order contacts
Na = Number of theoretical possible links of like
content
Secondly, we note that Ego's network has a very high density. In
order to measure density we use the following formula:
200 a
D= n(n-1)






a =The links between Ego's first-order contacts
excluding his own links with his contacts
n = Number of persons in the network excluding
Ego
Thirdly, and finally, it is evident from the above
discussion that Ego A is tied to all of his first-order contacts
by means of multiplex links. Calculating the mu1tip1exity (star
mu1tip1exity) of Ego's network we use the following formula:









Srn = Star multiplexity
ma = Actual number of multiplex links
N =Total number of direct links
Not only do the three Ilscores", calculated above,
summarize a host of information about Ego A1s network but, most
importantly, it also facilitates a comparison of this network
with the networks of egos from other categories of people. Hope-
fully such a comparison will tell us something about reactions to
situations of culture contact.
2.1.2. Ego B
Ego B, also a pure Afrikaner, is employed in a IIblue-
collar" occupation. He is in his early thirties, married with no
children. The only son of working class parents, he was born in
Durban, and grew up in Durban in a working class neighbourhood.
Since his marriage he has moved into his own house which is, once
again, situated in one of Durban's so-called working class suburbs.
In short, Ego B has never lived anywhere else but in a working
class area in Durban. Describing himself as a true urbanite he
has no rural ties whatsoever. Unlike so many Afrikaners who
express a wish to r eturn to the land Ego B seems to have no such
longing.
As is so often the case with blue-collar workers, Ego B's
income status is much higher than his educational and occupational
status. This situation of a consistent educational and occupational
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status with an inconsistent high income status makes Ego B marginal
as far as his social statu~ is concerned. (See: Close (1968.))
Hi s higher income enables him to buy various II status symbols ll , such
as, for example, large expensive motor-cars.
Although he supports the Nationalist Party he is, politi-
cally speaking, very conservative. In fact his political views are
much closer to those expressed by H.N.P. supporters than those held
by Nationalist Party supporters.2) He believes in total and system-
atic segregation, seeing it as the only solution to South Africa's
II problems". The white man's survival in South Africa can only be
achieved via segregation at all levels. All moves to desegregate
public facilities can only result in integration. The latter is seen
as an inevitable consequence of desegregation. This conservative
stance does make him very critical of the Nationalist Party, especially
when he thinks that there is a move to the IIl eft ll •
As a member of one of the Afrikaans sister-churches he
attends church fairly often. Unlike Ego A, however, he cannot be
described as overtly religious. In other words, he does not occupy
a leadership position in the church nor does he ever talk about
religion.
Although Ego B always describes himself as an Afrikaner,
he does not belong to any so-ca lled cultural organizations. Once he
did get involved in one such organization but his work prevented him
from attending meetings on a regular basis. This resulted in his
eventual withdrawal from that organization. He now feels that the
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nature of his job (he has to do shift work) will always prevent him
from becoming a member of any club, social, or cultural organization
which requires frequent and regular attendance.
Considering Ego B's soci al network we note that he has
a fairly large social network consisting of 26 first-order contacts.
However, most of these contacts are members of Ego's family. The
prominance of relatives among his first-order contacts can best be
explained by the fact that almost the entire family lives in Durban.
For purposes of the analysis we have selected eight first-order
contacts whom we considered to be close friends of Ego B.
Focussing on the content of the links between Ego Band
his first-order contacts3) we note the following. Because of the
method of selection Ego is tied ·to all eight contacts by friendship
links. He also shares with his first-order contacts a common home
language. With seven of his ei ght contacts he shares, in addition,
common political and religious t i es . Diagram 14 summarizes this
information.
Summarized in the ma trix on page 151 is all the informa-
tion pertaining to the density of Ego B's social network. With the
exception of H who is only known to, and himself only knows, contacts
B, C and E, all of Ego's first-order contacts know one another. Once
again it is necessary to stress the fact that the links between Ego's
first-order contacts do not always include friendship ties. Contacts
A to G (excluding H) do have in common, however, at least t hree
things, viz. home language, religious beliefs and political views.
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DIAGRAM 14




6 = Home language
3 = Political views
7 = Social class
4 = Religion
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I F I G HA B C 0 E
A - 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
B 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1
C 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1
D 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 0
E 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1
F 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 0
G 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 0
H 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 -
Notes: 1 = link, 0 = no l ink
Using occupation as an indicator of social class or socio-
economic status we f ind that Ego B's network cuts-across class l ines,
albeit only to a limited extent. Of his eight f irst-order contacts
half or four share with Ego B his working class status. Of the
remain ing four , three could be classified as mi ddl e class, while
one on ly i s a member of what could be descr ibed as t he upper-mi ddle
class.
Analysi ng Ego B's network we once again focus on its
homo-/heterogeneity , density and cont ent multi p1exity.
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Using the content and class homogeneity of Egols network
as an indicator of its homo-/heterogeneity we arrive at a "score"
by using the formula suggested earlier, namely:
H - 100 a
- Na





Using the formula 0 = 200a/N(N-l) we arrive at the following "score"








Finally in calculating the "score" for Ego Bls star multiplexity
we use our earlier formula, viz .:







Ego C, a professional man, is considered to be completely
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anglicised in terms of our definition discussed in the previous
chapter.
His father was one of seven children who lived on a farm,
owned by Ego's grandfather, in the Transvaal. The farm being too
small to be subdivided between seven children, Ego's father left
for a large city where he was employed by the City Council. Part
of his work for the Council entailed the "screening" of applicants
for work. In the course of his work he came to the conclusion that
those applicants who attended English medium schools, especially
the so-called "better ones", had a better chance of "getting the
job". This conclusion influenced his decision to send his own
children to an English medium school. Thus Ego C found himself
being sent to an English medium Anglican Church school. Here he
attended church twice a day. In 1948 he wrote matric whereafter
he went to an English medium university. After completing his
university studies he applied for a position in another large city.
When this application was not successful he decided to come to
Durban thinking that he would, in any case, "feel more at home"
in Natal. He arrived in Durban approximately twenty years ago.
Here he met and married an English-speaking girl.
Ego C has very definite views about Afrikaans and
Afrikaners in general. He is convinced, for example, that whenever
he signs a hotel register in any of the provinces other than Natal,
he receives excellent service merely because of his Afrikaans
surname which, he argues, is taken as an indication that he is an
Afrikaner: He also feels that Afrikaans-speakers in Durban react
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negatively towards him when they discover that he "cannot" speak
Afrikaans, precisely because they expect him to be fluent in
Afrikaans given his surname. When not in Natal he is prepared to
speak Afrikaans but only on condition that the other person cannot
speak English at all or when it is obvious to him that his 11
Afrikaans is better than their English". In Durban people must
either speak English to him or "l ump it".
Ego C often describes himself as "verkramp". By this
he means three things. First, he accepts the "policy of apartheid".
Secondly, he votes for the Nationalist Party. Third and finally,
it is unlikely, according to him, that he will ever change his views .
Although he still listens to religious sermons on the
radio, especially Dutch Reformed Church services, he no longer goes
to church. He argues that he had an "overdose of church" when he
was young. The reason why he is prepared to listen to a D.R.C.
service is because "they are conservative".
Considering Ego's recreational and leisure time activities
we see that he is very interested in sport, he often eats out and
also owns a beach cottage, which he often visits. In addition he
often visits the Kruger National Park when on holiday.
With a high income, high educational qualifications and
a high occupational status, Ego cas status is completely consistent.
In addition he lives in what is commonly considered to be one of
Durban's upper class suburbs.
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This brings us to Ego C·s network. To begin with, it is
relatively small. We could identify only six close, intimate friends
of Ego C.
Again, because of the method of selection, Ego is tied to
all six by friendship links. All six of his first-order contacts
also speak mostly English in their homes. In addition he shares with
them all common religious beliefs as well as identical recreational
and leisure time activities. For example, they often have dinner
together, and even go to the same place when on vacation. However,
politically they do not see eye to eye. His contacts are supporters
of either the New Republican Party or the Progressive Federal Party.
Diagram 15, below, summarizes this information.
DIAGRAM 15
EGO C FIRST-ORDER STAR: CONTENT OF LINKS
123 456 7 8
NOTES:
1 = Friendship
7 = Social class
4 = Religion 6 = Home language
8 = Recreational activities
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Ego's contacts all know each ~ther independently of their
links with him. This again implies that Ego has a very dense network.
The one thing which applies to these linkages of the links, which
does not apply to the networks discussed so far, is the fact that
they aLL include a friendship tie, in addition to the other links of
like content.
Comparing Ego's social status with that of his first-order
contacts we note that they are all members of the so-called upper-
middle class. They all share similar life styles and in fact all live
in the same high status neighbourhood.
Using the same indexes and formulas employed earlier, we
calculate the homo-/heterogeneity, density and star-multiplexity of
Ego C's social network. The following scores apply:
a) Homo-/Heterogeneity H - 100 a- Na













c) "St ar"Mul t i pl exi ty Srn = 100 x maN
= 100 x 66
2.2.2. Ego D
= 100.00
Like Ego e, D is also completely anglicised. He is in
his early forties, married, with three children. Ego D, a blue-
collar worker, has lived in the same working class area for the
past 25 years. It was here that he met, and married a working
class English-speaking girl. Prior to his marriage his home language
,
was Afrikaans while he was also a member of one of the three Afrikaans
sfster-churches , Subsequently, however, he adopted Engl ish as home
language and also became a member of one of the English Protestant
churches. Not overtly religious, he attends church approximately
once a month. According to him, attending church more frequently is
made impossible by the nature of his work, which includes shift work.
He encourages his children to attend Sunday School which they do
fairly regularly. In addition Ego himself attends all functions, for
example braais, organized by the church.
Ego D sends his children to an English medium school in the
neighbourhood. This, together with the change of home language and
religious affiliation, is a good measure of the extent to which Ego D
is anglicised.
With a low occupational status as well as low educational
qualifications but a middle income status, Ego D finds himself, like
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Ego B, in a situation of status marginality. Also like B he tends
to buy various status-symbols which is perhaps a way of coping with
his marginal social status.
Politically Ego D tends to be fairly conservative,
especially in matters concerning inter-racial contact. In the last
election he voted for the Nationalist Party. However, he cannot be
described as someone who is highly politicized. In short, he never
discusses party politics.
His recreational and leisure time activities consist
mainly of occasional visits to the beach and cinema as well as wood-
work and gardening. When not at work he is almost always either in
the garden or his workshop. A real 11handyman 11 Ego Dwill try to
repair any and everything.
Ego D has a very small number of first-order contacts which
are tied to him by means of friendship. We could identify only three
people with whom Ego seems to have regular friendly contact. Even
then the relationships seem to be less intense than those between
Egos A, B, and C and their first-order contacts. In Diagram 16 the
content of the links between Ego D and his three first-order contacts
are specified.
In addition to friendship, Ego D shares with all three of
his contacts common leisure time or recreational activities. With
two first-order contacts (A and B) he shares common political views,
while two of his contacts (A and C), belong to the same church as Ego D.
Home language is shared only with contact A.
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DIAGRAM 16




6 = Home language
3 = Political views
7 = Social class
4 = Religion
8 = Recreational activities
All three of Ego D's first-order contacts know each other
independently of Ego D. However, the links between his contacts do
not include friendship ties. In this respect there is a significant
difference between the social networks of Ego 0 and Ego C. Whereas
none of Ego D's contacts are tied to one another in terms of friendship,
all of Ego 'C's contacts are tied to one another by links of friendship.
The working or lower class status of Ego 0 is shared by
two of his first-order contacts (A and B) while the th ird (C) has a
higher class status than Ego D. Once again this observation is based
on the occupational status of Ego and his direct contacts. The situation
is different if we use the status of the neighbourhood as an indicator
of social status. Should we do this, Ego shares with his contacts a
a common class status since they all live in a so-called working class
suburb.
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Calculating the homo-/heterogeneity, density and multi-
plexity of Ego's network we once again use the indexes and formulas
employed earlier in this chapter.
a) Homo-/Heterogeneity
100 aH= Na













Srn = 100 x ma
N






Ego E, a professiona l man, is in his late thirties, married
with three children. He grew up in a fairly large town in the Cape
Province, attended an Afrikaans medium school and university. Although
his environment was predominantly Afrikaans he did have some contact
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with English-speakers both at school and university. However, this
contact tended to be rather infrequent and irregular. In addition
some members of Ego Eis family are almost exclusively English-
speaking. This, however, had very little influence on Ego because,
with the exception of the odd funeral or marriage, he had lost contact
with "the English side" of his family. The nature of the contact
between Ego and English-speakers, being friendly, relaxed and non-
competitive, did mean that Ego never developed negative stereotypes
of English-speakers.
Completing his university education in the early sixties,
Ego E, leaving his home town for the first time, moved to Durban.
This means that Ego has, to date, always lived in an urban environment.
He has no ties whatsoever with a rural environment. Seeing himself
as a "born urbanite", he has no wish to "return to the land". Given
the nature of Ego's occupation it would in fact be impossible for him
to move to a rural area without changing his occupation.
With a high occupational, educational and income status
Ego Eis social status is considered to be completely consistent. For
most of his time in Durban he has also lived in a middle or upper-
middle class neighbourhood.
As a student Ego E was a staunch supporter of the Nationalist
Party. Overtly political, he participated in a number of protest meet-
ings and also helped the Nationalist Party during election campaigns
and on election days. Subsequent to his move to Durban, however, he
became much more "l tbere l " or "verl i qt". Initially he regarded himself
as a very "verligte Nationalist" hoping that the IIParty could be changed
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from within". After a while he became completely disillusioned
with the Nationalist Party and moved much more "towards the left".
Presently Ego E supports the Progressive Federal Party although he
is not a "card carrying member". Because of his political views
Ego became more and more alienated from the local Afrikaner community.
To an increasing extent people referred to him as "liberal" while he
himself began to "feel less at home among conservative Afrikaans-
speakers".
The change in political affiliation was followed by a
change in religious affiliation. Ego E used to be a member of one
of the three Afrikaans sister-churches. Although never overtly
religious he nevertheless regarded himself as a "good Christian".
The fact that the Afrikaans churches overtly support the policy of
the ruling Nationalist Party increasingly challenged his conception
of how "true Christians ought to behave". Consequently he became a
member of one of the English Protestant churches. This, together
with his political views, made Ego even more "marginal" in the
Afrikaans-speaking community.
In spite of the fact that Ego is becoming more alienated
from the Afrikaans-speaking community his home language is still
Afrikaans and he continues to send his children to an Afrikaans medium
school. It is in fact unlikely that he would ever send his children
to an English medium school because he feels that, with Afrikaans as
home language, they would be at a disadvantage in such a school. His
belief in "mother tongue education ll is, in other words, purely pragmatic.
At one stage he was very active in the affairs of the school attended
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by his children, but increasingly he has become less and less active,
taking on the role of "just another parenC. Perhaps this is yet
another indication of his increasing marginality.
On the question of identity it is obvious that Ego E is
not overly concerned about maintaining his identity as a pure Afrikaner.
Although he sometimes describes himself as an "Afrikaner", his conception
of what this entails is very different from our definition of what con-
stitutes a pure Afrikaner. In short, he uses the term "Afrikaner"
synonymously with "South African" and "Afrikaans-speaking South African",
or even Afrikaans-speaker.
Although Ego was at one stage involved in one Afrikaans
cultural organization this no longer applies. Once again this is
consistent with his increasing marginal position.
His leisure time is spent mainly in and around the home in
the company of his family. The family usually participates as a "unit"
in various activities, such as going out to dinner, attending church,
going to the beach or cinema or plays, and so on.
Ego E has a very small number of first-order contacts tied
to him by means of, at least, friendship. Altogether we identified
only five such contacts. Diagram 17 summarizes the content of the
links between Ego E and his five first-order contacts.
Once again friendship, because of our selection procedure,
ties Ego to all his first-order contacts. In addition, he shares
common political beliefs with only one of his f i rst -order contacts (B) .
Similarly his religion is only shared by one contact (C) who is also
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the only contact who shares with Ego the same recreational activities.
Three contacts, A, Band E, have in common with Ego the same home
language, while A and B also belong to the same social class of which
Ego is a member.
DIAGRAM 17
EGO E FIRST-ORDER STAR: CONTENT OF LINKS
1 2 3 456 7 8
NOTES:
1 = Friendship
6 = Home language
3 = Political views
7 = Socia1 cl ass
4 = Religion
8 = Recreational activities
Unlike the networks considered so far Ego's network contains
very few linkages of the links. This becomes very clear if we look at
the matrix on page 165 summarizing the information pertaining to the
density of the network.
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I 11 A l B I c D E
A - 1 0 0 0
I
B 1 - 0 0 0
C 0 0 - 1 0
D 0 0 1 - 0
:
E 0 0 0 0 -I
i i
Notes: 1 = link, 0 = no link
Thus we see that there are only two links between Ego's contacts, one
between A and B, and one between C and D. Here only the link between
A and B is based on at least friendship .
Ego Eis network really cuts-across social class lines. He
shares with two of his contacts a similar cl ass positi on while the
remaining three contacts are all members of a lower social class.
We conclude our discussion of Ego Eis network by once again
calculating its density , homo-/heterogeneity and multip1exity "score"
using the formul as employed earlier .
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Ego F, a blue-collar worker, is in his mid-forties, married
with three children. Of his three children one is still at school
while the second one is at university and the third already married.
He was born on a farm near a small town in the North-
Western Cape. Here he grew up, first attending a "plaasskool" (farm
school) and later the local high school in the nearby town. He never
completed high school because he failed English and consequently
matric. Leaving school he was employed by the government and subse-
quently sent to Durban.
Ego F arrived in Durban in 1950, and with the exception of
two short periods of six months each, he has always worked in Durban.
It was here, in Durban, that he met and married an English-speaking
girl. This he did in spite of severe criticism and opposition from
his parents and other members of his family. Even today his family,
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especially his father, has not accepted the position completely.
The fact that his wife speaks English to their children seems to be
a particularly sore point with his father. Thus his wife has never
been more than a marginal member of his family.
Together with his family Ego F lives in one of Durban's
working class or low status suburbs. Although he owns the house in
which they live, it is a fairly small, typically "spec,,4) house
situated in a very unpretentious garden. Given his low income,
education and occupational status, Ego F's social status is consistent.
The fact that his wife works and therefore contributes to the family income
is certainly not visible in the form of an increased expenditure on
status-symbols. This departure from working class behaviour, so
prominent in the case of Ego B and also 0, can only be explained by
reference to certain middle class values. Thus at the moment it is
very important to them to support their son while he attends university.
The high cost of a university education plus the fact that he attends
a university in the Transvaal has placed a tremendous strain on their
financial resources. Whether the "extra income" will be spent on
status-symbols once their son completes his university education remains
to be seen. In the meantime the working class emphasis on status-
symbols had to give way to a middle class concern with the importance
of a good education. It is also not unlikely that Ego's wife will
stop working once their son has achieved his (and their~) goal.
In spite of the fact that Ego F was born on a farm and that
he grew up in a rural community, he has no desire to "return to the
land". He is quite content to "spend the rest of his life in Durban".
In short, he is completely urbanized.
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As a teenager both Ego F and his father were active
members of the Ossewabrandwag. Attending various meetings in the
North-Western Cape they supported the policies of this movement.
However, when the Ossewabrandwag adopted a policy of sabotage they
ended their membership feeling that they could not "support acts of
violence". At present Ego F is a, "not very active", supporter of
the Nationalist Party. This change from being highly politicized to
being "just another voter", is exceedingly interesting and perhaps
indicative of Ego's marginal position . Further evidence of his
present low political involvement is to be found in the fact that
he was not sure of his wife's political affiliation~
Ego F is a member of the Church Council of one of the
three Afrikaans sister-churches. Occupying the position of elder
in the church he is involved in the government of the church. In
addition each elder is assigned to a ward which he represents on
the Council. It is further expected of the wife of an elder to take
a leading role in the activities of the women of such a ward.
Leading women's prayer meetings and being actively involved in the
Womens Association is considered to be one of the more important
functions of an elderls wife. These expectations are responsible
for some degree of animosity between Eg~'s wife and other women in
Egols ward. As an English-speaker she lacks the confidence to
assume a leadership position in the activities of the Womens Associa-
tion. Although she is "quite prepared to work" she has arranged with
someone else to assume the responsibility of presiding at meetings.
This has resulted in numerous complaints and accusations of incom-
petence. The nett result of th is is that she now feels alienated ,
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isolated and quite sure that lithe Afrikaner community will never
accept me because they see me as English ll • Ego's position in the
church is certainly affected by this "campa i qn" against his wi fe ,
Although he can rely on the support of the minister, he is question-
i ng the wi sdom of conti nued Council membership.
As a member of the parent teachers association of the
school attended by his youngest child, Ego F takes an active
interest in the affairs of the school. Although it is an Afrikaans
medium school Ego claims that his son uses mainly English when
speaking to his friends at school. Apparently this is a fairly
common phenomenon at the school in question.
In addition to his involvement in church and school
activities, Ego F is also a very active member of the local Red
Cross. Both he and his wife attend meetings and demonstrations
at least one evening every week. At these meetings the language
medium is English.
At home Ego speaks both English and Afrikaans without
any particular language predominating. In a very real sense this
is a truly bilingual household. Given this information it is not
surprising that Ego should describe himself as a IISout h African ll
rather than an 11Afri kaner" .
With the exception of fishing, Ego F seems to have no
other special hobbies, leisure time or recreational activities.
Even the T.V. set is only switched on occasionally.
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Consistent with Egos C, D and E, Ego F has only a small
number of first-order contacts tied to hi"m by means of at least
friendship. We could only identify six such contacts. In Diagram 18
below we give a summary of the content of the links between Ego F
and his six first-order contacts.
DIAGRAM 18
EGO F FIRST-ORDER STAR: CONTENT OF LINKS
12345678
NOTES:
1 = Friendship 2 = School
4 = Religion 6 = Home language
8 = Recreational activities
3 = Political views
7 = Social class
Because of our procedure of selection Ego F is tied to all of his
first-order contacts by means of friendship. With four of his
contacts, viz. A, B, C and E he shares common political views, common
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religious beliefs and the fact that their children attend the same
Afrikaans medium school. With the exception of contact B, all of
his other contacts speak either English or Afrikaans at home, never
both. Belonging to the same social class as Ego F are contacts B,
E and F. Of all Ego F's contacts only one, i.e. A, shares with him
common recreational activities while none of his contacts are members
of the Red Cross or any similar organization.
Considering the density of the above network we note that
there are very few links between the contacts of F. The relevant
data appear in the matrix below.
A B C D E F
A - 0 1 0 0 0
B 0 - 1 1 1 0
C 1 1 - 0 1 0
D 0 1 0 - 0 0
E 0 1 1 0 - 0
F 0 0 0 0 0 -
Notes: 1 = link, 0 = no link
With only five linkages between the links: one between A and C;
three between Band C, Band D, Band E; and one between C and E,
we conclude that very few of Ego's contacts know each other independ-
ently of Ego F.
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Because Ego F shares a similar class position with only
half of his first-order contacts, we feel justified in claiming
that his network cuts-across social class lines.
Applying the indexes and formulas used earlier, we conclude
our discussion of Ego F's network· by calculating its homo-/heterogeneity,






3. CONCLUSIONS AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESES




















The participant observation phase or stage, culminating in the
discussion and analysis of six networks, has led to the development
of a number of important insights.
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It seems obvious from our preceding analysis that social class,
when defined in terms of occupational or neighbourhood status, has
very little effect on the social networks of egos. In fact, it is
not uncommon for a social network to cut-across class lines. We must
therefore conclude that neither a higher nor a lower socio-economic
position increases the possibility of egos becoming anglicised. It
is suggested that members of minority groups are often prepared to
ignore status differences in order to promote cultural and language
identification which, in turn, facilitates adaptation in a situation
of culture contact. This identification could be with their own, or
with the dominant culture. In the contact situation studied,
Afrikaans-speaker identification with the dominant (English) culture
results in either marginality or anglicisation.
As a reaction to culture contact marginality is always a
matter of degree. It arranges itself on a continuum which lies
between the pure Afrikaner and the anqlieieed "Afrikaner." Any
point between these two polar types represents some degree of
marginality, with the midpoint of the continuum obviously represent-
ing the greatest degree of marginality. Moving away from the polar
types towards the midpoint on the continuum represents an increase
in marginality while any movement towards a polar type, and away
from the midpoint, obviously represents a decrease in marginality.
Our analysis of the homo-/heterogeneity, density and star
multiplexity of the above six networks resulted in an awareness of
important differences between the social networks of "pure" and
"anglicised" egos on the one hand and "marginal" egos on the other
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hand . This information is summarized in Table 11 below.
TABLE 11
THREE CHARACTERISTICS OF PURE, ANGLICISED
AND MARGINAL SOCIALNETwORKS
CHARACTERISTICS S 0 C I A L N ET W0 R K S
PURE ANGLICISED MARGI NAL
EGOS EGOS EGOS
A B C D E F
Homo- /Hetero- 77 .38 90.00 83 .33 72.22 44.33 47.92
geneity
Density 100 .00 85 .72 100.00 100 .00 20 .00 33 .33
Mu1tiplexity 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 80.00 83.33
The information contained in Table 11, above, suggests three
hypotheses. We f irst list and then discuss each hypothesis . One ,
as the marginality of an ego increases the heterogeneity of his
social network increases . In practice this means that the social
networks of pure and anglicised egos are homogeneous while the net-
works of marginal egos are heterogeneous. Two, aB the marginality
of an ego increase s the dens ity of hi s network decreases . Thus we
have an inverse relationship between marginali ty and density. Pure
and anglicised eg9s will have high density net works whereas marginal
egos wi l l exhibit low dens ity net works. Three, as the margi nality
of an ego i ncrease s the multiplexity of the l inks of hi s socia l
network decrease s . Once aga in we have an i nverse relationship. The
hypothes i s sugges ts t hat t he socia l net works of margi nal egos are , in
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comparison with the networks of pure and anglicised egos, more
likely to contain single-stranded or uniplex links.
Our prec~ding analysis also suggests, albeit only very tenta-
tively, that the first-order friendship networks of pure egos
are larger than those of their marginal or anglicised counterparts.
In the present study the verification of this hypothesis will be
hampered by the restrictions placed on the number of first-order
contacts to be included in the analysis of a given social network.
Furthermore, should both this hypothesis and the one concerning
the homo-/heterogeneity of networks be confirmed, the researcher
and theorist might be faced with a conceptual dilemma. Obviously
the dilemma might be the result of restricting our analysis to a
limited number of first-order contacts and/or the prerequisite
that ego must be tied to his contacts by at least friendship.
Assuming that this is not the case, however, then the inclusion of
both first-order star size and homo-/heterogeneity as indicators
of range as advocated by some researchers (see Chapter Two: p.88 )
means that our two hypotheses contradict one another in two instances
while they are consistent with each other in a third case. The con-
tradiction applies to pure and marginal egos. Given the two hypotheses
we see that the pure egos have a small range network because of its
homogeneity, but a large range network given its first-order star
size. Similarly marginal egos have a large range network given its
"het erogenei ty but a small range because of the size of its first-
order stars. Conversely, given the small range of anglicised networks
both in terms of homogeneity and the size of their first-order stars,
our hypot heses are consistent. If this dilemma i s not due to t he .
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restrictions imposed on first-order contacts then it follows that size
and homo-/heterogeneity are two very different dimensions of social
networks that cannot be subsumed under the term IIrangell. In such an
event it is suggested that we discard the concept IIrangell in favour
of the term homo- or heterogeneity of the network while we retain the
concept of the size of ego's first-order star as a separate character-
istic of social networks. This is in fact the procedure adopted in
the present study.
Not contained in the analysis of the six networks but never-
theless arising out of the data collected during the participant
observation stage of the study are two further important insights
relating to the durability of networks and the frequency of contact
between egos and their first-order contacts. First, with reference
to the durability of social networks, the data suggests that pure
networks are more durable than either marginal or anglicised net-
works. Anglicised networks are, in turn, more durable than marginal
networks. In practice this means that marginal egos have, relative
to pure and anglicised egos, a larger proportion of II newl y acquired
friends ll. Similarly, anglicised egos have, relative to pure egos,
a larger proportion of new friends. In fact, the networks of pure
egos contain very few II newll first-order contacts based on friendship.
Turning next to the frequency of contact between egos and
their first-order contacts we stress the fact that our conclusion
and resulting hypothesis is based on very limited and superficial
evidence. This is due, at least in part, to the inadequacy of
participant observation as a means of gathering this kind of data
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from a geographically widely scattered universe. However s the
available evidence suggests that the frequency of contact between
pure egos and their first-order contacts are marginally higher than
the frequency of contact between either marginal or anglicised egos
and their first-order contacts.
Another interesting phenomenon is the political conservatism
of all but one of the egos included in our analysis. It is especially
noteworthy that the two anglicised egos should continue their support
for the Nationalist Party in spite of the fact that they are angli-
cised. This discovery is certainly a contradiction of everyday
beliefs. That "anglicised 'Afrikaners' are also liberal" is a
commonly accepted IIfact ll in the Afrikaans-speaking community. The
fact that many English-speakers also support the Nationalist Party
seems to have no power to dispel this belief. In shorts Afrikaans-
speakers are quite happy to accept these contradictory statements~
These observations lead to the conclusion that a change in political
views should not be used as an indicator of anglicisation. For
anglicisation can occur without a concomitant change in political
beliefs and vice versa.
Also noteworthy is the apparent absence of a relationship
between the period of exposure to the contact situation and the
likelihood of becoming either anglicised or even marginal. The fact
that both egos A and B have been exposed to the contact situation
for a fairly long period of time (Ego A for more than 15 years and
Ego B since birth) without losing their pure identities s supports
this conclusion. The popular belief that "a prolonged period of
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contact inevitably results in a loss of identity" is therefore
without foundation.
No clear-cut picture emerged from a comparison of the origin
of egos with their respective reactions to culture contact. With
reference to origin we distinguish between those egos with a pre-
dominantly rural background and those egos with a predominantly
urban background. Egos A and F belong to the first category while
B, C, D and E belong to the latter category. We see that our two
egos with a rural background, A and F, react very differently to
culture contact. Similarly, in spite of their common urban origin,
Ego B is pure, C and D are anglicised and E is marginal. This seems
to suggest that the origin of ego has no bearing on his reaction to
culture 'contact. However, care must be taken with this "obvious"
conclusion seeing that both anglicised egos, C and D, share a common
urban background. That an urban background might increase the like-
lihood of an ego adopting anglicisation as a mode of adaptation
cannot be discounted. We are of the opinion, however, that the
urban background provided the setting in which contact between
English and Afrikaans-speaking actors took place and that it is
this contact, rather than the urban setting per se, which accounts
for their reaction to culture contact. The fact t~at Ego B, also
an urbanite, has maintained his 'Ipurity" is evidence in support of
this conclusion.
In the introductory chapter attention was drawn to the fact
that the exact nature of the relationship between the modes of
adaptation or patterns of reaction and the contact situation, i.e.
Durban, was still unclear. It was also suggested that two kinds of
l~
relationships would be possible. First, it is possible for the
actor to bring to the situation a given mode of adaptation. Here
adopting the mode preceded his/her entry into the situation.
Alternatively, the actor may adopt a given mode of adaptation in
response to the contact situation. In short, the relationship
between the mode of adaptation and the contact situation is likely
to be a coextensive relationship. The data . collected support this
conclusion. Thus both Egos A and C brought to the contact situation
their respective modes of adaptation. Ego A entered the situation
as a pure Afrikaner and had maintained his purity while Ego C who
became anglicised before moving to Durban is still anglicised.
Egos B, D, E and F adopted their respective modes of adaptation in
response to the contact situation. Of these four, two, viz. E and
F, entered the situation as pure Afrikaners becoming marginal only
after entry. Thus a change of mode occurred in response to the
contact situation. Ego D who also experienced a change in his mode
of adaptation has lived in Durban all of his life. Initially a
pure Afrikaner he later became completely anglicised in response
to the contact situation. Of the above-mentioned four egos it is
only B, who has also lived in Durban since birth, who has not
experienced a change of mode of adaptation.
4. SUMMARY
Our research data suggest the following hypotheses:
1. Neither a high nor a low socio-economic position increases
the likelihood of egos becoming anglicised.
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2. As the marginality of an ego increases the heterogeneity
of his social network increases.
3. As the marginality of an ego increases the density of his
network decreases.
4. As the marginality of an ego increases the multiplexity of
the links of his social network decreases.
5. The first-order friendship networks of pure egos are larger
than those of their marginal or anglicised counterparts.
6. (a) Pure networks are more durable than either marginal or
anglicised networks.
(b) Anglicised networks are more durable than marginal
networks.
7. The frequency of contact between pure egos and their first-
order contacts is slightly higher than the frequency of
contact between either marginal or anglicised egos and their
first-order contacts.
8. Anglicisation can occur without a concommitant change in
political beliefs.
9. There is no relationship between the period of exposure to
the contact situation and adopting any given mode of adaptation.
10. The urban or rural origins of egos have no direct bearing on
their reactions to culture contact.
11. That a coextensive relationship exists between the modes of
adaptation or patterns of reaction and the contact situation.
In the next chapter we again examine these hypotheses in the
light of additional evidence gathered by means of interviewing a
sample of respondents living in Durban.
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NOTES
1. Cultural organizations revolve round Afrikaner cultural values.
In short, these associations are concerned wit~ the maintenance
of Afrikaner culture, sentiment and identity. Typical organiza-
tions, all being branches of national ones, include: Rapport-
ryers, F.A.K. (Federation of Afrikaans Cultural Organizations)
and the A.T.K.V. (Afrikaans Language and Cultural Association).
2. The abbreviation H.N.P. stands for "Herstigte Nationale Party"
(i.e. Reconstituted Nationalist Party).
3. Contacts or first-order contacts refer to the eight people
selected by the researcher.
4. "Spec" is derived from the word speculation indicating here a
house erected by a builder, without being instructed to do so
by a client, hoping to sell it at a profit. It is a practice
commonly adopted by, especially, small builders when they have
no definite contracts to execute.
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CHAPTER FIVE
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA COLLECTED BY MEANS
OF INTERVIEW SCHEDULES AND DEPTH INTERVIEWING
1. INTRODUCTION
Given ·the data trends identified in Chapter Four the question
of whether these trends merely reflect the participant observer's
limited focus, in that he could only observe in certain situations,
under certain conditions, at certain times, becomes relevant. In
short, did the observer's situation-specificity obscure other data
which would have resulted in perhaps the opposite conclusions?
The possibility of this being the case is always present in a highly
complex, modern, industrial society where it is simply impossible
to observe more than a mere fraction of a person's behaviour over
a given period of time. A wide geographical distribution, the
privacy of a person's home or place of work are only some of the
factors contributing to an ever increasing number of situations to
which a participant observer has no access.
To determine the influence of the observer's situation-specificity
on the observed trends, but also in the interest of greater reliability
and validity, it was decided to re-examine the hypotheses formulated
in Chapter Four in the light of data collected by means of depth
interviewing as well as interviews conducted within the framework
of a highly structured interview schedule.
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A total of 45 interviews were conducted over a period of approx-
imately eight months. The time required to complete an interview
ranged from not less than one hour to five hours in one instance,
with an average of two hours being the norm.
The first 20-30 minutes of each interview was used to complete
the short interview schedule. This schedule contained no embarrassing
or potentially threatening questions and consequently played an impor-
tant role in "paving the wayll for the depth interview that followed.
The rapport and trust established between researcher and respondent
as well as the relaxed atmosphere in which the depth interviews were
conducted contributed much to the willingness of interviewees to talk
both freely and in great detail about their social networks, lives
and also experiences in the contact situation. In some cases terminating
the i nt ervi ew proved to be fairly problematic due to the involvement
of the respondent in what was happening. To make a "diplomatic exit"
was not always easy~ On one such occasion another appointment (not
faked:) and a promise to visit the respondent again was the only way
to achieve a position that left the respondent feeling satisfied.
Leaving respondents with a sense of well-being was of great importance
to the researcher. It is for this reason that the researcher always
stressed the fact that interviewees were doing him a personal favour.
This, we believe, contributed to their sense of well-being.
Determining the reliability and validity of data collected by
means of interviewing is never an easy task. The present study is
no exception to this rule. At best the interviewer can look for
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clues which will, if correctly interpreted, give him some indication
of the trustworthiness of his respondents. This, in turn, must be
used to gauge the validity and reliability of data collected. In
the study under consideration two criteria, or clues, were used to
evaluate the trustworthiness of respondents and consequently the
reliability and validity of information supplied by them. First,
every person contacted by the researcher agreed without hesitation,
to participate in the research. This most probably meant that they
had nothing to hide or fear from either the researcher personally or
the study itself. Any personal gains resulting from participation
can also be ruled out. There is, therefore, no reason whatsoever
for questioning the honesty and integrity of the respondents. This
greatly increases our trust in the reliability and validity of the
information collected. Secondly, respondents were often very out-
spoken in their views and criticisms of other people. Perhaps even
more significant is the fact that respondents were not selective in
their criticism and evaluation of others. For example, "pure
Afrikaners" were as critical of fellow pure Afrikaners as they were
of those whom they considered to be anglicised. This lack of sel-
ectivity accompanied by their willingness to make value judgements
in the presence of the interviewer is a good measure of the extent
to which the interviewer-interviewee relationship was based on mutual
trust. Our confidence in the reliability and validity of the data
collected can only increase in the light of this knowledge.
It does not follow from the above that responses were accepted
at face value. On four occasions the researcher had to face the
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possi bil ity that respondents were tryi ng to impress him. In each
instance the respondent reported to have either a very large friend-
ship network and/or to be very central or crit~cal to their networks
by insisting that friends could only establish contact with one
another via the respondent. The fact that so many respondents were
very apologetic about their "small circle of friends" sensitized
the researcher to the possibility that reporting a "1arger than
real" social network could be interpreted as a way to enhance your
status in the eyes of the interviewer. The possibility that this
happened in two or three cases is very real. It must be stressed,
however, that we have no concrete evidence to support this point of
view, in short, it is a "feeling" or "impression" and nothing more .
On balance we are confident that the data collected are suf-
ficiently reliable and valid to allow for a re -examination of
hypotheses developed earlier. Before we proceed with the proposed
re-examination, however, it is necessary to describe the character-
istics of our sample. This we do in section 2 below.
2. THE RESPONDENTS
The sample cons~sted of 45 respondents with an equal number,
i.e. 15, in each respondent-category. In order to examine the
relationship between sex, and its influence on, the data trends
identified earlie~ each category included both male and female
respondents. Thus, looking at Table 12 on page 189, we see that
the 15 pure Afrikaners included in our sample consisted of ten male
and five female respondents, giving us a ratio of 2:1 for males and
females respectively. The 15 informants considered to be anglicised
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included eight male and seven female respondents. Similarly, eight
male and seven female informants were included in our category of
ma rginal egos.
TABL E 12
RESPONDENTS BY CATEGORY AND SEX
SEX RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
PURE ANGLICISED MARGINAL I
26
iMale 10 8 8 I
.Femal e 5 7 7 19
. Total 15 15 15 45
Turning next t o the place of birth of our respondents (Table 13)
we distinguish between those born in an urban area and those born in
a rural area by respondent-category. With seven urban born pure
Afrikaners, ei ght urban born anglicised egos and seve~ urban born
marginal egos we have an almost equal distribution of urban born and
rural born informants not only within each category but also between
categories .
The situation in Table 13 where we have an (almost) equal
distribution between urban born and rural born changes quite dramati -
cally when we focus on where respondents grew up. From the data
contained in Table 14 it is clear that approximately two-thirds of
all respondents in each of the three respondent-categories grew up
in an urban area.
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TABLE 13
RESPONDENTS BY CATEGORY AND "PLACE OF "BIRTH
PLACE OF RESPONDENT CATEGORY GRAND
BIRTH TOTAL
IPURE ANGLIC ISED MARGINAL I
1
i
22Urban 7 8 7 i
Rural 8 7 8 23
Total 15 15 15 45
TABLE 14
RESPONDENTS BY CATEGORY AND THE AREA WHERE THEY GREW UP
AREA RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
PURE ANGLICI SED ~1ARGINA L
Urban 9 11 I 10 30
I,,
Rural 6 4 I 5 15
Total 15 15 15 45
Of the 30 respondents growing up in an urban area almost half
(or 14) grew up in the contact situation -- Durban. Thus seven of
the 11 ang licised egos, three of the t en marginal egos and four of
the nine pure Afrikaners growing up in an urban area grew up in
Durban .
The significance of the above information plus the data contained
in Tables 13 and 14 will be considered when we re-examine our hypotheses
in the next section.
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Table 15 contains information on the religious affiliation of
our respondents.
TABLE 15
RESPONDENTS BY CATEGORY AND RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION
RELIGION RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
PURE ANGLI CISED MARGINAL
Afrikaans 15 1 10 26
Protestant
English 0 13 5 18
Protestant
Other 0 1 0 1
Total 15 15 15 45
Of the 15 pure Afrikaners the great maj ority (13 out of 15)
are members of the Dutch Reformed Church while the remaining two are
members of the Reformed (Gereformeerde) Church. Thus all 15 are
members of two of the three Afrikaans si ster Churches. Conversely,
the great majority of anglicised respondents (13 out of 15) are
members of an English Protestant Church with only one being a member
of an Afrikaans Protestant Church and one a member of the Roman
Catholic Church . Two-thirds (10 of 15) of all margina l egos are
members of one of the three Afrikaans sister Churches while the
remaining third (5 of 15 ) are members of an English Protestant
Church.
It is interesting to note that all respondents claimed that
they "belong to a Church" although some did indicate that they do
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not attend Church meetings, including services , on a regular basis .
This observation does not apply, however, to respondents considered
to be pure Afrikaners in the present study. The latter group are
overtly religious in that they play a prominent role in the Church
to which they belong: the men are often members of the deaconate
while the women invariably belong to the Women's Association of the
Church.
Analysing the relationship between membership of a given
respondent-category and membership of cultural and/or social associa-
tions, organizations and/or clubs resulted in a cross -tabulation
(Table 16 below) containing fascinating information.
TABLE 16
RESPONDENTS BY CATEGORY AND MEMBERSHIP OF CULTURAL
AND/OR SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS OR CLUBS
ORGANIZATION RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
OR CLUB
PURE ANGLICISED MARGINAL
Cultura1 13 2 4 19
Social 0 9 3 12
Both 1 0 0 1
None 1 4 8 13
Total 15 15 15 45
An overwhelming majority of pure Afrikaners (14 out of 15 )
belong to one or more cultural organizations.1) These organizations
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include the Rapportryers, Kajuitraad, F.A.K., Durbanse Kunswedstryde
Komrnittee, and so on. Of the 14 respondents involved in cultural
organizations only one is, in addition, also a member of a social
club. Equally significant is the fact that most of these respondents
(12 out of 14) are members of more than one cultural organization,
some belonging to as many as seven different organizations. At the
time of the study only one pure Afrikaner did not belong to either
a cultural or a social organization or club. However, prior to the
study he was a member of a youth cultural organization. This active
and enthusiastic involvement in cultural activities must surely be
one of the most distinguishing characteristics of the pure Afrikaner.
Anglicized egos, unlike their pure Afrikaner counterparts, tend
to be members of social, mainly sports, clubs. Almost two-thirds (or
9 out of 15) are active members of at least one such club. However
it is extremely rare for an anglicised ego to be a member of more than
one club at any given time. This signifies yet another important
difference between pure and anglicised egos. In addition to the
nine anglicised egos belonging to social clubs only two are members
of cultural organizations while the remaining four egos do not belong
to any cultural and/or social organization or club.
If pure Afrikaners are characterized by their involvement in
cultural activities and anglicised egos by their involvement in
social activities then marginal egos are characterized by the fact
that more than half of them (or 8 out of 15 ) do not belong to
any cultural or social organization or club. Of the seven who are
involved in cultural or social activities four are members of cultural
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organizations while three belong to social clubs. Once again, as in
the case of anglicised egos, their involvement is restricted to only
one such organization or club at any given time .
Cultural involvement, social involvement and the lack of specific
involvement are among the most striking characteristics of , respect-
ively , pure Afrikaners, anglicised- and marginal egos.
A further indication of, especially, the pure Afrikaners' active
involvement in the activities of the organizations of which they are
members can be inferred from the large number of pure Afrikaner egos
who are office bearers in the organizations to which they belong. We
see in Table 17 that the great majority of pure Afrikaners (13 out of
15) occupy such positions in the organizations to which they belong.
In contrast only two egos in each of the other respondent-categories
viz. anglicised and marginal, occupy similar positions in the organiza-
tions of which they are members.
TABLE 17
RESPONDENTS BY CATEGORY AND OFFICE BEARERS
OFFICE RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
BEARER
PURE ANGLIC ISED MARGINAL
Yes 13 2 2 17
No 2 13 13 28
Tot al 15 15 15 45
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Not only is it true that a majority of pure Afrikaner respondents
belong to more than one cultural organization but it is also signifi-
cant that they often occupy positions of authority in more than one
of these organizations.
In Table 18 we report the political party affiliation of the
respondents by respondent-category. The most striking feature of the
information contained in the relevant table concerns the overwhelming
support for the ruling Nationalist Party. Of all the respondents only
five, two anglicised and three marginal egos, did not vote for the
Nationalist Party during the previous election. Among pure Afrikaner
respondents this support for the ruling party goes even further in
that two-thirds (10 of the 15) are card carrying members of the
Party. Of the two anglicised egos not supporting the Nationalist
Party one can be described as apolitical while the other one voted
for the New Republic Party at the last election. However, the latter
respondent did so only because she IIbelieves in a strong Opposition ll
and would change her vote to one for the Nationalist Party should
there be a possibility that they would lose an election. The marginal
egos not supporting the Nationalist Party (3 out of 15 ) includes
one who supports the Progressive Reform Party, one who supports the
Reconstituted Nationalist Party and one who supports no political
party but who votes for lithe best man irrespective of the party to
which he belongs ll • Considering the five non-Nationalist Party sup-
porters it is interesting to note the complete absence of a trend
indicating support for a political party either to the right or to
the left of the present ruling party.
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TABLE 18
RESPONDENTS BY CATEGORY AND ' POLITICAL
PARTy AFFILIATION
POl IT ICAl PARTY RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
PURE ANGLICISED MARGINAL
Nationalist Pa rty 15 13 12 40
New Republic 0 1 0 1
Party
Reconstituted 0 0 1 1
Nationalist Party
Progressive 0 0 1 1
Reform Party
I
No Party 0 1 1 2
Total 15 15 15 45
In section three of the present chapter we consider , once again ,
the significance of the above findings .
The language medium, i .e . English or Afrikaans , of the school
or schools to which people send their children is often an indicator
of the "identity" which they hope to preserve or create for themselves
and/or their children. However, the link between language medium of
school and ident ity is not readily vis ible nor does it exist in all
cases. Thi s , plus the fact that people may also send their children
to a given school for a variety of other reasons, including practical
considerations, represents a serious problem for the researcher. To
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overcome this problem the present study relied on depth interviewing
to uncover or expose possible hidden links between identity on the
one hand and the language medium of the school on the other.
At the time of the study nine respondents (Table 19) -- three
pure Afrikaners, four anglicised egos and two marginal egos -- had
no children of school-going age. Focussing, first, on pure Afrikaner
respondents with children of school-going age we see that their children
all attend an Afrikaans medium school. It is also interesting to note
that, in spite of the small sample a total of six different schools
were involved. Although practical and other considerations, for
instance, the location of a school or its "status" or the availability
of certain subjects (for example music) and so on, may explain why a
given individual sends his children to a speci fic school, it is equally
true that all 12 pure Afrikaners send their children to an Afrikaans
medium school because they want to preserve or maintain a particular
cultural identity. In maintaining this identity the school is expected
to play a major role. For an Afrikaans-speaker to send his children
to an English medium school is to run the risk of becoming an outcast.
Whereas pure Afrikaners send their children to Afrikaans medium
schools in order to maintain a given identity their anglicised counter-
parts send their children to English medium schools at least in part
to create and establish for themselves and their children a new
identity or sense of belonging. This is true for the great majority
(9 out of 11 ) of anglic ised respondent s i n our sample. The chi ldren
of the rema ining two respondents attend Afri kaans medium schools. In
both cases the reason given for t his is the "1ack of discipline at
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English schools ll • According to one respondent IIYou only have to
look at the way children treat adults to know whether they attend
an English or Afrikaans school ", It is interesting to note that
many respondents -- pure, anglicised and marginal -- commented on
what they considered to be the IIl ack of discipline ll at English medium
schools and the "better manners of Afrikaans-speaking children ll •
TABLE 19
RESPONDENTS BY CATEGORY AND LANGUAGE MEDIUM
OF scHooL ATIENDED BY CHILDREN
LANGUAGE MEDIUM RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
OF SCHOOL
PURE ANGLICISED MARGINAL
Afrikaans 12 2 7 21
English 0 9 6 15
Not Applicable 3 4 2 9
Total 15 15 15 45
Marginal egos tend to be much more pragmatic when it comes to
sending their children to school. This is reflected in the fact
that our marginal respondents show no clear-cut preference for either
Afrikaans or English medium schools. While the children of seven
respondents go to Afrikaans medi um schools almost the same number
(si x) send their children to English medium schools. Among t his
category of respondents the locat ion of the school, the import ance
of learning English given the fact that Durban is predominantly English,
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the friends of their children being either English- or Afrikaans-
speaking and a host of other reasons, mostly pragmatic, explain why
they send their children to one school rather than another.
In response to the question "How do you identify yourself?"
(Table 20) an overwhelming majority of pure Afrikaners (14) described
themselves as "Afrikaners" while an equally large majority of angli-
cised egos (13) and marginal egos (12) referred to themselves as
"South Africans". Only one pure Afrikaner saw herself as a South
African with three marginal egos identifying themselves as Afrikaners
and only one anglicised ego describing himself as an English-speaking
South African. No one described himself as "English" or as an
Afrikaans-speaking South African.
TABLE 20
RESPONDENTS BY CATEGORY AND IDENTITY
IDENTITY RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
PURE ANGLICISED MARGINAL
Afrikaner 14 0 3 17
. South African 1 14 12 27
English-speaking 0 1 0 1
South African
Total 15 15 15 45
Turning next to the social class position of respondents we
distinguish between working-, middle-, and upper class i nf ormant s .
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Three factors -- income, educational qualifications and occupation --
commonly assumed to be related to social class posit ion were used as
indicators to determine the class position of a respondent. Each
indicator formed the basis for a three-point scale; the points being
referred to as Low~ Middle and High . The resulting three scales were

























To arrive at the occupational status scores referred to above the
occupational status scale designed by Close (Close 1968) was used.
An individual IS class position was determined as follows:
respondents ranking high, middle or low on at least two of the three
scales were classified as upper-, midd1e- or working class respectively.
The class position of an individual occupying three different positions,
i.e. high, middle and low, on the three scales was recorded ·as middle
class.
The same indicators were also used to determine whether or not an
informant1s social status was consistent, marginal or inconsistent.
A consistent social status implied that an individual occupies the same
position, i.e . high or mi ddle or low, on all three ladders of evaluation.
It' was considered to be marginal in those cases where respondents occupy
the same position on two scales but a different position on the third
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scale. Finally, an inconsistent social status was recorded in those
cases where respondents occupy different positions on all three scales.
It is clear from the information contained in Table 21 that most
respondents (30 out of 45 or 75%) were considered to be members of the
middle class. A total of ten respondents are members of the working
class while the remaining five informants were classified as upper
class.
A comparison of respondent-categories with social class position
yields the following information: two-thirds (ten) of all pure
Afrikaner respondents are members of the middle class while almost
a third (four) has a working class status and one an upper class
status. Among anglicised egos 12 or four in every five are classified
as middle class, one as upper class and two are considered to be
members of the working class. Approximately half (8 out of 15)
of all marginal respondents occupies a middle class position while
almost a third (four) are classified as working class. The remaining
three marginal respondents are members of the upper class.
Information pertaining to the consistency/inconsistency of the
social status of respondents appears in Table 22. Considering this
information we see that the social status of a large majority of
respondents (37 out of 45) are consistent while the social status of
eight informants are considered to be marginal. Our sample included
no respondent with an inconsistent status. Also evident is the fact
that respondents with a marginal social status are almost equally
distributed among our three respondent-categories. Thus three pure
Afrikaners, two anglicised- and three marginal egos are classified
as having marginal social statuses.
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TABLE 21
RESPONDENTS BY CATEGORY AND SOCIAL CLASS
SOC IAL CLASS !I RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
PURE ANGLICISED MARGINAL
Upper 1 1 3 5
Middle 10 12 8 30
Working 4 2 4 10
,
Total 15 15 15 45
TABLE 22
RESPONDENTS BY CATEGORY AND STATUS
CONSISTENCY/INCONSIStENCY




Consistent 12 13 12 37
Marginal 3 2 3 8
Inconsistent 0 0 0 0
Total 15 15 15 45
The significance of the data on social class and social status
consistency/inconsistency will be examined in the next section where
we re-examine the hypotheses developed in Chapter Four of this report.
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Respondents were also required to list chronologically, begin-
ning with their place of birth, all the places -- i.e. cities, towns
and/or districts -- in which they resided prior to settling in Durban.
This question had a dual purpose. First, it was considered important
to establish whether or not there are definite, identifiable migration
patterns. Secondly, this information was important in order to enable
the researcher to determine to what extent respondents were geograph-
ically mobile. With reference to migration patterns there is no
evidence to suggest that definite, discernible trends exist. Similarly
the evidence with regard to geographical mobility tends to be rather
inconclusive. A simple enumeration of the number of places where
informants lived prior to settling in Durban suggests that pure
Afrikaners are more mobile than their anglicised and marginal counter-
parts. The relevant data are as follows: Whereas pure Afrikaner
respondents resided in a total of 64 places (average of 4,4 per
respondent) before settling in Durban, anglicised and marginal re-
spondents lived in, respectively, 36 (x = 2,4) and 37 (x = 2,5) places
prior to settling in Durban. However, distinguishing between three
magnitudes of mobility -- low, medium and high -- and cross-tabulating
it with our three respondent-categories (Table 23) produces no clear-
cut evidence in support of this conclusion.2)
Considering the data contained in Table 23 it is quite clear
that pure Afrikaners are neither more nor less mobile than marginal
egos. Similarly, although both pure Afrikaners (seven) and marginal
egos (six) are, in comparison with anglicised egos (four), more likely
to be hi ghl y mobile the position is reversed when we focus on those
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respondents who were medially mobile. Also significant is the fact
that Cramer1s v3) is only 0,136, showing there is very little
association between geographical mobility and respondent-category.
In the light of the preceding discussion we must assume that no
relationship or link exists between mobility on the one hand and
being either pure, anglicised or marginal on the other.
TABLE 23
RESPONDENTS BY CATEGORY AND GEOGRAPHICAL MOBILITY
GEOGRAPHICAL RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
MOBILITY
PURE ANGLICISED MARGINAL
High 7 4 6 17
Medium 3 5 3 11
Low 5 6 6 17
Total 15 15 15 45
In Table 24 we report the language most often used in the home
where the spouse of the respondent grew up. Only two informants,
one anglicised the other marginal, were not married at the time of
the study and are consequently not included in the following analysis.
An overwhelming majority (14 out of 15) of pure Afrikaners married
someone who grew up in a home where Afrikaans was the language most
often used. Only one respondent in this category, who married someone




RESPONDENTS BY CATEGORY AND LANGUAGE MOST
OFTEN USED IN THE HOME WHERE THE SPOUSE
OF THE RESpoNDENT GREW UP
LANGUAGE RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
PURE ANGLICISED MARGINAL
Afrikaans 14 1 10 25
English 1 13 4 18
Not 0 1 1 2
Applicable
Total 15 15 15 45
Among anglicised respondents a large majority (13 out of 14)
are married to someone who grew up in a home where English was most
often used while only one married someone who grew up in an Afrikaans
household.
Of the 14 married marginal egos ten or more than two-thirds
married someone who grew up in an Afrikaans household while four or
almost one-third married someone who grew up in a home where English
was most often used.
The question of home language will again be relevant when we
~xamine, in the next chapter, first, the incidence and secondly, the
relationship between, so-called "mixed" or cross-cultural marriages
and· the process of anglicisation.
At the time of the study all respondents, except one anglicised
informant, had been exposed to the contact situation for more than
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five years. In the one instance where this did not apply exposure has,
nevertheless, been only just short of five years, i.e. 57 months.
From the data collected there emerge a picture of the pure
Afrikaner as a man (or woman) who speaks' only Afrikaans at home and
who is most likely to marry a fellow pure Afrikaner. Marrying an
"ander-ta l i qe", i.e. someone who speaks' a different language, although
frowned upon, is acceptable on condition that there is an overt attempt
to Afrikanerize the spouse. He sees, describes and is proud to identify
himse1 f as an Afrikaner. "Afrikanerskap", i.e. being an Afrikaner,
means much more than speaking Afrikaans, it is, above all, a world view,
a set of beliefs which find expression in certain actions.
The pure Afrikaner, a regular churchgoer, is most likely to be a
member of the Dutch Reformed Church. However, to belong to one of the
two sister churches does not affect your status or standing in the
community. Religion plays an important role in the lives of pure
Afrikaners. Moreover, it is important to be overtly religious. Thus
meetings and functions, also secular ones, are invariably opened with
a reading from the Bible and a prayer. Even at a fete nothing will be
sold before "skrif1esing en gebed", i.e. reading of the lesson and
prayer. At one stage or another of their lives most pure Afrikaner
males will serve, either as deacons or elders, on the Church Council
of the church to which they belong. Their female counterparts invariably
belong to the "Vrouehul pd iens ", i.e. ~Jomenls Association of the Church.
The child or children of a pure Afrikaner attend an Afrikaans-
medium school. The latter, in partnership with the church and the
family, is expected to instil in the child the values and beliefs of
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the IItruell Afrikaner. Hence the emphasis on Christian National
Education.
Pure Afrikaners typically support the ruling Nationalist Party.
In fact, they are often II card carrying ll members of the local branch
of the Party. While a measure of sympathy exists for those IIto the
right ll of the Party, the same cannot be said for those IIto the left ll
of the Party. They are also inclined to equate the national interest
with the Nationalist Party interest. In short, what is good for the
Party is assumed to be good for the country. Perhaps this explains
the lack of concern among pure Afrikaners in Durban when it became
known that the Government, using taxpayers' money, financed a daily
newspaper known to be sympathetic towards the ruling party.
Given the pure Afrikaner's involvement in cultural organizations
we may justifiably describe him as ' a II cultural being ll • Numerous
Afrikaans cultural organizations provide him with lIopportunities to
serve his people ll , a task which he gladly accepts. Obviously the
supreme achievement and recognition is to be one of the elect who is
asked to join the Afrikaner Broederbond . It is, also, almost inevitable
that a pure Afrikaner will be an office-bearer in at least one of the
many organizations to which he, customarily, belongs.
It is common for pure Afrikaners to have a consistent social
status irrespective of whether that status is low, medium or high.
In addition to the above characteristics which are typical of
pure Afrikaners in Durban, there are other t hings which, contrary to
popular belief, do not apply to him . Fi rst , he is certainly not
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confined to a particular social class or stratum. In short, there
are working-. middle- and upper class pure A~rikaners. Secondly,
he is not a country bumpkin. It is true that many are born in rural
areas and that many grow up on farms and in small towns, but an
equally large number are urban born and grow up in large urban areas.
Thirdly, the pure Afrikaner is also no more or no less mobile, geo-
graphically speaking, than his fellow South Africans. Finally, although
some may have had very little contact with English-speakers and their
culture, others have had extensive and systematic contact with English
culture.
Also emerging from the data is a picture of the typical anglicised
ego. Speaking English at home and marrying someone who grew up in a
home where English was most often used are characteristic of anglicised
egos. It is not unusual for an anglicised ego to report an inability
either to speak Afrikaans or, alternatively, to speak it well.
Unlike his pure Afrikaner counterpart he sees himself first and
foremost as a South African. Thus he claims to be loyal to South
Africa rather than to a specific language or cultural group within
South Africa. In addition, anglicised egos do not share with pure
Afrikaners the same emotional and overt concern with identity.
The typical anglicised ego tends to be an adherent, rather than
a member, of an English Protestant Church.
4
) Their attendance at Sunday
worship is more often than not infrequent and irregular. In other words,
they are not overtly religious.
As a rule the children of anglicised egos attend English medium
schools. Although the question of maintaining or creating an identity
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plays a part in the decision to send their children to English medium
schools they do tend to be much more pragmatic than pure Afrikaners
in their choice of a particular school. Practical rather than cultural
and/or ideological factors have a more direct bearing on decisions to
enrol a child at a given school.
Anglicised egos are likely to support the ruling Nationalist
Party. This is one of the more important links with the past that has
not been severed in the process of becoming anglicised.
Whereas pure Afrikaners belong to cultural organizations, anglicised
egos are members of social clubs. This emphasis on social rather than
cultural activities is indeed a distinguishing characteristic of angli-
cised egos. They do not, however, get involved at the organizational
level, in the activities of the clubs to which they belong. In short,
they are much more likely to be "ordinary" members rather than office-
bearers.
The social status of an anglicised ego is usually consistent.
This is a characteristic which he shares with his pure Afrikaner counter-
part.
Once again there are also things which, contrary to popular belief,
do not apply to anglicised egos living in Durban. One, they are not
restricted to a particular social class. Once again, like in the case
of pure Afrikaners, there are working-, middle- and upper class anglicised
egos. Two, all anglicised egos are not urban born nor did they all grow
up in urban areas. Finally, they are neither more nor less geographically
mobile than pure Afrikaners.
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Turning next to marginal egos, we note that there is no, nor can
there ever be, a single description of what a marginal ego looks like.
He (or she) occupies a position somewhere on a continuum between the
pure Afrikaner and the completely ang1icis~d ego. Moving towards the
midpoint of the continuum represents an increase in marginality: obviously
movement towards either polar-type signifies a decrease in marginality.
Within the marginal category anyone respondent may, therefore, be to
a greater or lesser extent a marginal Afrikaner or a marginal anglicised
ego. Here our focus is on those egos whose home language is still
Afrikaans.
Given the fact that there exists a continuum, the decision to use
certain cut-off points indicating pure-, margina1-, and anglicised egos
is purely for heuristic purposes . Strictly speaking people arrange
themselves on a continuum ranging from the one extreme of complete
"purity" to the other representing complete anglicisation.
Despite the difficulty to construct a "picture" of the IItypica1
marginal" ego, those classified as marginal, in the context of the
present study, do have in common with one another three things. First,
there is their almost unanimous support for the ruling Nationalist
Party. Secondly, unlike their pure Afrikaner and anglicised counter-
parts there is no distinct trend observable as far as membership of
cultural and/or social organizations are concerned. Third and finally,
they have consistent social statuses.
Also evident is the fact that marginal egos are not restricted
to a particular social class. They are also not more or less geo-
graphically mobile than respondents in other categories. Finally,
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there are also no significant links between marginality and birth place
or marginality and the areas where respondents grew up.
3. HYPOTHESES
The 12 hypotheses developed and reported in Chapter Four can be
grouped into two broad categories. There are s first, those hypotheses
concerning the relationships between the modes of adaptation or patterns
of reaction and the social networks of people in the contact situation.
Here the logic of the argument rests on the assumption that differences
in behaviour will be reflected in the social networks of the actors in
the contact situation. The second category includes hypotheses concern-
ing the links between the behaviour patterns or modes of adaptation and,
so called, background characteristics, for example, social class.
We begin our re-examination of the hypotheses by considering,
first, those hypotheses included in the first category.
3.1. Behaviour Patterns and Social Networks
The seven hypotheses in this category postulate relationships
between behaviour patterns on the one hand, and three structural and
three interactional characteristics of social networks on the other hand.
Here we re-examine each in turn.
3.1.1. Hypothesis ,One: A~ the ~argina~ity of an ego increases the
heterogene~ty of h~s soc~a ~ network increases
Overwhelming support for the above hypothesis is to be found
in the data contained in Table 25.
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TABLE 25
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY HOMO -/HETEROGENEITY OF
SOCIAL NETwORKS AND SEX
HOMO- RESPONDENT CATEGORY GRAND
HETERO- TOTAL
GENEITY PURE AFRIKANER ANGLICI ZED MARGINAL
SCORE
SEX TOTAL SEX TOTAL SEX TOTAL
M F M F M F
0-10 \ / I\. / ~ i/
\ / ~ V [X11-20 Iv
21-30 ~V j \ i\ V -,I
31-40 .V\ V \ 2 2 4 4
41-50 / \ 0 1 1 2 1 3 4
51-60 V \ 0 1 1 3 3 6 7
61-70 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 6
71-80 4 0 4 2 2 4 8
81-90 2 1 3 3 2 5 8
91-100 3 3 6 2 0 2 8
TOTAL 10 5 15 8 7 15 8 7 15 45
NOTE: The higher the score, the greater the network homogeneity.
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Most striking is the fact that, while all marginal egos
have a homo-/heterogeneity score of 70 or less , the great majority
of all pure Afrikaners (13 out of 15) and anglicised egos (11 out of
15) have a homo-/heterogeneity score exceeding 70.5}
Focussing only on pure Afrikaners we note that more than
one-third or six respondents have a social network that is more than
90%homogeneous. Moreover, not one informant in this category has a
social network that is less than 61 %homogeneous. The conclusion that
pure Afrikaner networks are extremely homogeneous is, therefore, both
inevitable and justified.
Among anglicised egos' the social networks of two respond-
ents are more than 90%homogeneous, while the social networks of five
others are between 81 %and 90%homogeneous. The social networks of
only two respondents in this category are less than 61 %homogeneous.
By comparison the social networks of marginal egos are
much more heterogeneous. Whereas only two homo-/heterogeneity scores
of 61-70 are recorded, four or almost one-third of all marginal egos
have a social network homo-/heterogeneity score of less than 41. In
fact, more than half (eight ) of all marginal egos have a homo-/hetero-
geneity score which does not exceed 50.
Calculating the mean score, standard deviation and coef-
ficient of variation for each respondent-category we observe the
following:
Pure Afrikaner: - 84,16;x = ~ = 10,87; CV = 12,92
Anglicised ego: -x = 76,83; ~ = 13,60; CV = 17,70
Marginal - =47,10;ego: x er = 9, 75; CV = 20 ,70
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A comparison of mean scores indicates clearly that marginal egos are
considerably lower in mean score than pure Afrikaners and anglicised
egos. Pure Afrikaners have the highest score and lowest variability
in scores (CV = 12,92) showing they are the most homogeneous as a
group.
Given the fit between the data trend and the trend pre-
dicted by the hypothesis (Cramer's V = 0,63 showing a fairly high
degree of association between score and respondent-category) we
accept the hypothesis as confirmed. The fact that two different
techniques of data gathering, viz. participant observation and inter-
viewing, produced identical information (compare Tables 11 and 25)
lends additional support to the decision to accept the hypothesis as
confirmed.
A careful scrutiny of the data contained in Table 25 suggests,
albeit only tentatively, two additional hypotheses. These hypotheses
are new or novel in the sense that they were not included in our original
list of 12 hypotheses.
Comparing the social networks of pure Afrikaners and ang1i~
cised egos with regard to homo-/heterogeneity we note that six pure
Afrikaners as opposed to only two anglicised egos have social networks
which are more than 91 %homogeneous. In addition, the social networks
of two angl icised egos are less homogeneous than the social network of
any pure Afrikaner informant. The possibility that the social networks
of pure Afrikaner s are more homogeneous than t he social networks of
anglicised egos can, therefore, not be excluded. The fact that pure
Afrikaners have the highest mean score (x = 84,16) and lowest va riability
in scores (CV = 12,92) also support th is hypothesi s .
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Investigating the relationship between sex, respondent-
category and social network homo-/ heterogeneity unCovers yet another
tentative hypothesis. While it is clear that there is no link between
sex and the homogeneity of social networks as far as marginal egos
are concerned (male marginal egos: x =49,25; er = 9,92; CV = 20,15;
female marginal egos: x = 49,79; 0- = 10,50; CV = 21,09), the
opposite seems to be the case when we consider the social networks of
pure Afrikaners and anglicised egos. The fact that both anglicised
egos with a low homo-/heterogeneity score (less that 61) are female,
whereas both with a high score (91-100) are males suggests that: the
social networks of mal e anglicised egos are mor e homogeneous than the
social networks of female anglicised egos. The higher mean score of
male anglicised egos (x = 83,00; ~ = 9,68) relative to female angli-
cised egos (x = 69,79; er = 14,00), as well as the lower variability
of scores among anglicised males (CV = 11,67) relative to anglicised
females (CV = 20,06), also support this hypothesis. Among pure
Afrikaners the mean score of female respondents (x = 87,50; c- = 11,66)
is somewhat higher than the corresponding score of pure Afrikaner males
(x = 82,50; er = 10,05), suggesting that the social networks of pure
Afrikaner female egos are more homogeneous than the social networks of
their male counterparts. However, the variability of scores among pure
Afrikaner females (CV = 13,33) are slightly higher than the variability
of scores among male pure Afrikaners (CV = 12,18). Because of this,
plus the small number of female pure Afrikaners (five) interviewed, we
regard the data as inconclusive.
Can these new hypotheses be explained? We argue that an
explanation is to be found in the already confirmed hypot hesi s that an
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increase in marginality results in an increase in network hetero-
geneity plus the fact that respondents 'occupy positions on a continuum
ranging from the one extreme of pure Afrikaner to the other of being
completely anglicised, with the midpoint representin~ complete
marginality. The position occupied by anglicised egos, relative to
their pure Afrikaner counterparts, must, therefore, be closer to th~
midpoint of the continuum which explains their lower homo-/hetero-
geneity scores. Similarly, female anglicised egos must occupy,
relative to male anglicised egos, positions closer to the midpoint
of the continuum which, in turn, explain their lower network homo-/
heterogeneity scores.
In order to verify the validity of the above explanation
it is necessary to examine the data collected for links between network
homo-/heterogeneity and other variables which may have a bearing on it.
Should we fail to uncover such links our confidence in the explanation
will increase significantly. Conversely, if some significant ties do
in fact exist the validity of the explanation must be questioned.
In the analysis that follows we focus on the relationships
between network homo-/heterogeneity by respondent-category on the one
hand, and (i) network size, (ii) social class, (iii) status consistency/
inconsistency, (iv) geographical distribution of first-order contacts,
(v) goegraphical mobility, (vi) birth place of ego and (vii) area where
ego grew up, on the other hand.
In Chapter Two and again in Chapter Four of the present
report we discussed the not ion that size and homo-/heterogeneity are
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two interdependent dimensions of the Ilrange" of a social network. Our
conclusion, based on information collected by means of participant
observation, that they are not interdependant but rather separate
morphological characteristics of sucial networks, can now be re-examined
in the light of additional data collected by means of interviews. The
relevant information appears in Table 26.
Calculating r we note that r = 0,329, showing that there is
some, but slight, correlation between network size and network homo-/
2heterogeneity score. Thus, 10,82% (r = 0,108) of variation in scores
is explained by network size. It must be remembered, however, that
there is a high degree of association between respondent-category and
network homo-/heterogeneity (Cramer1s V = 0,63) and also a slight
association between respondent-category and network size (Cramer1s
V = 0,33). This, we believe, may in fact explain the slight correla-
tion between network size and network homo-/heterogeneity. We,
therefore, accept the conclusion that size and homo-/heterogeneity
are separate morphological characteristics of social networks. An
inspection of the data reported in Table 26 shows that small networks
have both low and high homo-/heterogeneity scores. Similarly, large
networks may be either very homogeneous or very heterogeneous. In
short, size and homo-/heterogeneity can vary independently of each
other. Once again, therefore, data collected by means of two different
techniques, participant observation and interviewing, support the same
conclusion. This greatly enhances the validity of the conclusion.
Next we examine the influence of social class on network
homo-/heterogeneity. Table 27 makes it clear that there is very little
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TABLE 26
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY NETWORK HOMO - /
HETEROGENEITY AND NETwORK SIZE
RESPON- NETWORK HOMO- / HETEROGENEITY TOTAL
DENT SIZE SCORE
CAT EGORY
0- 11 - 21 - 31- 41 - 51- 61 - 71- . 81- 91 -
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100




c 6-10 -.R' / 0 1 2 1 4~....
S- <,'+- ,Vc:( 11 -15 0 0 1 3 4Q) r-,S-
:::;,
:/ <,0- 16-20 / r-, 1 1 0 1 3
0- 5 \ 1/ 0 0 0 1 2 0 3
"'C \ ./Q) 6- 10 1 1 1 2 3 1 9N....U....
\r- /Cl 11-15 0 0 0 1 0 1 2cex:
16-20 / 1'\ 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0- 5 i\ / 3 2 2 0 0 0 0 7
6-10 1\/V 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 6r-R'
C....
V"en 11 -15 I o I0S- O 1 0 0 0 1R' ~::E I
16-20 V i\ 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
TOTAL 4 4 7 6 8 8 8 45
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TABL E 27
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY SOCIAL CLASS AND
NETwORK HOMO -/HETEROGENEITY
HOMO- RESPONDENT CATEGO RY TOTAL
HETERO-
GENEITY PURE AFRI KANER ANGLI CI ZED MARGINAL
SCORE
SOCIAL CLASS SOCIAL CLASS SOCIAL CLASS
..W M U W M U W M U
0-10 f\ / 1\ / I~ 7
\ I . \ V [X11 -20 rv
21-30 Iv V\r\ V <,/
31 -40 V\ V \ 1 2 1 41\
41 -50 / \ 0 1 0 0 2 1 4
51 -60 V '\ 0 1 0 2 3 1 7
61 -70 0 2 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 6
71 -80 1 2 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 8
81 -90 1 2 0 1 3 1 0 0 0 8
91 -100 2 4 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 8
TOTAL 4 10 1 2 12 1 4 8 3 45




association between social class and network homo-/heterogeneity.
Cramer 1s V = 0,234 indicating that there is very little association
between social class and social network homo-/heterogeneity. If we
2 2 2can, as some writers indicate, treat V much as r , then V = 0,0547,
showing that about 5,5%of variation in scores is explained by class,
which is absolutely negligible. This finding is consistent with our
earlier observation based on participant observation. Our confidence
in the validity of the finding, therefore, increases significantly.
Despite the small number of respondents (eight) with a
marginal status it was, nevertheless, decided to examine the available
data for links between status consistency/inconsistency and network
homo-/heterogeneity. The results are seen in Table 28. A review of
this table leads to the inevitable conclusion that there is no sig-
nificant relationship between network homo-/heterogeneity and status
consistency/inconsistency (Cramer1s V = 0,31). Thus within each
respondent-category the few informants with marginal social statuses
are, relative to all others in the same category, assigned both high
and low homo-/heterogeneity scores.
The data displayed in Table 29 reveal that there is only a
slight to moderate association (Cramer's V = 0,44) between the geo-
graphical distribution of ego's first-order contacts and network
homo-/heterogeneity.6 1 The association seems that social networks
with a small scatter are most homogeneous. The absence of a high
degree of association between network scatter and network homogeneity
is especially evident among pure Afrikaners where seven and eight
respectively, are classified as having small and large scatter networks.
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TABLE 28
RESPONDENT CATEGORIES BY STATUS CONSISTENCY/INCONSISTENCY
AND NETwORK HOMO-HETEROGENEITY
HOMO- RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
HETERO-
GENEITY PURE AFRIKANER ANGLICIZED MARGINAL
SCORE
STATUS STATUS STATUS
C M C M C M
0-10 \ / 1'\ / 1\ /
11-20 \ / \ V \ // \
21-30 \V / \ I \
31 -40 / \ / \ 4 0 4
41-50 / \ 1 0 1 2 4
51-60 / \ 0 1 6 0 7
61 -70 2 0 2 0 1 1 6
71 -80 3 1 4 0 0 0 8
81 -90 1 2 5 0 0 0 8
91-100 6 0 1 1 0 0 8
TOTAL 12 3 13 2 12 3 45




RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF FIRST-
ORDER CoNTACTS AND NETwORK HOMO -jHETEROGENEITY
HOMO- RESPONDENT CATEGO RY TOTAL
HETERO-
GEN EITY PURE AFRIKAN ER ANGLICIZED MARGINAL
SCORE
NETWORK SCATTER NETWORK SCATTER NETWORK SCATTER
S M L S M L S M L
0-10 ~ / 1\ / -, /
\ / \ / X11-20 \I
21-30 \J V\~ / -,/
31 -40 V\ / \ 4 0 0 4
41 -50 / \ 0 1 0 3 0 0 4
51 -60 / \ 1 0 0 5 O· 1 7
61 -70 1 0 1 2 0 0 2 0 0 6
71 -80 1 0 3 2 0 2 0 0 0 8
81 -90 2 0 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 8
91 -100 3 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 8:
TOTAL 7 0 8 11 2 2 14 0 1 45




Homo-/heterogeneity scores of the eight large scatter networks in this
respondent-category range from 61 to 100 with an identical range of
scores applying to small scatter networks of pure Afrikaners.
In spite of the predominance of small scatter networks
among anglicised (1 1) and margina l (14) egos prohibiti ng a small -large
scatter comparison within these respondent-categories, the same trend
towards a wide range of scores within small scale categories is ,
nevertheless, evident.
Given the strong, positive relationship between respondent-
category ·and network homo-/heterogeneity (Cramer1s V = 0,63) as well
as the absence of a similar link between respondent-category and
geographical mobility (Cramer's V = only 0,136), the discovery that
little association exi st s between network homo-/heterogeneity and
geographical mobi"lity (Cramer1s V = 0,31) is not unanticipated. The
results of the examination are summarized in Table 30. Both within
and acros s respondent-categories geographical mobility seems t o be
only slightly related to network homo-/heterogeneity. In short, a
high (or medium or low) rate of geographical mobility does not neces-
sarily imply either a low or a high homo-/heterogeneity score. A
comparison of mean scores and variability of scores of respondents
who were slightly, medially and highly mobile geographically, clearly
supports t his conclusion. The relevant data are as follows:
Low mobility: - 70,71; 19,93;x = ~= CV = 28,18
Medium mobility: - 72,68;x = ~= 18,52; CV = 25 ,48
High mobi l i ty: - 67,76;x = ~= 17,53; CV = 25,87
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TABLE 30
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY GEOGRAPHICAL MOBILITY
AND NETwORK HOMO-j HETEROGENEITY
HOMO- RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
HETERO-
GE NEITY PURE AFR lKANER ANGLICIZED MARGINAL
SCORE
MOBILITY MOBILITY MOBILITY
L M H i.. M H L M H
0-10 1\ / \ / -, /
\
/ '. 7 ~11 -20 \ \ \\/
21 -30 '\,/ V\ 1\ V ~/
31 -40 1/ '· V \ 2 1 1 4
41 -50 I , 0 0 1 2 0 1 4\
51 -60 I '\ 0 1 0 1 2 3 7
61 -70 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 1 6
71 -80 0 2 2 3 0 1 0 0 0 8
81 -90 2 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 8
91 -100 2 1 . 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 8
:
TOTAL 5 3 7 6 5 4 6 3 6 45
NOTES: L = Low
M = Medium
H = Hi gh
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Finally we consider the influence of two factors, viz.
place of birth and area where respondent grew up, on network homo-/
heterogeneity. The information on place of birth and area where
respondent grew up appear in, respectively, Tables 31 and 32.
A review of Table 31 reveals that ego's place of birth,
whether urban or rural, has no great bearing on the homogeneity or
heterogeneity of his social network (Cramer's V = 0,30). This applies
to both respondents within and across our respondent-categories. Once
again the slight difference in mean scores (urban born: x= 68,52;
0- = 17,62 and rural born: x = 72,21; 0- = 20,13) as well as the
small difference in the variability of scores (urban born: CV =25,72
and rural born: CV = 27,87) supports this conclusion.
Similarly, Table 32 reveals that there is little association
between the area where ego grew up, whether urban or rural, and network
homo-/heterogeneity (Cramer1s V = 0,34). Once again this is true both
within ~nd across respondent-categories. The mean homo-/heterogeneity
score for those who grew up in urban areas (x = 69,77; a- = 18,11) is
very similar to the corresponding score for those who grew up in rural
areas (x = 70,70; 0- = 20,13). Similarly, a comparison of the varia-
bility of scores among those who grew up in urban areas (CV = 25,95)
with the variability of scores among those who grew up in rural areas
(CV = 28,45) reveals no significant difference. The data clearly support
our conclusion.
Tables 27, 28, 30-32 demonstrate clearly and convincingly
the complete absence of any significant link or relationship between
social network homo-/heterogeneity and the five background characteristics
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TABLE 31
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY PLACE OF BIRTH AND
NETwORK HOMO -!HETEROGENEITY .
HOMO- RESPOND ENT CATEGORY TOTAL
HETERO-
GENEITY PURE AFRIKANER ANGLI CIZED MARG INAL
SCORE
BIRTH PLACE BIRTH PLACE BIRTH PLACE
URBAN RURAL URBAN RURAL URBAN RURAL
0-10' 1\ / 1\ / 1\ /
11-20 \ / \ V \ V/ f\
21 -30 \V / \ \
31 -40 / f\ V \ 2 2 4
41 -50 / \ 0 1 2 1 4
51-60 V \ 1 0 5 1 7
61-70 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
71 -80 2 2 3 1 0 0 8
81 -90 2 1 3 2 0 0 8
91-100 2 4 1 1 0 0 8
TOTAL 7 8 9 6 10 5 45
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TABLE 32
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY AREA WHERE RESPONDENT GR EW UP
AND NETwORK HOMO-/HETEROGENEITY
HOMO- RESPONDENT CATEGO RY TOTAL
HETERO-
GEN EITY PURE AFRIKANER ANGL ICIZED MARGINAL
SCORE
AREA AREA AREA
URBAN RURAL URBAN RURAL URBAN RURAL
0-10· \ /1\ / 1\ /
11 -20 \ / \ I \ // \
21 -30 \ / / \ V \
31 -40 / :\ V \ 2 2 4
41 -50 / \ 1 0 2 1 4
51-60 / \ 1 0 5 1 7
61-70 2 0 0 2 1 1 6
71-80 2 2 3 1 0 0 8
81 -90 2 1 5 0 0 0 8
91 -100 3 3 1 1 0 0 8
TOTAL 9 6 11 4 10 5 45
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specified. This discovery is extremely significant. It strengthens
our conviction that network homo- /heterogeneity is an important aspect
of ego's reaction to the contact situation. As such it is unlikely
to be greatly affected by what is traditionally known as background
characteristics. In a very real sense it is an expression of ego's
own free choice which he employs, at least in part, to make adaptation
to the situation easier and less problematic. An increased confidence
in the validity of our explanation of the two new hypotheses is yet
another important result of the failure to uncover a high degree of
association between network homo-/heterogeneity and certain specified
background factors.
3.1.2. Hypothesis Two: As t he margi nality of an ego increases the
densit y of his social network decrease s
The data in Table 33 reveal two trends; one supporting,
the other not supporting, the hypothesis.
A comparison of anglicised and marginal respondents shows
unquestionable support for the hypothesis. Whereas the social network
density scores of more than two-thirds (11) of all anglicised egos
exceeds 70, the network density scores of almost an identical number
(ten ) of marginal egos does not exceed 70. Using a score of 50 as a
cut-off point the contrast between these two respondent-categories
becomes even more marked. The social networks of almost two-thirds
(nine) of all marginal egos are less than 50%dense while the social
networks of the great majority of all anglicised egos (13 out of 15)
are mor e than 50%dense. Equally noteworthy are the large number of
marginal respondents (almost a third or four ) with very low (11-20)
density scores. By contrast, the lowest density score among anglicised
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TABLE 33
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY NETWORK DENSITY AND SEX
DENSITY RES PONDENT CAT EGORY TOTAL
SCORE
PURE AFRIKANER ANGLICIZED MARGINAL
SEX SEX SEX
M F M F M F
0-10
11 -20 2 0 1 3 6
21 -30 1 1 0 0 2
31 -40 0 1 0 1 2 1 5
41 -50 2 0 0 1 2 0 5
51 -60 1 1 0 0 0 1 3
61 -70 0 2 2 0 0 0 4
71 -80 1 0 2 2 1 0 6
81 -90 2 0 1 0 0 0 3
91 -100 1 0 3 3 2 2 11
TOTAL 10 5 8 7 8 7 45
NOTE: M = Male
F = Female
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egos is in the category 31-40. A comparison of mean scores and
variability of scores clearly demonstrates the difference between
anglicised egos (x = 77,97; Oi = 18,24; CV = 23,39) and marginal
egos (x = 51,37; er = 30,75; CV = 59,87) with regard to the density
of social networks.
The fit between the data trend and the trend predicted by
the hypothesis is clearly reflected in the data discussed above.
An examination of network density among pure Afrikaner
respondents produces unanticipated results. Contrary to expectations,
given the hypothesis, the social networks of pure Afrikaners are not
more dense than those of marginal egos. More than two-thirds (11) of
all pure Afrikaner informants have a network density score not exceed-
ing 70. The social networks of almost half (seven) are less than 51 %
dense. Moreover, low density scores (11-20 and 21-30) are also not
uncommon. The similarity of the social networks of pure Afrikaners
and the social networks of marginal egos with respect to network
density is clearly illustrated by a comparison of mean scores (pure
Afrikaners: x = 49,77; er = 30,68; and marginal egos: x = 51,37;
0- = 30,75) and a comparison of the variability of scores (pure
Afrikaners: CV = 61,64; marginal egos: CV = 59,87).
Cramer1s V = 0,50 indicating that there is a moderate
association between network density and respondent-category. The
association seems that the social networks of anglicised egos are
dense whereas the social networks of pure Afrikaners and marginal
egos are sparse.
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The two data trends identified and discussed are so distinct
that the unanticipated differences and similarities between respectively,
pure Afrikaners and anglicised egos and pure Afrikaners and marginal
egos cannot be ascribed to the operati"on of merely chance factors. A
modification of the hypothesis is obviously called for. Reformulating
the original hypothesis requires an examination of several factors that
may explain why its prediction is only partially correct. These factors
or variables are classified into two broad categories, viz. background
characteristics and network characteristics. The former category
includes: social class; status consistency/inconsistency: geographical
mobility; ego's place of birth; and area where ego grew up. Included
in the second category we have: size of first-order star; and network
scatter. If the impact of background characteristics on network density
is great then the argument that network density is an important aspect
of ego's reaction to the contact situation must be reconsidered.
Because participant observation provided the information
which led to the formulation of the original hypothesis, it is, methodo-
logically speaking, equally important to consider to what extent the
hypothesis is a reflection of the observer's situation-specificity.
The reformulation provides us with an opportunity to evaluate the
importance of triangulation (Denzin 1978) or methodological pluralism.
In the following discussion we consider, first, the potential
impact of background characteristics on social network density. The
relevant data appear in Tables 34-38. An examination of these tables
leads to the following conclusions: One, there is very little associa-
tion between social class and social network density (Cramer's V = 0,35).
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TABLE 34
RESPO NDENT CATEGORY BY SOCIAL CLASS AND
NETwORK DENS ITv
DENSITV RESPONDENT CATEGORV TOTAL
SCORE
PURE AFRIKANER ANGLICIZED MARGINAL
SOCIAL CLASS SOC IAL CLASS SOC IAL CLASS
W M U W M U W M U
0-10
11-20 1 1 0 0 3 1 6
21-30 0 2 0 0 0 0 2
31-40 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 5
41-50 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 5
51-60 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3
61-70 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 O. 4
71-80 0 1 0 0 4 0 1 0 0 6
81-90 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3
91-1 00 0 0 1 1 4 1 1 2 1 11
:
TOTAL 4 10 1 2 12 1 4 8 3 45
NOTE: W = Worki ng
M = Mi ddle
U = Up per
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TABLE 35
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY STATUS CONSISTENCY/
INcONSISTENCY AND NETwORK DENsITy
DENSITY RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
SCORE
PURE AFR IKANER ANGLICIZED MARGINAL
STATUS STATUS STATUS
C M C M C M
0-10
11-20 1 1 3 1 6
21-30 2 0 0 0 2
31-40 1 0 1 0 2 1 5
41-50 2 0 1 0 1 1 5
51-60 2 0 0 0 1 0 3
61-70 1 1 2 0 0 0 4
71 -80 0 1 2 2 1 0 6
81 -90 2 0 1 0 0 0 3
91-100 1 0 6 0 4 0 11
TOTAL 12 3 13 2 12 3 45




RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY GEOGRAPHICAL MOBILITY
AND NETwO RK DENSITy
DENSITY RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
SCORE
PURE AFRI KANER ANGLIC IZED MARGINAL
MOBILITY MOBILITY MOBILITY
L · M H L M H L M H
0-10
11 -20 1 0 1 2 1 1 6
21 -30 0 1 1 0 0 0 2
31-40 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 5
41 -50 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 5
51-60 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3
61-70 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 4
71-80 1 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 0 6
81-90 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 3
91-100 0 1 0 4 0 2 0 1 3 11
:
TOTAL 5 3 7 6 5 4 6 3 6 45





RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY PLACE OF BIRTH
AND NETwORK DENSITy
DENSITY RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
SCORE
PURE AFRIKANER ANGLICIZED MARGINAL
BIRTHPLACE BIRTHPLACE BIRTHPLACE
U R U R U R
0-10·
11 -20 1 1 3 1 6
21 -30 0 2 0 0 2
31 -40 1 0 1 0 2 1 5
41-50 1 1 1 0 0 2 5
51 -60 0 2 0 0 0 1 3
61 -70 1 1 1 1 0 0 4
71 -80 1 0 2 2 0 1 6
81 -90 1 1 0 1 0 0 3
91 -100 1 0 3 3 2 2 11
TOTAL 7 8 8 7 7 8 45




RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY AREA WHERE RESPONDENT
GREW UP AND NETwORK DENSITy
DENSITY RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
SCORE
PURE AFRIKANER ANGLICIZED MARGINAL
AREA AREA AREA
U R U R U R
0-10
11-20 1 1 3 1 6
21-30 1 1 0 0 2
31 -40 1 0 0 1 1 2 5
41-50 1 1 1 0 1 1 5
51-60 0 2 0 0 0 1 3
61-70 1 1 1 1 0 0 4
71-80 1 0 3 1 1 0 6
81-90 2 0 1 0 0 0 3
91 -100 1 0 5 1 4 0 11
TOTAL 9 6 11 4 10 5 45
. NOTE: U = Urban
R = Rural
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This observation, a1thoug~ it applies both within and across respondent-
categories, is particu1a1y well illustrated when one considers the
position of marginal egos. In the latter case low, medium and high
density scores are represented in all three social classes. One example
will suffice: network density scores of the three upper class marginal
egos range from very low (11-20) to medium (41-50) to very high (91-100).
Further support for this conclusion is to be found in a comparison of
mean scores and the variability of scores. The relevant mean density
scores are as follows:
-Working class: x = 58,45; a- = 24,84
-Middle class: x = 59,52; ~ = 27,21
-Upper class: x = 69,35; ~ = 33,11
The higher mean density score of upper class respondents seems to indicate
that there is perhaps a moderate association between network density and
social class. However, because of the small number of upper class
respondents (N = 5) included in the sample, we regard the data as incon-
clusive. Comparing the variability of scores we note that the variability
of scores show only a slight tendency to increase as social class status
increases (working class: CV = 42,51; middle class: CV = 45,73; upper
class: CV = 47,74). Two, network density is only slightly to moderately
(Cramer's V = 0,46) affected by social status consistency/inconsistency.
The association seems that the social networks of egos with a consistent
social status are most dense. Among all informants with a consistent
social status, irrespective of respondent-category, there are, however,
some with low, others with medium and yet others with high network
density scores. This is especially evident among pure Afrikaner respondents.
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In fact there are at least one, and never more than two, pure Afrikaner
respondents with a consistent social status in eight of the ten density
score categories. In spite of much smaller · numbers (8 as opposed
to 37) the observation concerning low, medium and high density scores
also applies to those respondents with a marginal social status.
Three, there is only a slight association (Cramer's V =0,32) between
geographical mobility and network density. The fact that the mean
scores of those who were slightly mobile (x = 58,32; er = 28,91),
medially mobile (x = 62,68; ~ = 25,50) and highly mobile (x =61,82;
cr- = 28,51) are almost identical, supports our conclusion. Once again
the absence of a strong link is more clearly visible among pure Afrikaner
informants. Of the five pure Afrikaner respondents who were, geograph-
ically speaking, hardly mobile (low mobility) three have density scores
exceeding 61 while the remaining two have density scores of, respectively,
31-40 and 41-50. Network density for the three medially mobile informants
in this respondent-category range from low (21-30) to medium (51-60)
to very high (91-100). A similar range of scores is evident among
highly mobile, pure Afrikaner respondents. An examination of the other
two respondent-categories as well as a comparison of data across
respondent-categories reveals no conflicting evidence. Four, variations
in network density are only slightly related to ego's place of birth
(Cramer1s V = 0,42). Distinguishing between informants who were born
in urban areas and those born in rural areas, we note great variations
in network density scores within both groups in all three respondent-
categories. For example, network density scores assigned to urban born
pure Afrikaner informants (N = 7) range from 11-20 to 91-100 with never
more than one respondent in each of seven density score categories. The
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mean density score for urban born (x = 59,45; cr- = 29,79) and rural
born (x = 55,35; 0- = 38,14) are fairly similar. This clearly supports
our conclusion. Five, the area where respondents grew up, whether
urban or rural, have only a moderate (Cramer1s V = 0,55) impact on
social network density. In both groups, i.e. urban and rural, within
all three respondent-categories, great variations in network density
scores occur. Once again this is most obvious among pure Afrikaner
respondents who grew up in urban areas. Here the range of scores
varies from 11-20 to 91-100 for nine respondents in eight density
score categories. Comparing the variability of scores among those
who grew up in urban areas (CV = 43,03) with the variability of scores
among those who grew up in rural areas (CV = 44,38) we note an almost
identical degree of variability in both cases.
The data summarized in Tables 34-38 demonstrate quite clearly
that the impact of background characteristics on social network density
is never great. While this is comforting in the sense that it enhances
the validity of the argument that network density is an important
aspect of ego's reaction to the contact situation, we are, nevertheless,
still faced with the problem of explaining why pure Afrikaner respond-
ents have lower than expected density scores. To this end we now
examine the data collected for links between network density and other
social network characteristics.
A number of writers ( see for example: Cubitt (1973 ),
Ni emeij er (1973) and Vengroff (1975) ) have commented on the link
between network density and network size. The general consensus of
opinion seems to be that the larger the size of the individual network
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the lower the density of the network (see: Vengroff: 1975). If there
is indeed an inverse relationship between network size and network
density, and pure Afrikaner respondents have, in addition, larger net-
works than anglicised egos, it would explain, at least in part, why
their networks are not as dense as expected. An examination of Tabl e 39
makes it clear that there is a negative relationship between network
size and network density. Considering, first, the very large (16-20)
social networks, we note that in all five cases the network density
scores do not exceed 50. Conversely, almost two-thirds (9 out of
14) of all small networks (0-5) have density scores exceeding 50. More-
over, the network density scores of eight are higher than 70. Thus the
data trend unmistakably support the notion that an increase in network
size is likely to lead to a decrease in network density and vice versa.
In addition Table 39 shows that the social networks of pure
Afrikaners are indeed inclined to be larger than the networks of either
anglicised or marginal egos. Almost half (7 out of 15 ) of all pure
Afrikaners have more than ten first-order contacts while only three
anglicised and two marginal egos have social networks with more than
ten first-order contacts. Furthermore, of the five respondents with
very large networks (16-20), t hree are pure Afrikaners with only one
anglicised and one marginal ego reporting more than 15 first-order
contacts.
The two observations discussed above provide at least a
partial explanation for the unanticipated data trend reveal ed in Table 33.
The logic of the explanation is as follows: Given t he inverse relation-
ship between network size and network density and the fact that the
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TABLE 39
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY NETWORK SIZE
AND NETwORK DENsITy
RESPON- NETWORK DENS ITY SCORE TOTAL
DENT SIZE
CATEGORY
0- 11- 21- 31 - 41- 51- 61- 71- 81 - 91 -
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
0- 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 4
~
QJ










16-20 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 3
0- 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 3
-0




Cl 11-15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2c:
<:
16- 20 0 0 0 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0- 5 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 7




Cl 11 -15 I Is; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1to I
::::lE: I
16-20 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
TOTAL 0 6 2 5 5 3 4 6 3 11 45
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social networks of pure Afrikaners are larger than those of anglicised
egos
t
the networks of pure Afrikaners are likely to be less dense than
the networks of anglicised egos. However t this explanation is incom-
p1ete t for the relationship between network size and network density
is not a perfect inverse relationship (r is only - 0,204). In short,
there are very small social networks (0-5) with very low (11-20)
density scores. Similarly, there are large networks (11-15) with very
high (91-100) density scores. It is for this reason that the above
explanation can only be partially correct.
Continuing the search for a fuller explanation of the
unexpected data trend revealed in Table 33 t we examine, next, the
impact of network scatter on network density. The results are seen
in Table 40. Concentrating71 on pure Afrikaner respondents we dis-
tinguish between those with a low and those with a high network scatter.
In the former, i.e. low scatter, category the great majority (6 out of
7) have network density scores ranging between 51 and 100. Only
one recorded a score not exceeding 50, viz. 41-50. Conversely, those
with a highly scattered network are more likely to have density scores
not exceeding 50. Thus, the density scores of six, of a possible
eight respondents in this category, range between 11 and 50. Calculating
the mean score, standard deviation and coefficient of variation for each
category of network scatter we note:
Low or Small scatter:
High or Large scatter:
-x = 68,29; ~ = 16,54; CV = 24,23
-x = 39,25; cr- = 23,42; CV = 59,67
Social networks with a small scatter have the highest mean score
(x = 68,29) and lowest variabili ty (CV = 24,73) showing that they are
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TABLE 40
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION
OF FIRST-ORDER STAR AND NETWORK DENSITY
DENSITY RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
SCORE
PURE AFRIKANER ANGLICIZED MARGINAL
DISTRIBUTION DISTRIBUTION DISTRIBUTION
L M H L M H L M H
0-10
11-20 0 0 2 4 0 0 6
21-30 0 0 2 0 0 0 2
31-40 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 5
41-50 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 5
51 -60 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3
61-70 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 4
71-80 1 0 0 4 0 0 1 0 0 6
81 -90 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 3
91-100 1 0 0 3 1 2 3 0 1 11:
TOTAL 7 0 8 11 2 2 14 0 1 45




most dense. In addition Cramer1s V = 0,77 indicates a high degree
of association between network scatter and network density. The
conclusion that network scatter has a definite bearing on network
density is, in the light of available evidence, inescapable.
A comparison of respondent-categories also indicates (see
Table 40) that the first-order contacts of pure Afrikaners are much
more likely to be, geographically speaking, widely scattered. Support-
ing the previous observation are the following findings: One, almost
two-thirds or nine of all pure Afrikaner informants (15) reported that
they have first-order contacts not residing in Greater Durban. The
corresponding number among anglicised and marginal egos are, respectively,
six and five. Two, pure Afrikaner respondents reported a total of 154
first-order contacts of whom 49 or 31,8%are not residents in Metro-
politan Durban. Only 12 or 9,9%of a possible 121 first-order contacts
identified by anglicised egos, do not live in the contact situation.
Also among marginal informants the number of first-order contacts not
residing in Greater Durban, i.e. 13 or 12,4%of 105, are relatively
small. Three, whereas 52,38% (55) of all first-order contacts of
marginal egos live within 5 km. of the respondent, the corresponding
percentage for anglicised egos is 44,63% (54) and that of pure Afrikaners
a mere 27,27% (42).
The link between network density and network scatter plus
the wide geographic distribution of the first-order contacts of pure
Afrikaner respondents, provide a second explanation for the lower than
expected density scores among this category of informants.
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The results of the search for an explanation of the
unanticipated data trend suggested by the information contained in
Table 33 may be summarized as follows: One, the impact of background
characteristics on network density is never great. Two, there is an
inverse relationship between network size and network density. Three,
the social networks of pure Afrikaners are larger than those of their
anglicised counterparts. Four, there is a link between network scatter
and network density. Five, the first-order contacts of pure Afrikaners
are very often geographically widely distributed.
In view of the above findings it is suggested that the lower
than expected density scores among pure Afrikaners is a function of
either network size or network scatter or both. Given this explanation
one would expect to find that low density scores are accompanied by
either a large network or a large network scatter or both. Conversely
one would expect that high density scores are accompanied by either
small networks or a small network scatter or both. Taken to its
logical conclusion the superimposition of small network and small net-
work scatter should always result in a highly dense network, while a
low density would be expected where a superimposition of large network
and large network scatter occur. The validity of the explanation will
be greatly increased if the data conforms to these expectations. To
see whether this is the case we cross-tabulate network scatter by
network size and network density .8) Thus we verify t he validity of
the explanation by testing its implications .
Table 41 reflects overwhelming support for the explanation .
•
As anticipated all three small networks with a low density have a large
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TABLE 41
PURE AFRIKANERS : NETWORK SIZE BY NETWORK




NETWORK SCATTER NETWORK SCATTER
SMALL LARGE SMALL LARGE
Low 0 3 0 4
High 4 1 3 0
network scatter. Also conforming to expectations is the fact that
high density scores always occur where we have the superimposition
of small network and small network scatter (four)t while low density
scores are always present given the superimposition of large network
and large network scatter (four). In addition the network scatter of
all three large networks with a high density are small. Fina11Yt it
is noteworthy that the only large scatter network with a high density
is also a small network.
Knowing why the social networks of pure Afrikaners are less
dense than those of their anglicised counterparts cannot explain,
however, why a (partially) incorrect hypothesis was accepted in the
first instance. Answering this question is of crucial importance for
a meaningful reformulation of the original hypothesis. The solution
is obviously concealed in the data that led to the acceptance of the
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hypothesis. Two possibilities exist: either the hypothesis is based
on faulty information or it is based on correct, yet insufficient
information. In both instances the observer and/or the method of data
gathering must accept responsibility for whatever inadequacies the
data exhibit. However, in the present study incorrect data are much
more likely to be a consequence of defective or biased observation
whereas insufficient information is most probably the result of our
method of data gathering. Two things, viz. the link between network
scatter and network density as well as the fact that the hypothesis
predicted correctly for two of the three respondent-categories, suggest
that the problem is one of insufficient data caused by the observer's
situation-specificity which, in turn, is a consequence of using
participant observation as method of data collection. Although we
were (intuitively) aware of the fact that pure Afrikaners are less
likely to sever their ties with contacts not in Durban, the method of
data collection did not allow for either determining the number of
first-order contacts not resident in Durban or for an assessment of
the extent to which existing links are active rather than latent or
dormant. Given our situation-specificity our focus has been on the
local networks of egos and consequently observations can really only
apply to egos and their first-order contacts resident in the contact
situation. This, we believe, explains our initial conclusion that
the social networks of pure Afrikaners are highly dense, whereas in
actual fact they are, as was subsequently proved in the light of new
information, no more dense than the networks of marginal egos. Con-
trolling for the influence of situation-specificity, by excluding all
first-order contacts not residing in Met ropol i t an ,Durban, all density
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scores were recalculated. Among anglicised and marginal informants
the difference between the "old" and "new" scores are negligible
perhaps because only a very small percentage of all first-order
contacts of anglicised (9,9 %) and marginal egos (12,4%) do not reside
in the contact situation. In fact the scores of respectively 13
anglicised and 11 marginal egos remained the same. Only six scores
changed: two being slightly higher while four are actually lower(~)
than the "old" scores. The position among pure Afrikaners is very
different. Not only were more than half (eight) of the "ol d" scores
affected, but, in addition, all changes represent a significant, often
dramatic, increase in network density. The average increase in network
density is a staggering 32% (Median = 27%). A large majority (11) of
scores now exceeds 50 while the number of scores exceeding 70 increased
by six to a total of ten. Equally significant is the fact that the
very low density scores are no longer present in the new distribution.
Thus all four scores not exceeding .50 are in the range 41-50, whereas
the old distribution included five scores lower than 41. The above
information is summarized in Table 42.
The preceding analysis demonstrates clearly that insufficient
data, due to the observer's situation-specificity rather than incorrect
data caused by defective observation, were responsible for the acceptance
of the original hypothesis. In addition the analysis exposed a new
hypothesis and provides a basis for the reformulation of the original
hypothesis. The new hypothesis concerns the link between network scatter
and network density and reads as follows: As the geographical distribu-
tion of ego 's first -order contacts increases the density of his social
network decreases . Taking this link between network scatter and network
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TABLE 42
A COMPARISON OF OLD AND NEW DENSITY









density int o account we reformulate the orig inal hypothesis as follows:
As the marginaLity of an ego increases the density of his LocaL sociaL
network decreases .
3.1.3. Hy~othesis Three: As the marginaLity of an ego increases the
mu tipLexity of the Links of his sociaL network decreases
A very large maj or i ty (99,5%or 378 ) of all f i rst -order
contacts are tied to their res pective anchorpoints by more than one
l ink. In other words, most relationsh ips are multiplex rather than
unip1ex. However, a review of Table 43 reveals significant di fferences
in t he degree of mul t i pl exity.9) Whereas t he degree of mu1t i p1exi ty
among margi nal egos never exceeds six , t he opposite applies to pure
Afrikane r respondents where it is never less than si x. In t he l at t er
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TABLE 43
RESPONDENTS BY RESPONDENT CATEGORY, DEGREE
OF MOLTIPlEXITV AND SEX
DEGREE OF RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
MULTI-
PLEXITY PURE AFRIKANER ANGLICIZED MARGINAL
MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE
1 1\ / ~ / <,:7
2 '\ -/ -,/ V -.
3 ~ / V~ 1 1 2
/
\
V -,4 '\ 3 2 5
5 / \ 2 2 2 4 10
6 . 2 1 2 2 2 0 9
,
7 6 0 1 2 0 0 ! 9
8 0 1 3 1 0 0 5
9 2 3 0 0 0 0 5
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 10 5 8 7 8 7 45
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respondent-category one-third (five) of all respondents have, on average,
nine links with each of their first-order contacts. In contrast, the
degree of mu1tip1exity of links among almost half (seven) of all marginal
informants are less than five. Focussing on anglicised respondents we
note that the degree of mu1tip1exity of links is never less than five
or more than eight.
Calculating and then comparing the average degree of mu1ti-
p1exity of links applying to each respondent-category, we note that pure
Afrikaner egos have an average of 7,6 (er = 1,14) links with their first-
order contacts while the corresponding number of links for anglicised
and marginal respondents are, respectively, 6,5 (er = 1,15) and 4,7
(0- = 0,88). The inference that the degree of mu1tip1exity of links
among anglicised respondents is higher than that among marginal egos,
but lower than the degree of mu1tip1exity of links among pure Afrikaner
informants is, therefore, justified. Cramer's V =0,68 showing a high
degree of association between respondent-category and the degree of
mu1tip1exity.
The information on the link between respondent-category and
degree of mu1tip1exity of links clearly supports the original hypothesis.
In addition, it also confirms our earlier argument that anglicised egos
are, relative to pure Afrikaner respondents, closer to the midpoint of
the continuum, where the midpoint represents complete marginality.
Once again it is important to control for the possible
influence of, so-called, background characteristics on the degree of
mu1tip1exity of network links. Whether or not the degree of mu1tip1exity
of links forms part of ego's reaction to the contact situation depends
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to a large extent on the rejection of possible alternative explana -
tions for the observed differences in degree of multiplexity. In
Tables 44-48 we examine the possible impact of, respectively, social
class, status consistency/inconsistency, geographical mobility, place
of birth and area where respondent grew up on the degree of multi-
plexity.
Reviewing these tables leads to the following observations:
One, social class has no significant bearing on the degree of multi-
plexity of links (Cramer1s V is only 0,26). This observation applies
both within and across respondent-categories. Using marginal egos as
an example -- because there are more working and upper class informants
in this respondent-category -- we observe significant differences in
the degrees of multiplexity within each social class. Thus, the social
networks of all four working class marginal informants have different
degrees of multiplexity: ranging from a low three to, for this
respondent-category, a high six. Similarly, the social networks of
the three upper class marginal egos also have different degrees of
multiplexity: ranging from four to six. The social networks of middle
class marginal egos are no exception. Here the differences in degree
of multiplexity range from three to five. Additional evidence in
support of our conclusion is to be found in a comparison of mean scores.
The relevant data are the following:
Working class: - 6,70;x = er = 2,05; CV = 30,62
Middle class : - 6,03;x = er = 1,47 ; CV = 24,39
Upper class: - 6,00;x = sr = 1,41 ; CV = 23,57
Two, the degree of multiplexity of 1inks is not significantly affected
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TABLE 44
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY SOCIAL CLASS AND
DEGREE OF MOLTlpLEXlTV
DEGREE OF RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
NULn':"
PLEXITY PURE AFRI KANER ANGLICIZED MARG INAL
CLASS CLASS CLASS
W M U W M U W M U
1 1\ / 1\ / '~ V-' /





3 X V\ 1 1 0 2I 1\
11
V \4 / 1\ 1 3 1 5
5 V \ 0 4 0 1 4 1 la
6 0 3 0 0 4 0 1 0 1 9
7 1 4 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 9
8 0 1 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 5
9 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
la 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
:









RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY STATUS CONS ISTENC Y/
INcONs ISTENCYANDDEGREE OF MOLTI PLE XI TY
DEGREE OF RESPONDENT CAT EGORY TOTAL
MULIT-
PLEXITY PURE AFR IKANER ANGLIC IZ ED MARGINAL
STATUS STATUS STATUS
C M C M C M
1 1\ / !\ /~ ,/.I
\ -; \ I
,
I~2 ./ V'
\ If I \3 / f\ I 2 0 2;'
4 / '\ 1/ \ 4 1 5
5 1/ \ 3 1 5 1 10
6 3 0 4 0 1 1 9
7 4 2 2 1 0 0 9
a 1 0 4 0 0 0 5
9 4 1 0 0 0 0 5
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 12 3 13 2 12 3 45




RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY GEOGRAPHICAL MOBILITY
AND DEGREE OF MOLTIPLEXITY
DEGREE OF RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
MULTI -
PLEXITY PURE AFRIKANER ANGLICI ZED MARGINAL
MOBILITY MOBILITY MOBILITY
L M H L M H L M H
1 !'\ / 1\ / r-. V\ ~
\ V \ ,/ v'-r-.2 1\/ V1\
3 X It/ \ ~ 1 0 1 2/
IJ
1\ 1/ \4 / 2 2 1 5
5 V '\ 0 1 3 2 1 3 10
6 1 0 2 3 1 0 1 0 1 9
7 2 1 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 9
8 0 1 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 5
9 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 5 3 7 6 5 4 6 3 6 45





RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY PLACE OF BIRTH AND
DEGREE OF MULTIPLEX ITv
DEGREE OF RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
MULTI-
PLEXITY PURE AFRIKANER ANGLICIZED MARGINAL
BIRTHPLACE BIRTHPLACE BIRTHPLACE
U R U R U R
1 \ / 1\ / r-,V
\ /
",
/ / r-,.2 \
3
\V / -,/ 1\ '. 1 1 2,
4 / \ / \\ 2 3 5
5 V \ 2 2 3 3 10
6 1 2 1 3 1 1 9
7 5 1 2 1 0 0 9
8 0 1 3 1 0 0 5
9 1 4 0 0 0 0 5
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 7 8 8 7 7 8 45




RESPONDENT CATEGORY BYAREA WHERE RESPONDENT GREW
UP AND DEGREE OF MULTIPLEXITV
DEGREE OF RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
MULTI -
PLEXITY PURE AFR IKANER ANGLICIZED MARGINAL
AREA AREA AREA
U R U R U R
1 1\ / 1\ / r-.17
2 \ / \ ,j 1/ r;
\ I / \3 /1\ 2 0 2
4 If \ V '\ 4 1 5
5 / \ 2 2 2 4 10
6 2 1 4 0 2 0 9
7 5 1 1 2 0 0 9
8 1 0 4 0 0 0 5
9 1 4 0 0 0 0 5
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 9 6 11 4 10 5 45
NOTE: U = Urban
R = Rural
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by ei t her a consistent or a marginal soci al status (Cramer's V is
only 0,27). Once again this is evident both within and across
respondent-categories. Both high and low degrees of multiplexity
are present , irrespect ive of status consistency/inconsistency, in
all three respondent-categories. For example , among pure Afrikaner
respondents with a consistent social status the degrees of multi-
plexity range from six to nine, while the corresponding range for
those with a marginal social status is almost identical , viz . seven
to nine. Similar observations apply to the other respondent-cate-
gories. Three , equally obvious (see Table 46) is the little associa-
tion between geographical mobility and the degree of multipl exity of
links (Cramer1s V = 0,33) . One example will suffice: among pure
Afrikaner respondents who were slightly mobile the degrees of
multiplexity of the links of their social networks range from six
to nine while the corresponding ranges among those who were either
medially or highly mobile are, respectively, seven to nine and six
to nine . In other words, there is no significant difference. A
comparison of mean- and variability scores provides further support
for the argument that there is very little association between geo-
graphical mobility and the degree of multiplexity of links . The data
are as fo11 ows:
Low mobil ity: - 6,24;x = (J = 1,66; CV = 26,68
Medium mobility: - 6,45;x = er = 1,67; CV = 25,89
Hi gh mobil ity: - 5,95;x = er = 1,55; CV = 26,12
Four, the degree of multiplexity is almost completely independant of
ego's place of birth (Cramer 1s V = 0,36 ). This applies to urban and
rural born, within and across, respondent-categories. Considering,
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for example, marginal egos we note that the range of degrees of
multiplexity (here three to six) is identical for both urban and
rural born. Again the same observation applies to pure Afrikaner
(range six to nine) and anglicised (range five to eight) respondents.
Once again a comparison of mean- and variability scores support the
conclusion. The following apply:
Urban born: x =6,18; cr- = 1,50; CV = 24,21
Rural born: x = 6,17; cr- = 1,76; CV =28,52
Five, and finally, the area where ego grew up is only slightly related
to the degree of multip1exity. This is clearly illustrated by the
data in Table 48. The social networks of both urban and rural born
pure Afrikaner informants have degrees of mu1tiplexity ranging from
six to nine. Among urban and rural born anglicised respondents the
corresponding ranges are, respectively, five to eight and five to
seven. The social networks of urban born marginal egos range in
degree of mu1tip1exity from three to six while the range among their
rural born counterparts is from four to five. Supporting our conclusion
are the following data:
-Grew up in an urban area: x = 6,03; ~ = 1,56; CV = 25,85
-Grew up in a rural area: x = 6,47; ~ = 1,75; CV =27,00
The absence of a great impact of background characteristics
on the degree of mu1tip1exity of links, strengthens our belief that the
latter is an important aspect of ego's reaction to the contact situation.
Considering next the link between the degree of multiplexity
and other network characteristics we investigate the possible impact
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of network size (Table 49) and network scatter (Table 50) on the
degree of multiplexity.
The data displayed in Table 49 demonstrates clearly that
network size has only a slight bearing on the degree of multiplexity
(r for grouped data = 0,38). For example, among pure Afrikaner
respondents with small networks (0-10), and among those with large
networks (11-20), there are low (6) and high (9) degrees of multiplexity.
This absence of a high degree of association between network size and
degree of multiplexity is also evident among anglicised and marginal
informants.
Table 50 makes it clear that the degree of multiplexity is
not greatly influenced (Cramer's V = 0,39) by the geographical distri-
bution of ego's first-order contacts. 10) Thus, among pure Afrikaner
respondents with small scatter networks, and among those with large
scatter networks, there are both low (6) and high (9) degrees of
multiplexity of links .
3.1.4. Hypothesis Four: The first-order f riendship networks of pure
Afr i kaner egos are ~ger than those of their marginal and
anglici sed counterparts
Earlier it was noted (see Chapter Three p.ll l and also
Cubitt 1973:74) that people 's conception of "friendship" may be different.
In the present study it soon became evident that this is indeed the case.
Thus one pure Afrikaner respondent defined a friend as "someone who sits
at my table", while a marginal ego declared "we do not visit our friends".
Also interesting is the fact that marginal egos are inclined to refer to
their friends by title, i.e. Mr. or Mrs., or surname whereas pure
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TABLE 49
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY NETWORK SIZE AND
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TOTAL 002 5 10 9 9 5 5 o 45
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TABLE 50
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY GEOGRAPHICAL DISTR IBUTION OF
FIRST-ORDER STAR AND DEGREE OF MOLTIPLEXITV
DEGREE OF RESPONDENT· CATEGORY TOTAL
MULTI -
PLEXITY PURE AFRIKANER ANGLICIZED MARGINAL
SCATTER SCATTER SCATTER
L M H L M H L M H
1 \ / \ / <, /'-/
\ V '\ V .>
/ .........-,2 \/1\
3 X 7\\ 1 0 1 2I
/
\ I \4 I 5 0 0 5
5 7 \ 3 1 0 6 0 0 10
6 2 0 1 2 1 1 2 0 0 9
7 2 0 4 2 0 1 0 0 0 9
8 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 5
9 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 7 0 8 11 2 2 14 0 1 45




Afrikaner and anglicised informants use first names or nicknames. Yet
another interesting observation is the fact that both pure Afrikaner
and anglicised egos tend to include husbands and their wives as friends
while marginal informants are much more likely to include only the one
or the other, seldom both. Related to this observation is the discovery
that pure Afrikaner and anglicised respondents are much more likely,
relative to marginal egos, to include people of the opposite sex in
their social networks.
Despite these obvious differences we still argue that it is
preferable to allow the respondent to work with his own definition of
"friend ll rather than to impose on him a definition which is meaning-
less in terms of his definition of the situation. Imposing a "strange"
definition may lead to a much greater distortion of the facts.
We have already noted that almost half (7) of all pure
Afrikaners have more than ten first-order contacts, while only three
anglicised and two marginal egos have social networks with more than
ten first-order contacts. Also revealed was the fact that, of the five
respondents with very large networks (16-20), three are pure Afrikaners
with only one anglicised and one marginal ego reporting more than 15
first-order contacts. In view of the above information we may conclude
that the social networks of pure Afrikaners are definitely larger than
the networks of either anglicised or marginal egos.
In addition, the data presented in Table 51 reveal that the
social networks of anglicised egos are larger than the networks of
marginal informants. Thus, whereas almost half (7) of all marginal
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respondents have no more than five first -order contacts, almost two-
thirds (9) of all anglicised egos have between six and ten first-
order contacts .
TABLE 51
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY NETWORK SIZE AND SEX
NETWORK RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
SIZE
PURE AFRIKANER ANGLICISED MARGINAL
SEX SEX SEX
MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE
0- 5 4 0 2 1 4 3 14
6-10 2 2 5 4 3 3 19
11 -15 2 2 1 1 0 1 7
16-20 2 1 0 1 1 0 5
TOTAL 10 5 8 7 8 7 45
Supporting the above observations is the fact that the
mean network size among pure Afrikaner respondents is 10,3 as opposed
to a mean of, respectively 8,1 and 6,9 among anglicised and marginal
egos." )
Combining our observations regarding network size with our
earlier argument that anglicised egos occupy, relative to pure Afrikaner
egos, a position closer to the midpoint of the continuum, we can now
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reformulate the above hypothesis to read: As the marginality of an ego
increases t he size of hi s first-order friendship network decreases.
Next we examine the potential impact of background character-
istics on network size. The relevant data are summarized in Tables 52-56.
Reviewing these tables we note the following: One, there is no significant
relationship between network size and social class (Cramer's V is only
0,18). Concentrating on middle class informants, for example, we note
the presence of small and large social networks both within, and across,
respondent-categories. Also among working class respondents there are
some with large networks while others have small social networks. Two,
network size is not affected by either a consistent or a marginal social
status (Cramer's V is only 0,08) . Although this applies, once again,
both within and across respondent-categories, it is most evident among
pure Afrikaner informants. In the latter instance the 12 respondents
with a consistent social status are equally (3 in each) distributed
among the four network size categories. Similarly, each of the pure
Afrikaner respondents with a marginal social status (3) have a different
size network; ranging from small (0-5) to fairly large (11-15). Three,
geographical mobility has no bearing on network size (Cramer's V is only
0,16). Among those informants who were hardly mobile (low mobility),
in all three respondent-categories, there are some with small and others
with large social networks. The same observation applies equally to
respondents who were highly mobile. Four, there is only a slight
association between network size and the place of birth of ego (Cramer's
V = 0,36). A comparison of the network sizes of urban and rural born
respondents, within and across respondent-categories, clearly demonstrates
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TABLE 52
RESPO NDENT CATEGORY BY NETWORK SIZE
AND SOCIAL CLASS
RESPON- NETWORK TOTAL
DENT SIZE SOCIAL CLASS
CATEGORY
WORK ING MIDDLE UPPER
0- 5 1 2 1 4
So-
QJ









16-20 0 3 0 3
0- 5 0 3 0 3
"'0
IQJ 6-10 2 6 1 9N.,....
U.,....,.....
Cl 11 -15 0 2 0 2c<
.
16-20 0 1 0 1
0- 5 2 4 1 7




11-15 I 0S0- l 0 1~
::E I
16-20 I 1 0 0 1
TOTAL 10 30 5 45
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TABLE 53
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY NETWORKSIZE AND
STATUs CONSI STENcy/ INCONsISTEN CY
RESPONDENT NETWORK STATUS TOTAL
CATEGORY SIZE
CONSISTENT MARGINAL
0- 5 3 1 4
s,
Q)










16-20 3 . 0 3
0- 5 3 0 3
"'0





C1 11-15 2 0 2cex:
16-20 1 0 1
0- 5 5 2 7
~





11-15s, 1 0 1to
:::E
16-20 0 1 1
TOTAL 37 8 45
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TABLE 54
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY NETWORK SIZE AND
GEOGRAPHICAL MOBILITy




0- 5 0 1 3 4
s,
QJ








16-20 1 0 2 3
0- 5 1 2 0 3
"'C
QJ 6-10 3 3 3 9N.,...
U.,...
r-
Cl 11-15 2 0 0 2c
~
16-20 0 0 1 1
0- 5 4 2 1 7
6-10 1 1 4 6r-
10
C.,...
ICl 11-15s, O 0 1 110:::E: 1I
16-20 I 1 0 0 1
TOTAL 17 11 17 45
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TABLE 55
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY NETWORKSIZE
AND pLACE OF BIRTA
RESPONDENT NETWORK PLACE OF BIRTH TOTAL
CATEGORY SIZE
URBAN RURAL
0- 5 2 2 4
s,
Q)









16-20 2 1 3
0- 5 3 0 3
"0
Q) 6-10 4 5 9N.....
U.....
r-
01 11-15 0 2 2c
ex:
16-20 1 0 1
0- 5 3 4 7




10 11-15 0 1 1::E:
16-20 ~ 0 1
TOTAL 22 23 45
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TABLE 56
RESPO NDENT CATEGORY BY NETWORKSIZE AND
AREA WH ERE RES PONDENT GREW UP
RESPONDENT NETWORK AREA TOTAL
CATEGORY SIZE
URBAN RURAL
0- 5 3 1 4
S-
QJ









16-20 2 1 3
0- 5 3 0 3
"'C 6-10 6QJ 3 9N.....
U.....
,...... 11-15C7l 2 0 2c:::
-c
16-20 0 1 1
0- 5 6 1 7




S- 11-15 0 1~ 1
~
16-20 1 0 1
TOTAL 30 15 45
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the absence of a significant link between birthplace and network
size. For example, four (4) urban born pure Afrikaner informants
have small (0-10) networks while three (3) have large (11-20) social
networks. The corresponding number of rural born pure Afrikaner
egos with small networks are also four (4), while the remaining four
(4) informants have large social networks. Five, variations in net-
work size are independant of the area where ego grew up (Cramer1s V
is only 0,18). Again this applies both within and across respondent-
categories. Looking at pure Afrikaner respondents, for example, we
see that among those who grew up in an urban area almost half or four
have large networks, while five have small networks. Among pure
Afrikaner respondents who grew up in rural areas we note that three
have large networks while an identical number have small networks.
In view of the above observations we conclude that back-
ground characteristics have no great impact on network size. Along
with network density, network homo-/heterogeneity and the degree of
multip1exity of links, network size is, therefore, regarded as an
important aspect of ego's reaction to the contact situation.
Our earlier observations concerning the impact of network
size and network scatter on network density raised the question of
whether or not there is a link between network size and network scatter.
An examination of Table 57 makes it clear that small scatter
networks may be either small or large in size. This appl ies to all
three respondent-categories. Focussing on pure Afrikaner respondents
. we note, in addition, that hal f (4) of those with large scatter net-
works have small (0-10) networks while the remaining informants (4)
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TABLE 57
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY NETWORK SIZE AND GEOGRAPHICAL
DI STRIBUTION OF FIRST-ORDER cONTACTS




0- 5 2 0 2 4
s,
QJ










16-20 0 0 3 3
0- 5 2 0 1 3
"0
IQJ 6- 10 7 1 1 9N-e--
U
.~,....
C'l 11-15 1 1 0 2c
<:
16- 20 1 0 0 1
0- 5 6 0 1 7





11-15 Is, 1 0 0ItS 1
:E:
16-20 I 1 0 0 1
TOTAL 32 2 11 45
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have large (11-20) social networks. In the same respondent-category
among those with small networks, four have large scatter networks
while an identical number have small scatter networks.
Given the above observations we conclude, therefore, that
there is no significant (Cramer's V = 0,28) relationship between net-
work size and the geographical distribution of ego's first-order
contacts.
3.1.5. Hypot hesi s 'Fi ve : The social networks of pure Afrikaner
informant s are more durable t han those of angl icised and
marginal egos
Hypothesis Six: The social networks of anglicised egos are
more durable than the networks of marginal egos
Operationally durability was defined as "the age of ego's
network relative to his period of residency in Durban". The age of
each network and its durability score was next calculated in accord-
ance with the procedure discussed in Chapter Three (see pp.136-137). The
resulting durability scores are almost without exception 100, indicating
that most networks are highly durable. In fact only eight respondents:
one pure Afrikaner, three anglicised, and four marginal egos, scored
less than 90. Although the data trends among those with durability
scores of less than 90 are congruent with the trends predicted by the
hypotheses, there are so few respondents in this group that we cannot
accept the hypotheses as confirmed solely on the basis of this evidence.
The lack of support for the hypotheses indicates that they
are either incorrect or, alternatively, t hat the indicator used is
unsuitable as an index of durability when employed on its own. Pursuing
this last mentioned possibility we re-examine the hypotheses using three
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kinds of information assumed to be related, albeit only imperfectly,
to network durability. The rationale for using a multiplicity of
indicators is the assumption that their combined effect will be an
increase in the validity of the measurement procedure and a consequent
increase in the validity of the conclusions drawn. The indicators to
be used are the following:
One, the percentage of II newll first-order contacts of the total number
of first-order contacts in a given respondent-category;12)
Two, the number of egos in a given respondent-category with a durability
score exceeding 90; and
Three, the mean number of years that respondents in a given respondent-
category have known their first-order contacts.
The results of the re-examination appear in Table 58.
All three indicators used reveal that the social networks
of pure Afrikaner respondents are indeed more durable than the networks
of either anglicised or marginal egos. Thus, in comparison with other
informants, pure Afrikaners have a lower percentage of new contacts
(6,5%as opposed to 15,7%and 12,6%), the mean age of their first-
order links are higher (11,28 years as opposed to 10,21 and 8,5 years)
and ·a larger number (14 as opposed to 12 and 11) have durability scores
exceeding 90. We therefore accept the original hypothesis that the
social networks of pure Afrikaners are more durable than the networks
of anglicised and marginal egos.
Two of the three indicators reveal, in addition, that the
social networks of anglicised egos are more durable than those of
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TABLE 58
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY INDICATORS OF
NETwORK DURABILITy





15,7 12,6of new first- 6,5
order contacts
Total number
of egos with a
14 1"2 11durabil ity
score exceed-
ing 90
!" Mean age of
links between
egos and




marginal respondents. Thus, in comparison with marginal egos, more
anglicised respondents have durability scores exceeding 90 (12 as
opposed to 11) and the mean age of their first-order links are higher
(10,21 years as opposed to 8,5 years). Under "normal" circumstances,
for example in the case of a single test of an hypothesis, the above
findings could hardly be described as compelling evidence. However,
because the data collected by means of participant observation support
these findings, we do not hesitate to accept the hypothesis that the
socia l networks of anglicised egos are more durable than the networks
of marginal informants . The assumption that as multiplexity increases
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durability increases (see for example: Mitche11 1969:23), plus the
fact that the social networks of anglicised egos are more multiplex
than the networks of marginal informants, provide further theoretical
and empirical support for the hypothesis.
The larger percentage of new first-order contacts among
anglicised egos (15,7%) relative to marginal egos (12,6%) cannot,
however, be ignored. This finding, along with our observations
regarding the durability of the networks of pure Afrikaner respondents,
strengthens our belief that anglicised informants are, relative to
their pure Afrikaner counterparts, closer to marginal egos on the
continuum. If this is the case, and increasingly the evidence suggests
that it is indeed true, we can combine the two hypotheses into one more
inclusive hypothesis as follows: As the marginality of an ego incr eases
the durability of his social network decreases.
Establishing whether or not background characteristics have
some bearing on network durability requires a different procedure from
the one followed so far. Although it is self-evident that one network
is more durable than another, our original procedure for measuring the
magnitude of the durability difference did not produce the desired
results. The rather narrow range of durability scores; most respond-
ents (37) are in the category 91-100, does not justify a cross-tabula-
tion of durability scores with background characteristics. Hence the
need for a different procedure to determine the possible influence of
background characteristics on network durability. Working with a
rather crude distinction between durable and not durable social net-
works, we propose to examine the latter for signs that factors other
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than the contact situation may explain variations in network durability.
Two indicators are employed to differentiate between "durable" and
"not durable" social networks. Thus the social networks of informants
are classified as "not durable" if their first-order stars include new
members and/or their network durability scores do not exceed 90. Con-
versely, for a social network to be classified as "durable" the first-
order star must include no new members and its durability score must
exceed 90. Following this procedure 20 networks13) are classified as
"not durable" while 25 are considered to be "durable".
An examination of the background characteristics of respondents
whose social networks are regarded as not durable reveals the following:
One, five, 13 and two informants are classified, respectively, as working,
middle and upper class. Comparing this distribution with that of the
total sample we see that they are almost identical. Thus, the social
networks of exactly half of all working class respondents, and almost
half of all middle and upper class informants, are not durable. We,
therefore, argue that variations in network durability are independent
of variations in social class. Two, the social status of a great
majority (18) of egos in this category are consistent. Again this is
congruent with the observed trend among all respondents. In fact the
18 respondents mentioned represent almost half of all (37) informants
with a consistent social status. This, we believe, justifies the
conclusion that social status consistency/inconsistency have no impact
on network durability. Th ree , wh ile al most half or nine respondents
were only slightly geographically mobile, two were medially and nine
were highly mobi l e . Thi s equa l distribution between low and high
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geographical mobility suggests that the latter are independent of
network duraoility. · Four, ego's birthplace i~ unrelated to network
durability. A total of 12 informants were born in urban areas while
a similarly large number (8) were born in rural areas. Five, and
finally, with 14 and 6 respondents growing up in, respectively, urban
and rural areas, the ratio of those who grew up in urban areas to
those who grew up in rural areas corresponds very closely to the
ratio of 2:1 which applies to the same distribution in the total
sample. We conclude, therefore, that there is no relationship between
the area where egos grew· up and network durability.
The above observations clearly demonstrate that background
characteristics have no bearing on network durability. Network
durability must, therefore, be regarded as an important aspect of
ego's reaction to the contact situation.
3.1.6. Hypothesis 7: The frequency of contact between pure Afrikaner
egos ana their firs t-order contacts is sLightLy higher t han
the frequency of contact between either marginaL or angLicised
egos and their first-order contacts
In Table 59 we cross-classify respondent-category by sex
and frequency of contact. 14) The information displayed in this table
reveals a data trend that not only fails to support the original
hypothesis but which is, in fact, quite the reverse of the trend
predicted by the hypothesis. We note, for example, that more than a
third or six of all marginal egos interact with the members of their
first-order stars on average more than ten times per month, while the
corresponding number of anglicised and pure Afrikaner respondents
are, respectively, only three and two. Perhaps even more significant
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TABLE 59
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY SEX AND
FREQUENCY OF CONTACT
FREQ- RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
UENCY
OF PURE AFRIKANER ANGLICIZED MARGI NAL
CONTACT
SEX SEX SEX
M F M F M F
0- 5- 6 2 4 2 4 4 22
6- 10 2 3 2 4 1 0 12
11- 15 2 0 1 1 0 2 6
16- 20 ~ / 1 0 2 1 4
21 - 25
-,V r-. / 1/ ~ 0 1
26+ 1/ -. -:-.~k 0
TOTAL 10 5 8 7 8 7 45
NOTE: M = Male
F = Femal e
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is the fact that so many marginal egos (4) interact with their first-
order contacts on average more than 15 times per month. A similar
frequency of interaction is reported by only one other informant,
namely an anglicised respondent. Table 59 also indicates that,
relative to anglicised (12) and marginal egos (9), a larger number
of pure Afrikaner respondents (13) interact with the members of their
first-order stars on average less than 11 times per month.
The data support the following two conclusions: One, of all
respondents, irrespective of .respondent -cat egory , the frequency of
interaction between marginal respondents and their first-order contacts
are the highest. Two, the frequency of contact between anglicised egos
and their first-order contacts are slightly higher than the frequency
of contact between pure Afrikaner informants and their first-order
contacts.
Calculating the average monthly contact between anchorpoints
and the members of their first-order stars for each respondent-category
provide further support for the above conclusions. Thus marginal
informants interact, on average 8,04 times per month with their first-
order contacts whereas the corresponding frequencies of contact for
pure Afrikaner and anglicised respondents are only 4,82 and 6,68
respectively.
The above findings in conjunction with t he evidence suggesting
that anglicised respondents are, relative to pure Afrikaner egos, closer
to the midpoint of the continuum, leads to the follow ing hypot hesi s :
As the marginaZity of an ego increases the frequency of contact between
him and the members of his first-order star increases .
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Rejecting the original hypothesis inevitably raises the
question why a wrong hypothesis was accepted in the first instance .
Answering this question requires an examination of the possible impact
of several factors on the frequency of contact.
In the following analysis we consider, first, the possible
influence of background characteristics on the frequency of contact.
The relevant data are summarized in Tables 60-64. It is possible to
draw several inferences from these tables. They are: One, there is
very little association between the frequency of contact and social
class (Cramer1s V = 0,38). Focussing on, for example, marginal egos
we note that both low and high frequencies of contact are present in
all three social classes. Two, similarly, variations in the frequency
of contact are not greatly affected by status consistency/inconsistency
(Cramer1s V = 0,34). Low and high frequencies of contact are present
among respondents with a consistent social status and among informants
with a marginal social status. This applies both within and across
all respondent-categories. Three, there is no significant relationship
between geographical mobility and frequency of contact (Cramer1s V =0,25).
A comparison of geographical mobility with frequency of contact within
and across respondent-categories clearly shows that low and high
frequencies of contact are present among those who were slightly mobile,
medially mobile and highly mobile. Four, ego1s place of birth has no
great bearing on the frequency of contact (Cramer1s V = 0,30). The
almost random distribution of data in Table 63 clearly support this
observation. Five, the area where the respondent grew up has very
little impact on the frequency of contact (Cramer1s V is only 0,22).
A comparison of those who grew up in urban areas with those who grew
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TABLE 60
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY SOCIAL CLASS AND
FREQUE NCY OF CONTACT
FREQ- RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
UENCY
OF PURE AFRIKANER ANGLICIZED MARGINAL
.CONTACT
CLASS CLASS CLASS
W . M U W M U W r~ U
0- 5 1 6 1 1 4 1 2 4 2 22
6-10 2 3 0 1 5 0 1 0 0 12
11-15 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 6
16-20 ~ / 0 1 0 1 2 0 4
21-25 [)< ~ .> 0 0 1 11'--.. /
[/ -, -:V "·r-, 1---,t><~26+ »> t--- 0
TOTAL 4 10 1 2 12 1 4 8 3 45
NOTE: W = Working Class
M = Middl e Cl ass
U = Upper Class
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TABLE 61
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY STATUS CONSISTENCY/
INcoNSISTENCY AND FREQUE NCY OF co NTACT
FREQ- RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
UENCY
OF PURE AFRIKANER ANGLICIZED MARGINAL
CONTACT
STATUS STATUS STATUS
C M C M C M
0- 5· 7 1 6 0 7 1 22
6-10 4 1 5 1 1 0 12
11-15 1 1 1 1 2 0 6
16-20
"""
/ 1 0 1 2 4
21-25
-,V r-. / 1 0 1/ ~
26+ 1/ -.1/r-. '>K 0
TOTAL 12 3 13 2 12 3 . 45




RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY GEOGRAPHICAL MOBILITY
AND FREQUENCY of -CoNTACT
FREQ- RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
UENCY
ANGLIC IZED MARGINALOF PURE AFRIKANER
-CONTACT
MOBILITY MOBILITY MOBILITY
L M H L M H L M H
0- 5 2 2 4 3 2 1 2 3 3 22
6-10 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 12
11-15 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 6
16-20 r. / 0 0 1 3 0 0 4
21-25 )<' "" l/ 0 0 1 11'.. // -, //""-...r-. -........... »>26+ -: »>><<, 0
TOTAL 5 3 7 6 5 4 6 3 6 45





RESPOND ENT CATEGORY BY PLACE OF BIRTH AND
FREQUENCYOF CoNTACT
FREQ- RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
UENCY
OF PURE AFR IKANER ANGLICIZED MARGINAL
CO NTACT
BIRTHPLACE BIRTHPLACE BIRTHPLACE
U R U R U R
0- 5· 4 4 3 3 5 3 22
6- 10 3 2 4 2 1 0 12
11-1 5 0 2 1 1 1 1 6
16- 20 r. / 0 1 1 2 4
21-25
-,/ -. / 0 1 1/ -.
26+ / -. / -. '>< 0
TOTAL 7 8 8 7 8 7 45




RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY AREA WHERE RESPONDENT
GREW UP:ANO FREQUENCY OF CoNTACT
FREQ- . RESPO~DENT CATEGORY TOTAL
UENCY
OF PURE AFRIKANER ANGLICIZED MARGINAL
CONTACT
AREA AREA AREA
U R U R U R
0- 5· 5 3 6 0 5 3 22
6-10 3 2 4 2 0 1 12
11-15 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
16-20 ~ / 0 1 3 0 4
21 -25 "\V . ~ / 1 0 1/ ~
26+ 1/ -. .:-.>K 0
TOTAL 9 6 11 4 10 5 45
NOTES: U = Urban
R = Rural
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up in rural areas, both within and across respondent-categories,
reveals that low and high frequencies of contact are present in both
groups. The above observations support the conclusion that background
characteristics have no significant bearing on the frequency of inter-
action between anchorpoints and their first-order contacts. The
frequency of contact, along with the other network characteristics
identified earlier, are, therefore, considered to be an important
aspect of ego's reaction to the contact situation.
Having eliminated the possibility that background character-
istics may be largely responsible for variations in the frequency of
contact we consider, next, the possible impact of network size and
network scatter on the frequency of contact.
The data in Table 65 reflect a slight tendency for the
frequency of contact to increase as the size of the network decreases
and vice versa (r for grouped data = - 0,18). This trend is evident
within and across respondent-categories. Only in one instance where we
have a large (11-20) social network does the frequency of interaction
exceed ten per month. In other words, the great majority (11 out of
12) of all respondents with large (11-20) social networks interact
with the members of their first-order stars, on average, no more than
ten times per month. Equally significant is the fact that most (4 out
of 5) respondents with very large social networks (16-20) interact
with their first-order contacts, on average, less than six times per
month.
The inverse relationship between network size and frequency
of contact in conjunction with the inverse relationship between network
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TABLE 65
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY NETWORK SIZE
AND FREQUENCY OF coNTACT
RESPON- NETWORK FREQUENCY OF CONTACT TOTAL
DENT SIZE
CATEGORY 0- 6- 11 - 16- 21- 26+
6 10 15 20 25
0- 5 2 1 1 1\ / 4S-
Q)
c:: \
to 6-10 2 1 1 rv'~ 4.....S-
4-




16-20 3 0 0 i/ '\ 3
0- 5 2 0 1 0 1\ / 3-
\ 1/"'0 6-10 3 4 1 1 9Q)N.....
u





I 1/ \116-20 0 I 1 0 : 0I I 1 Ii I;
I I
I
I I0- 5 4 I 0 0 i 3 0 Ii I I 7I I! li I I
! 6-10 3 1 1
0 i : \/ I,.... 0 I 1 6to I




S- 11 -15 Ito 0 0 1 0 0 1/\I 1::E: I I I
16-20 1 V \
I
0 0 0 0 1 !
TOTAL 22 12 6 4 1 45
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size and marginality explain, at least in part, why the frequency of
contact increases as the marginality of an ego increases. However,
because the above-mentioned inverse relationships are not perfect,
we continue our exploration of the data for a fuller explanation of
the link between marginality and frequency of contact.
In addition to network size it seems likely that network
scatter may also influence the frequency of contact. To see whether
or not this is the case we cross-classify respondent-category by geo-
graphical distribution of first-order star and frequency of contact.
The results are summarized in Table 66. An examination of the data
reveals a very slight tendency for the frequency of contact to decrease
as the geographical distribution of ego's first-order star increases
(Cramer1s V = 0,24). We note, for example, that a very low frequency
of contact (0-5) is recorded for more than two-thirds (8 out of 11) of
all networks with a large first-order scatter. Also significant is the
finding that in only one instance where we have a large scatter network
does the frequency of contact exceed ten. Considering small scatter
networks we observe that a frequency of contact exceeding ten is
recorded for ten or almost a third of all small scatter networks.
The latter group includes five respondents who reported very high
(16-25) frequencies of interaction. These findings support the
conclusion that there is an inverse relationship between the frequency
of interaction and network scatter. Add to this our earlier conclusion
concerning the inverse relationship between network scatter and margin-
al~ty and together they enable us to explain, at least in part, why
the frequency of interaction increases as marginality increases.
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TABLE 66
RESPONDENT CATEGORY BY GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION
OF FIRST-ORDER STAR AND FREQUENCY OF coNTACT
FREQ- RESPONDENT CATEGORY TOTAL
UENCY
ANGLICIZED MARGINALOF PURE AFRIKANER
.CONTACT
SCATTER SCATTER SCATTER
S M L S M L S M L
0- 5 2 0 6 4 1 1 7 '0 1 22
6-10 3 0 2 5 1 0 1 0 0 12.
11-15 2 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 6
16-20 -, / 1 0 0 3 0 0 4
21-25 )< I~ / 1 0 0 1r--..../
/ -, -:V"'-r-. ---....t><~26+ »> -........... 0
TOTAL 7 0 8 11 2 2 14 0 1 45




Two further observations contribute to a better understand-
ing of the high frequency of interaction between marginal respondents
and their first-order contacts. The first of these concerns the
recruitment of friends and the establishment of a friendship network.
Marginal egos are, in comparison with pure Afrikaner and anglicised
informants, much more inclined to have as friends the people they
work with. Where this applies the result is almost daily contact.
This explains some of the very high frequencies of contact reported
by marginal egos. The second observation concerns the "quality of the
contact" and is of necessity more "subjective" and therefore more
difficult to substantiate. Despite this we believe, however, that
contact between marginal egos and their friends are more superficial
or shallow. Statements such as: "we don vt visit friends", "we only
chat at work", "l solve my own problems", and "l am independent" are,
we suggest, indicative of smaller "investments" in their relationships
with friends. Not only do they put very little into the relationship
but they also expect to get very little out of it. Hence their refer-
ences to being independent and solving their own problems. It follows
that a high frequency of interaction does not necessarily imply a
highly intense relationship, (see also Mitchell 1969:29). In fact it
may occur in order to compensate for, or conceal, a lack of emotional
involvement and commitment.
Our preceding examination of the possible influence of
several factors on the frequency of contact leads to conclusions which
support the inference that the observer was badly situated, given the
method of data gathering, to observe certa in aspects of ego·s behaviour
and social network. Herein lies the answer, we believe, to the question
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why a wrong hypothesis was accepted in the first instance. With no
or only limited access to the work situation we had no way of knowing,
for example, that marginal egos are inclined to recruit a large per-
centage of their friends within the work context. The observer's
situation-specificity, which is one of the major disadvantages of
participant observation, is, as we saw earlier, also responsible for
the initial lack of data regarding the geographical distribution of
ego's first-order star. As such it is also partly responsible for
the acceptance of a wrong hypothesis. Finally, the possibility that
the observer was selective in that he recorded only certain kinds of
interaction as "worthwhile contact" must be mentioned. In other words,
it is possible that the observer ignored or treated as insignificant
certain kinds of interaction which marginal informants, given the
nature of the relationship between themselves and their friends,
regarded as sufficiently important to warrant reporting.
3.2. Behaviour Patterns and Background Characteristics
There are five original and two new hypotheses included in
this category. Of the original hypotheses only ·four are, strictly
speaking, concerned with background characteristics and ego's reaction
to the contact situation. Moreover, by implication all four were re-
examined in the preceding sections of the present chapter. Our subse-
quent discussion of these hypotheses will, therefore, consist mainly
of a summary and systematization of earlier conclusions.
The remain ing original hypothesis deals with the link
between behaviour patterns and t he contact situation.
3.2.1.
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Hypothesis One: Neither.a h~gh nor a low socio~economi~ .
positi on i ncreases the l~kel~hood of egos becom~ng angl~c~sed
We saw earlier (Table 21, p.202) that all three social
classes or socio-economic strata are represented in all three respondent-
categories. In other words, those Afrikaans-speakers who become angli-
cised, for example, are not restricted to a single social class but,
in fact, represent in terms of socio-economic position a cross-section
of all Afrikaans-speakers in the contact situation. The commonly held
belief that it is predominantly working class Afrikaans-speakers who
become anglicised is obviously incorrect. In short, becoming anglicised
or marginal or maintaining a pure Afrikaner identity is clearly not
dependent on ego·s socio-economic position.
Cross-classifying social class with several network character-
istics; viz. homo-/heterogeneity (Table 27), density (Table 34), multi-
plexity of links (Table 44), size (Table 52) and frequency of contact
(Table 60), also produced negative results. Hence the conclusion that
social class has no direct bearing on ego's social network.
While it is certainly true that egos recruit as friends
mainly people with whom they share a common class position, it is not
unusual for friendship links to cross class or stratum "boundaries".
Almost half or 22 of all respondents interviewed claim to have one or
more friends who belong to higher and/or lower socio-economic classes
than themselves. Here the significance of social class seems limited.
Social class is merely one, and not nearly always the most important
one, of several things that people consider before they establish a
friendship link. Among pure Afrikaner respondents, for example, home
language, religious beliefs, political views, and so on, are much more
important than socio-economic status.
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The data at our disposal clearly indicate that, in the
context of the present study, social class is neither an independent
nor important intervening variable.
3.2.2. H~thesis Two: AngLicisation can occur without a concomitant
c ge in poLiticaL beLi efs
The data trend identified and discussed earlier (see Table 18,
p.196) not only supports the original hypothesis but is in fact so
prominent that we suggest the following modification of the hypothesis:
AngLicisat ion is very seLdom accompanied by a change "i n poLiticaL views.
The belief, so prevalent among pure Afrikaners, that anglicisation implies
ipso f act o political liberalization is, therefore, yet another popular
misconception. The one change resulting in qualified support for the
New Republic Party can hardly be described as political liberalization.
The data collected overwhelmingly support the above conclusions.
The inference that there is no link between changing political views and
becoming anglicised is, therefore, justified.
3.2.3. Hypothesis Three: There i s no r elationshi p betwe en the period
of exposure to the cont act si tuat i on and adopting a given mode
of adaptation
It was noted earlier (p.205) that, with only one exception,
all respondents have been exposed to the contact situation for five or
more years. The actual period of exposure varies from just over five
years to more than 40 years among marginal egos, and from approximately
six years to over 30 years among pure Afrikaner informants. Despite
this sometimes lengthy exposure, neither the 15 pure Afrikaner egos nor
the 15 marginal respondents have, to date, become anglicised. Only two
respondents in the latter category entered the contact situation as
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marginal egos while 13 became marginal only after entry. The time it
took these informants to become marginal varies from two to three years
after entering the contact situation to as long as 10, 15, 20 years
and even longer.
For anglicised respondents the actual period of exposure to
the contact situation varies from just under five years to well over
40 years. Two informants in this respondent-category became anglicised
before settling in Durban while a third entered the contact situation
as marginal egos. In other words the great majority became anglicised
only after entering the contact situation. Once again the time it took
to become anglicised varies greatly from one respondent to the other.
In some cases the period of transition was fairly brief lasting no more
than one, two or three years, while others took much longer, for example,
5, 10, 15 and more years, to acquire a new identity.
The above information clearly and convincingly supports the
original hypothesis.
3.2.4. Hypothesis Four: The urban or rural origins of egos have no
direc t bearing on their r eact ions t o cu l ture contact
"Urban" and II rural origins" refer to two kinds of information,
viz. ego's place of birth and the area where informants grew up.
With reference to birthplace, we know (see Tabl e 13, P.190 )
that approximately half of all respondents, within and across respondent-
categories, were born in urban areas. Against this we saw (Tabl e 14,
p. 1~0) that approximately two-thirds of all pure Afrikaner, anglicised
and marginal egos grew up in urban settings. Thus the data trend is
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completely congruent with the trend predicted by the original hypothesis.
Our earlier examination of the possible impact of birthplace
and areas where respondents grew up on network homo-/heterogeneity
(Tables 31 and 32), network density (Tables 37 and 38), the degree of
multiplexity of first-order links (Tables 47 and 48), network size
(Tables 55 and 56), and the frequency of contact (Tables 63 and 64)
revealed, in addition, that an urban or rural background have no great
bearing on the social networks of respondents. Once again this is what
we would expect given the original hypothesis.
In view of the widespread support for the hypothesis it must
be accepted as confirmed.
3.2.5. Hy~othesis Five: A coextensi ve re Lat i onship exists between the
mo es of aaapt at i on or patterns of r eact i on and t he contact
si tuat ion
All 45 respondents grew up in homes where Afrikaans was most
often used. Especially noteworthy, however, is the fact that both
parents of a very large majority of informants, namely 37, also grew
up with Afrikaans as home language. Against this only seven respondents
(four marginal, two anglicised, and one pure Afrikaner informant) each
have one parent who grew up in an Afrikaans household while both parents
of one pure Afrikaner ego grew up in homes where German was most often
used. It is interesting that the predominance of an Afrikaans background
spanning several generations could not prevent either anglicisation or
marginality.
A total of 14 respondents grew up in the contact situation.
Their parents, without exception, all grew up in homes where Afrikaans
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was most often used. Despite this, however, their reactions to the
contact situation are very different; four being pure Afrikaners,
three being marginal and seven becoming anglicised. Among those who
did not grow up in Durban (31) are 29 informants who spoke mostly
Afrikaans when they first came to Durban and two respondents who spoke
mostly English when they first arrived in the contact situation. The
former group includes 26 egos who entered the contact situation as
pure Afrikaners while the remaining three respondents were already
marginal on entry. Obviously the two English-speakers became anglicised
before their arrival in Durban.
The 15 pure Afrikaner respondents include, in addition to
the four who grew up in Durban, "11 informants who all entered the
contact situation as pure Afrikaners. In passing it is interesting to
note that this latter group of 11 pure Afrikaners includes one ego with
a predominantly German background. Here is an example of someone who
became Afrikanerised~
Considering next the 15 egos classified as IImargina111 we see
that this respondent-category contains, apart from the three persons who
grew up in the contact situation, two individuals who were already
marginal on entry and a further ten informants who entered the contact
situation as pure Afrikaners but who then became marginal subsequent to
their arrival in Durban.
Among the 15 anglicised respondents are seven informants who,
as we saw earlier, grew up in Durban and eight egos who entered the
contact situation as adults. The latter group includes: five informants
who were pure Afrikaners on entry, one ego who was marginal on entry, and
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two respondents who became anglicised even before coming to Durban.
Reviewing the above data we note that a total of 15 respond-
ents (11 pure Afrikaners t two anglicised and two marginal egos) entered
the contact situation without subsequently adopting another behaviour
pattern. In other words t they remained pure Afrikaners, or anglicised
or marginal as the case may be. In contrast, 16 respondents entered
the contact situation as either pure Afrikaner- (15) or marginal (1)
egos t and subsequently became anglicised. The remaining 14 respondents
grew UPt as we know, in the contact situation with seven becoming angli-
cised t three becoming marginal and four adopting modes of behaviour
common among pure Afrikaners. It follows that two-thirds (30) of all
respondents adopted a particular mode of behaviour in response to the
contact situation while one-third or 15 of all respondents brought to
the contact situation their respective modes of adaptation.
The results of our examination reflect overwhelming support
for the original hypothesis. In addition to being coextensive t however t
it could also be argued that a reversi bLe relationship exists between
the modes of adaptation and the contact situation. In other words
t
while ego adopts a given mode of adaptation in response to a particular
contact situation the adopted mode wi11 t in turn t shapet modify and
transform t at least to a limited extent for the ego concernedt the
contact situation. Thus the l ink between the modes of adaptation and
the contact situation is best described as a reversible coextensive
relationship. 15l
3.2.6. Hypot hesi s Six: GeographicaZ mobi Zi t y has no direct bearing
on the modes of adaptation
Thi s is the first of two new hypotheses included in this
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category.
We saw earlier (Table 23 p.204 ) that two-thirds of all pure
Afrikaner egos (10) and approximately two-thirds of all anglicised (9)
and marginal (9) respondents were medially to highly mobile. It is,
therefore, quite clear that the informants in a given respondent-
category were neither more nor less geographically mobile than the
respondents in any other category.
Investigating the possible influence of geographical mobility
on the relationship between respondent-category and: network homo-/
heterogeneity (Table 30); network density (Table 36 ); the degree of
multiplexity of first-order links (Table 46)"; network size (Table 54);
and, the frequency of contact (Table 62) leads to the conclusion that
varying degrees of geographical mobility have no significant bearing
on the relationship between respondent-category and social network
characteristics.
The new hypothesis concerning the absence of a link between
geographical mobility and the modes of adaptation was first suggested
by the data summarized in the above conclusions.
3.2.7. Hypot hesi s Seven: Status consistency/inconsistency have no
great impact 'on the modes of adaptation
Our second new hypothesis to be included in this category
also emanates from data presented and discussed elsewhere in the present
chapter (see sections 2 and 3.1. ).
The social statuses of a very large maj or i ty of respondents
in all three respondent-categories are consistent. Even those respondents
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with marginal social statuses (8) are almost equally distributed
among the three respondent-categories (see Table 22, p.202). There
is, in other words, no relationship between status consistency/
inconsistency and any given mode of adaptation.
Cross-classifying social status consistency/inconsistency
with respondent-category by: network homo-/heterogeneity (Table 28);
network density (Table 35); the degree of multiplexity of first-order
ties (Table 45); network size (Table 53); and the frequency of contact
(Table 61) reveals the absence of a significant link between social
status consistency/inconsistency and social network characteristics.
Once again, therefore, the data supporting the hypothesis
are very convincing.
4: SUMMARY OF HYPOTHESES
In the preceding section 12 original hypotheses were re-
examined in the light of additional information collected by means of
an interview schedule and depth interviewing. The results of the re-
examination are as follows: One, six hypotheses were confirmed and
accepted in their original form. Two, two hypotheses were combined
into one more inclusive hypothesis. Three, three hypotheses were
reformulated; of these, two became more inclusive, while one became
less inclusive. Four, and finally, only one hypothesis was rejected
and replaced by a new one.
In addition seven new or novel hypotheses suggested by the
new data and analysis were added to the original list of 12 hypotheses
giving us a total of 19 hypotheses which we list below.
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1. As the marginality of an ego increases the heterogeneity of his
social network increases.
2. The social networks of pure Afrikaners are more homogeneous than
the social networks of anglicised egos.
3. The social networks of male anglicised egos are more homogeneous
than the social networks of female anglicised egos.
4. As the marginality of an ego increases the density of his local
social network decreases.
5. As the geographical distribution of ego's first-order contacts
increases the density of his social network decreases.
6. There is an inverse relationship between network size and network
density.
7. As the marginality of an ego increases the multiplexity of the
links of his social network decreases.
8. As the marginality of an ego increases the size of his first-
order friendship network decreases.
9. As the marginality of an ego increases the durability of his social
network decreases.
10. As the marginality of an ego increases the frequency of contact
between him and the members of his first-order star increases.
11. As the size of a network increases the frequency of contact decreases
and vice versa.
12. As the geographical distribution of ego's first-order star increases
the frequency of contact decreases.
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13. Neither a high nor a low socio-economic position increases the
likelihood of egos becoming anglicised.
14. Anglicisation is very seldom accompanied by a change in political
views.
15. There is no relationship between the period of exposure to the
contact situation and adopting a given mode of adaptation.
16. The urban or rural origins of egos have no direct bearing on
their reactions to culture contact.
17. A coextensive relationship exists between the modes of adaptation
or patterns of reaction and the contact situation.
18. Geographical mobility has no direct bearing on the modes of
~daptation.
19. Status consistency/inconsistency have no great impact on the
modes of adaptation.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Behind the sample results lies the question as to what we can
legitimately infer from sample differences about the universe. As a
basic principle one should not treat a sample as if it were a true
reflection of the universe without sampling error affecting the results.
What, therefore, is the importance or significance, if any, of the fact
that we generalize from a sample of only 45 cases?
Despite the non-random nature and smallness of our sample we
remain confident that our observations and generalizations apply to
the larger universe. Our confidence stems from: One, the remarkable
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consistency of the data trends. One would not expect this to be a
function of chance factors operating. Two, intensive, intimate and
prolonged contact with the community as a participant observer prior
\
to our focus on the 45 sample cases resulted in observations giving
the study a much broader data base supporting our generalisations.
Three, the congruency of the data collected by means of two different
data collection techniques.
Finally, although there may still be some lingering doubt we
agree with Zetterberg (1963:41-42) that:
'Scientific advance is as much hampered by
the error of rejecting something true as
by accepting something false.'
In short, a false assumption that our hypotheses apply to the larger
population will be no more detrimental to the advancement of science
than to refrain from extending their applicability to the larger
universe when, in fact, they do apply.
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NOTES
1. IICultural organizations ll revolve round Afrikaner cultural values.
In short
t
these associations are concerned with the maintenance
of Afrikaner culture t sentiment and identity.
2. The following operational definitions of low t medium and high
mobility were used:
a) low mobility = residing in not more than two
places prior to settling in
Durban
b) medium mobil ity = residing in 3-4 places before
settling in Durban
c) high mobility = residing in five or more places
prior to settling in Durban
3. Cramer's V is a measure of association for m x n contingency
tables, which ranges from 0 to 1,00. Although Cramer1s V was
used in the present study as a measure of association, no tests
of significance were applied because our sample is, strictly
speaking, not a simple random sample.
4. Membership implies Confirmation and a consequent right to vote at
church meetings. Only members may be office bearers.
5. A given score, say 70, indicates that the social network of a
respondent is 70%homogeneous. Similarly, 75 would indicate that
it is 75%homogeneous, and so on.
6. The geographical distribution of ego's first-order contacts, also
referred to as network scat t er in the present study, is considered
to be sma LL when 75%or more of these contacts reside in the greater
Durban area; medium where between 50%and 74%live in the contact
situation; and Large where fewer than 50%reside in metropolitan
Durban.
7 Respondents other than pure Afrikaners are not included in the
present analysis because most of the social networks of anglicised
egos (11) and marginal egos (14) have a small scatter. (See Table 40)
8. To make the table and the subsequent analysis less cumbersome we
distinguish between: small and large scatter; small (0-10) and
large (11-20) networks and low (0-50) and high (51- 100) density
scores.
9. The degree of multiplexity refers to the mean number of links of
like content that ego has with his first-order contacts. Each link
is, in addition, assumed to be reciprocal.
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10. This conclusion is based on an examination of the social networks
of the 15 pure Afrikaner respondents. Because most of the social
networks of anglicised (11) and marginal (14) .eqos have a small
scatter they are not included in the analysis.
11 . Pure Afrikaner respondents reported a total of 154 first-order
contacts as opposed to the 121 and 105 reported, respectively,
by anglicised and marginal respondents.
12. A "new contact" is operationally defined as someone whom the
respondent, at the time of the interv i ew, has known for 1ess
than 30 months or for less than half the period of which the
informant has been a resident in Durban, whichever period is
the shorter of the two.
13. The 20 social networks categorized as "not durable" include:
one with a durability score not exceeding 90, 12 with new first-
order contacts, and seven with both new first-order members and
durability scores not exceeding 90.
14. Frequency of contact = the arithmetic average of the number of
times per month that ego comes into contact with the members of
his/her first-order star. Contact does not necessarily imply
face-to-face interaction.
15. Zetterberg (1963:16) points out that "reversible coextensive
relations are often called 'functional' ones".
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CHAPTER SIX
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS : THE AFRIKAANS-
SPEAKER IN THE CONTACT SITUATION
1. INTRODUCTION
The minority status of Afrikaans-speakers living in Durban
is both indisputable and "complete": they are fewer in number,
their socio-economic position is less favourable and they have very
little say in local government. Outside the narrow confines of the
family and friendship network, church, school, and Afrikaner cultural
organizations, the typical Afrikaans-speaker finds himself in a
world dominated by "other" cultures. Most, if not all, secondary
contact is with people from these other cultures. In the cosmopolitan
atmosphere of Durban where Eastern, African and Western cultures meet
one another the dominant lI ot her cultural" influence on Afrikaans-
speakers is, however, that of the white English culture.
Given their minority status all Afrikaans-speakers experience,
to a greater or lesser extent, problems which inevitably affect adapta-
tion. It is these problems that we consider very briefly in the next
section.
2. "PROBLEMS" EXPERIENCED BY AFRIKAANS-SPEAKERS IN THE CONTACT
sITUATION
The problems or "difficulties" encountered by Afrikaans-speakers
in Durban can roughly be divided into two classes or categories, viz.
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practical and social/psychological/ideological. However, these
categories are not mutually exclusive, water-tight, compartments
since practical problems give rise to those problems classified as
social/psychological/ideological.
Considering, first, practical problems we begin our discussion
with the observation that Afrikaans-speakers cannot excape the reality
of the dominance of the English language. That they are aware of this;
often "unhappy" about it, and sometimes even resent it, is clearly
illustrated by the following comments:
"Everyone in this place •.• "(i.e.Durban)" ...
. speaks only English"
"All you ever hear in shops, streets, in
fact all over town, is English"
"You would think that English is the only
.•... language if you listen to those
around you"
For many, especially the elderly and new residents, this predominance
of English creates a very real problem. This is so despite the commonly
held belief that Afrikaans-speakers are bilingual. Although it is
certainly true that most Afrikaans-speakers understand English reasonably
well, many, especially those referred to earlier, often find communica-
tion with English-speakers both embarrassing and difficult because they
lack the vocabulary to express themselves adequately. The inability to
communicate with ease has, as we shall see, a bearing on many of the
problems experienced by Afrikaans-speakers in the contact situation.
The comparatively small size of the Afrikaans-speaking community
in Durban is, sometimes in conjunction with communication problems,
responsible for a number of problems. The size of the local community
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cannot justify, for example, more than a mere handful of Afrikaans
congregations. Consequently Afrikaans-speakers rarely live as
close to their church as they would normally prefer to do. Particu-
larly affected are members of the two smaller Afrikaans Reformed
Churches. For them the problem of distance between home and church
is even greater. Some (often reluctantly) "sol ve" this problem by
attending religious services at the nearest Dutch Reformed Church.
Although this makes more frequent and regular attendance possible it
is, however, never more than a partial solution. Given the important
role of religion and the church in the lives of, especially, pure
Afrikaners it is not surprising that many Afrikaans-speakers regard
the distance between home and church as problematic.
Even fewer in number are Afrikaans medium schools. It follows
that many Afrikaans-speakers do not reside within walking-distance of
an Afrikaans medium school. An inadequate public transport system
together with the fact that some of these schools are badly situated
in relation to their catchment areas only serve to make matters worse.
Relying on private (own) transport to convey children to and from
school and school related activities, for example sport, concerts and
so on, can be very costly both in terms of time and money. Organizing
lift clubs (in one instance even a bus:) provides a partial solution
to the problem. Unfortunately these arrangements can only work
effectively when children have no, or very few, extra curricular
activities. Three factors, viz. participation in extra curricular
activities, being dependant on public transport and living a long
distance from school, when superimposed inevitably mean that children
arrive back at home very late -- during the winter months perhaps even
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after dark. Many parents, especially those of younger children, are
concerned about this. The absence of an Afrikaans medium technical
high school in Durban creates additional problems for some Afrikaans-
speakers and their children.
A combination of the size of the Afrikaans-speaking community
and communication problems js . responsible for yet another problem
commonly experienced by Afrikaans-speakers in Durban. The problem
concerns the small number of Afrikaans-speaking medical doctors
practising in Durban. In fact most medical and para-medical services
are performed by people (i.e. doctors, specialists, dentists, nurses,
physiotherapists, etc.) who speak mostly English. The small number
of Afrikaans-speakers in these professions is, obviously, a function
of the size of the Afrikaans-speaking cOll1T1unity resident in the contact
situation. The problem arises, however, when Afrikaans-speakers require
medical services. While many regard their English as "good enough"
to talk to their English-speaking neighbour or the owner of the corner
Tea Room or even to the mechanic at the local garage, they lack the
vocabulary and perhaps most importantly the confidence to explain to,
say, a doctor, in English, the nature of their ailment.
Another problem (which also has social/political and ideological
roots) often discussed by Afrikaans-speakers is the "need for a local
Afrikaans daily newspaper". Although this need is mainly socially and
ideologically inspired there are people who "miss something they took
for granted elsewhere". Publishing a local Afrikaans daily newspaper
is obviously not an economic proposition. A partial solution to
lithe p~oblem" adopted by many Afrikaans-speakers is to read (mainly)
Transvaal Afrikaans newspapers which are becoming increasingly available
in Durban.
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A small number of Afrikaans-speakers, usually pure Afrikaners
who have young children, are "unhappy" about the shortage of Afrikaans-
speaking music, ballet and art teachers. The argument that their
children are at a disadvantage when tuition is in English has merit
but again one suspects the problem is not entirely practical. It is
very likely that maintaining a pure Afrikaner identity is at least
as important as the educational considerations.
In so far as the above mentioned problems are "practical" they
affect Afrikaans-speakers irrespective of whether they are marginal or
pure. Social, psychological and ideological problems, on the other
hand, are much more likely to be the concern of pure Afrikaners. Here
we identify three problem areas. The first concerns the maintenance
of a pure Afrikaner identity. Some feel that Afrikaans-speakers
"1ive in a nostile environment where they are constantly in danger
of losing their identities as Afrikaners ". The need to be lion one's
guard" is stressed. Young chil dren in parti cul ar are "easily i nfl uenced
and vulnerable and must, therefore, be guided and protected where
possible". Hence the need for Afrikaans-speaking music, ballet and
art teachers. The beliefs summarized above also explain why pure
Afrikaners express great concern over the "1 arge number of pupils
with Afrikaans surnames studying at English medium schools". The
extent of this concern is clearly illustrated by the experience of
one marginal ego who was approached and admonished(:) by his "dominie"
(i.e. minister of 'religion) for the fact that he sends his children
to an English medium school. In addition it is at least par t ly
responsible for requests to establish an Afrikaans medium university
in Natal. An important dimension of this identity is a soecific
ideological orientation or world view. Most pure Afrikaners believe
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that the maintenance of this particular ideological stance is a
necessary prerequisite for Afrikaner survival; and, that both are
best achieved by supportint the ruling Nationalist Party.l)
Arislng out of this is the need for a local Afrikaans daily news-
paper which supports the Nationalist Party. The "English press" is
almost without exception regarded as "biased and ready to exploit
every situation in order to harm the Government". It is therefore
necessary, pure Afri kaners argue, "to coun teract thei r biased report i ng" .
The second problem area relates to the status of Afrikaans
in the contact situation. There is a feeling, not as pervasive as
ten or 15 years ago but nevertheless still present, that Afrikaans
is ignored, neglected, regarded as inferior, ridiculed and sometimes
even treated with contempt. Most of these accusations are levelled
at the business sector. For example, shop assistants are often
accused of being "unwilling, rather than unable to speak Afrikaans".
To substantiate this belief one respondent referred to an incident
where a shop assistant "pretended not to know what was meant by
' t oi l et ware ' despite its similar sounding English equivalent, namely
'toiletries'". Some Afrikaans-speakers also fee l that it is "unfai r "
that they "always have to speak the other person's language" or that
t hey have "to be more than accommodating". The same sentiment is
expressed by a respondent who complained saying: "at mixed (i.e.
English and Afrikaans) parties everybody always end up speaking
English". On the same topic, i.e. speaking English at parties, another
respondent had this to say:
'After speaking so much English my
teeth are really blunt ! '
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A third and final problem area, identified by a small number
of respondents, concerns the position of Afrikaans-speakers in the
contact situation. Here the point of reference is not their "objective "
minority status but rather their perception of the way Afrikaans-
speakers are being treated by others, mainly white English-speakers,
in Durban. Afrikaans-speakers who have lived in Durban for many
years, say 15 or more, are almost unanimous in expressing the view
that "Afrikaners were discriminated against in the past." In fact
there are some Afrikaans-speakers who believe that this is still the
case. When the Durban City Council, for example, turned down a request
by a certain Afrikaans cultural organization, one of its influential
members responded saying:
'What can you· expect, it is an English
Cit y Counc i l ! '
Although the statement contains no overt accusation, discriminatory
behaviour is clearly hinted at. The absence of a clear, overt accusation
or identification of the behaviour as discriminatory, highlights another
interesting phenomenon: Afrikaans-speakers who believe that discrimina-
tion still exists are unlikely to r eveal this belief when questioned.
Evidence of its existence is, therefore, almost exclusively restricted
to statements such as the one quoted above. For the researcher to
become aware of it three things are necessary: a sound, thorough
knowledge of Afrikaans; prolonged, direct and close contact with
Afrikaans-speakers in Durban; and, luck, i.e. being at the right
.
place at the right time. The reason for the reluctance to make public
this belief, although not entirely clear, seems to be related to a
perceived link between discri mination and infer i or i ty or subjection.
In short, to admit that you are being discriminated against can be
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interpreted as an acknowledgement or confirmation of your inferior
pos iti on.
In conclusion it is important to stress, once again, that
not all Afrikaans-speake~experienceall of the problems identified
and discussed above. Moreover, experiencing a given problem is
always a matter of degree.
3. BEHAVIOUR PATTERNS AND SOCIAL NETWORKS
Our focus has been on three behaviour patterns (also referred
to as patterns of reaction or modes of adaptation) and the social
networks which accompany each. The link between these patterns and
social networks is highly complex mainly because it is multiplex with
each strand operating on a different level of abstraction. At the
lowest level of abstraction, i.e. the level of the concrete actor and
his contacts, the social network provides support, making adaptation
easier and less problematic, while it also creates a framework within
which much of ego's behaviour takes place. At a higher level of
abstraction the social network and its characteristics, both structural
and interactional, become an integrated part of ego's behaviour and as
such part of his reaction in the contact situation. Where this is the
case it is, strictly speaking, meaningless to refer to "behaviour
patterns and social networks" or "behaviour patterns and the social
networks that accompany each". Finally, in so far as ego may create
a network in order to maintain and preserve a given behaviour pattern
the former is, obviously, the dependent variable. Once created, however,
the social network has a definite bearing on ego 's behaviour thus
acquiring the status of independent variable. The result is a revers ible
relationship between behaviour pattern on the one hand and social network
on the other. In the following, very brief, summary we concentrate on
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the major findings relating to each of three categories of people
identified as pure Afrikaners, anglicised egos and marginal egos.
There are first those people who try to isolate themselves
as far as is possible from the possible influence of the dominant
(English) culture in the contact situation. In order to do this
they create for themselves a small world within the larger contact
situation. Most, if not all, of their primary, intimate and close
relations and many of their secondary relations are with people
with whom they share this smaller contact situation. Those who
adopt this isolationist stance see, and describe, themselves as
pure or true ("suiwer" or "ware") Afrikaners. They are first and
foremost concerned about maintaining their ethnic identity. This
gives them a high status in their own eyes, thereby counteracting
the Afrikaans-speaker's average lower social standing in the larger
contact situation. Simultaneously it identifies them with others
who share a similar sense of identity or feeling of belonging. It
is for this reason that pure Afrikaners have, relative to, say,
marginal egos, fewer problems of adaptation. On entering the contact
situation, for example, it is possible to establish links with a
highly visible pure Afrikaner reference group; this makes for easier
adaptation by reducing exposure to the larger contact situation. It
is noteworthy that the initiative to establish links may come from
either side, i.e. the new resident or the pure Afrikaner community.
In the latter instance, the pure Afrikaner elite plays an important
role. Recruitment by them is inevitably preceded not only by an
evaluation of the recruit's purity but also by an assessment of his
"val ue", for the Afrikaner community. Only if they are satisfied on
both counts will someone approach the new candidate. On recruitment
a very influential member of Durban's Afrikaner elite had this to say:
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'Of course we evaluate peopl e , that is why
some become friends and others not . '
The behaviour pattern of pure Afrikaners is characterized,
as we saw earlier (see Chapter Five, pp.206-208), by the following:
One, pure Afrikaners speak only Afrikaans at home. Two, when
th~get ma~ried it is usually to a fellow pure Afrikaner. Three,
they are members of one of the three Afrikaans sister-churches
and regular churchgoers. Four, the children of pure Afrikaners
invariably attend an Afrikaans medium school. Five, pure Afrikaners
support the ruling Nationalist Party. Six, given their involvement
in cultural organizations and activities the pure Afrikaner may be
described as a "true cultural being". While it is true that pure
Afrikaners have much in common with one another, it is also true
that they do not share:
1. A common class position. In other words, there are working,
middle, and upper class pure Afrikaners.
2. A common rural or urban background : Although many are
rural born and/or grew up in rural areas, an equally large
number are urban born and/or grew up in urban areas.
3. A similar rate of geographical mobility. Whereas some are
hardly mobile others are highly mobile.
Next we turn our attention to the social networks of pure
Afrikaner egos. Considering, first, its morphological or structural
characteristice we note the following: One, the social networks of
pure Afrikaners are very homogeneous. In ot her words, pure Afrikaners
have much i n common with their first-order contacts, who are almost
invariably fellow pure Afrikaners. Two, pure Afrikaners tend to
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maintain ties or links established prior to settling in Durban.
Consequently their social networks have a large scatter. Three,
given the wide geographical distribution of first-order contacts
it follows that the .soci al networks of pure Afrikaners are relatively
sparse. This does not apply, however, to their local networks which
are very dense. In short, most of ego's contacts who also live
within the contact situation know one another. Four, and finally,
the social networks of pure Afrikaners are, relative to anglicised
and marginal egos, fairly large.
Focussing, next, on the interactional characteristics of
pure Afrikaner social networks we observe the following: One, the
links between ego and his first-order contacts contain many strands,
i.e. they are highly multiplex. In short, pure Afrikaner social
networks are characterized by a high degree of multiplexity. Two,
the relationships between ego and his first-order contacts are highly
durable. Three, and finally, the frequency of contact between ego
and his first-order contacts is, relative to anglicised and marginal
egos, low.
A comparison of the social networks of Red Xhosas (Mayer:1963)
and pure Afrikaner egos reveal striking similarities in density, homo-
geneity and multiplexity of links. The pure Afrikaner is, like his
Red counterpart, a traditionalist. Maintaining his identit~' as an
Afrikaner; Afrikaner cultural values and beliefs; and the Afrikaner
way of life, is of primary importance. To this end he recruits,
maintains and uses, in an action-set sense, his social network to
create an environment which enhances the likelihood of successful
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goal-attainment. Once established, however, his social network
inoapsulates (Mayer :1963) him -... making it extremely difficult to
deviate, albeit only slightly, from his chosen path. Thus we see
that the network is at once both dependent and independent variable
dependent in that its structure is at least partially determined by
ego 's goals or ends, yet independent in that it influences the
behaviour of ego once created.
On the continuum directly opposite pure Afrikaners are
anglicised egos. In contrast to pure Afrikaners who adopt an
isolationist stance, anglicised egos adopt an integrationist stance.
Isolation only features in their behaviour in so far as they erect
barriers between themselves and their former fellow Afrikaans-speakers.
Often their Afrikaans background is a closely guarded secret. Erecting
barriers can only be successful, however, if it is accompanied by a
severance of old ties and the creation of new ones. The strategies
adopted by recruiting egos can be quite innovative: one anglicised
ego, for example, recruited a "new network" by joining a commune,
while another established new relationships by joining a rugby club.
"Typica1" Afri kaans surnames are one source of embarrassment, especially
among the children of anglicised parents. This is one of the few
problems experienced by anglicised egos as a result of their
Afrikaans backgrounds.
The behaviour pattern of anglicised egos (see also Chapter Five,
pp.208-209) is characterized by the following: ~,they speak only
English at home i n spite of the fact that they and/or the ir parents
grew up in homes where Afrikaans was most often used. Two, when they
get married it is often to an English-speaker. However, the marriage
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is not always a true "mixed marriage". For example, of the 13
anglicised respondents who mar r i ed English-speakers (see Table 24,
p.205), almost two-thirds or eight were anglicised and therefore spoke
mostly English pr i or to their marriage. Thus we have a marriage between
two English-speakers rather than a mixed marriage. Also noteworthy
is the fact that three of the eight respondents mentioned above, plus
an additional three anglicised respondents (N = 6) married second
generation, anglicised spouses. Once again, therefore, we do not have
a genuine mixed marriage. It follows that only two of the 13 marriages
can legitimately be described as "mixed". Three, although they are not
regular churchgoers, anglicised egos tend to be adherents of one of
the English Protestant churches. Four, the children of anglicised egos
. usually attend English medium schools. Five, like their pure Afrikaner
counterparts anglicised egos are likely to support the Nationalist Party.
As noted earlier, this is the one link that has not been severed in
the process of becoming anglicised. Six, and finally, unlike pure
Afrikaners, anglicised egos are likely to be members of social clubs
rather than members of cultural organizations.
Anglicised egos do not share: a common class position; a
common rural or urban background; and, they are not more or less
geographically mobile than non-anglicised egos.
Turning to the social networks of anglicised egos we consider,
first, its morphological characteristics. We note the following:
one, the social networks of anglicised egos are very homogeneous.
Two, the great majority of their fi rst-order contacts reside within
the contact situation. In other words, the social networks of
anglicised egos have a small scatter. Three, relative to pure Afrikaners
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and marginal egos, the social networks of anglicised egos are highly
dense. In short, most of their first-order contacts know on~ another.
Four, the social networks of anglicised egos are larger (x = 8,1) than
those of marginal egos (x = 6,9), yet smaller than the social networks
of pure Afrikaners (x = 10,3).
With reference to the interactional characteristics we observe
the following: one, the degree of multiplexity of the links between
anglicised egos and their first-order contacts are relatively high.
Two, relationships between anglicised egos and their first-order contacts
are less· durable than the links between pure Afrikaers and their first-
order contacts, yet more durable than the links between marginal egos
and their first-order contacts. Three, and finally, the frequency of
contact between anglicised egos and the members of their first-order
stars (x = 6,68) is higher than the frequency of contact between pure
Afrikaner egos and their first-order contacts (x =4,82), yet lower
than the frequency of contact between marginal egos and the members
of their first-order stars (x = 8,04).
A comparison of the social networks of pure Afrikaners and
anglicised egos reveal both similarities and differences. Similariti~s
exist with regard to: (local) network density; multiplexity; and
homogeneity. Differences exist in that the social networks of angli-
cised egos have a smaller geographical scatter, they are less durable,
their first-order stars are smaller and the frequency of contact
between ego and his first-order contacts are higher. Can these
differences be explained? We believe they are due to, and thus
reflect, two different positions with regard to goal-attainment. In
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the one instance we have a situation of successful and complete
goal-attainment, i.e . a firmly established identity as a pure
Afrikaner, and hence the need merely to maintain the s t at us quo ,
while in the other goal-attainment is still incomplete given the
fact that most anglicised egos are still striving to establish a
new identity. Their social networks, therefore, reflect the process
of creating and maintaining a new identity. The creation of such a
new identity demands the severing of links with the past, hence the
small scatter of the new network. A feeling of insecurity, resu1t-
ing from the severing of old ties and the establishment of new
ones, may explain the higher frequency of contact between the re-
cruiting ego and his new first-order contacts. The smaller first-
order star and less durable nature of the social networks of anglicised
egos is most probably a function of its relative newness.
Unlike pure Afrikaners, anglicised egos are not incapsu1ated
5y their social networks. The absence of incapsu1ation among both
anglicised egos, who are oriented to the dominant English cultural
majority, and School Xhosas lMayer :1963}, who have adopted the
dominant urban way of life; and its presence among pure Afrikaners,
a cultural minority, and Reds, a rural oriented minority2) within a
dominant urban setti ng, suggest the possi bil i ty that incapeulat-ion i s
much more likely to occur among minorities . However, further research
i s needed to confirm this tentative hypothesis.
The marginal ego occupies a position on a continuum somewhere
betweem the pure Afrikaner and the completely anglicized ego. Accord-
ing to M.M. Gordon (1964:56) :
"The marginal man i s the person who s t ands
on t he borders or margins of two cultural
worlds but i s fully a member of neither ."
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Gordon's definition of the marginal man as someone who straddles a
boundary between two cultures, is a very apt description of an ego
occupying the midpoint on the continuum referred to above. It must
be remembered, however, that marginality is always a matter of degree.
Movement towards the midpoint represents an increase in marginality
while movement towards either polar-type represents, by definition,
a decrease in marginality. As noted earlier (see Chapter Five,
p.2l0) our focus has been on marginal egos who speak mainly Afrikaans
at home.
As Afrikaans-speakers marginal egos face many of the problems
experienced by pure Afrikaners. In addition, however, they also
experience problems in so far as pure Afrikaners discriminate against
them or treat them with contempt. In the eyes of pure Afrikaners,
marginal and anglicised egos are heretics and renegades. However,
marginal egos, because of their II great er visibilityll are much more
likely to experience the wrath of the pure Afrikaner. Commenting
on this aspect of the behaviour of pure Afri kaners, one pure Afrikaner(:)
descri bed the Afri kaner in Durba n as: "a group of terrori sts 11.
The absence of clear trends with regard to: the language
of ego's spouse prior to the marriage; the language of the school
attended by ego's children and the language medium of ego's church,
are indicative of three important differences in the behaviour patterns
of individual marginal egos. Thus: one, marginal egos may marry
either Afrikaans- or English-speakers. Two, although they are
members of (or claim to be members of) a Protestant church, the
language medium of the church may be either Afrikaans or English.
Three, their children may attend Afrikaans- and/or English medium
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schools. One ego and her husband have an interesting arrangement
whereby their daughters attend English medium schools, while their
sons attend Afrikaans medium schools. Another ego, whose child
attends a dual medium school, insists that the language medium
through which the child is being educated, i.e. English or Afrikaans,
be changed every year.
Also noteworthy are the following: One, marginal egos
share with one another, pure Afrikaners and anglicised egos, common
political views in so far as they are all likely to support the
ruling Nationalist Party. Two, unlike their pure Afrikaner and
anglicised counterparts there is no distinct trend observable as
far as membership of cultural and/or social clubs or organizations
are concerned. Three, marginal egos are, similar to pure Afrikaners
and anglicised egos, not confined to one social class. Four, marginal
egos do not share common urban or rural backgrounds. Five, and finally,
some marginal egos are highly mobile, geographically speaking, while
others are hardly mobile. In short, they are not more or less geo-
graphically mobile than either pure Afrikaners or anglicised egos.
Focussing on the morphological characteristics of the social
networks of marginal egos we observe: One, that their social net-
works are very heterogeneous in contrast to the social networks of
pure Afrikaners and anglicised egos which are very homogeneous.
Two, like anglicised egos but unlike pure Afrikaners, the social
networks of marginal egos have a small scatter. Most of their
first-order contacts reside in Durban; often wi t hin f ive ki lo-
metres of 'the anchorpoint. Three, the social networks of marginal
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eoos are as a rule not very dense. Four, their social networks
~" --
are, also, relative to the social networks of pure Afrikaners and
anglicised egos, fairly small.
Considering the interactional characteristics of the social
networks of marginal egos we note the following: One, although
the links between marginal egos and their first-order contacts are
multiplex, the degree of multiplexity is, in contrast to the degree
of multiplexity of the links between pure Afrikaners or anglicised
egos and their first-order contacts, much smaller. Two, the
relationships between marginal egos and their first-order contacts
are less durable than the corresponding links between either pure
Afrikaners or anglicised egos and their contacts. Three, the
frequency of contact between egos and their first-order contacts
are highest among marginal egos.
The question why some egos adopt an integrationist stance
or become anglicised, while others opt for a isolationist stance
and strive to maintain their identHy as pure Afrikaners, remains
largely unanswered. In fact, an adequate answer (or more likely
answers) would require much further research, asking perhaps very
different kinds of questions. Moreover, because the concept or
notion "identity" is, for example, highly complex, including a
number of different di~ensions, it is doubtful whether a single
discipline, let alone a single perspective within a given discipline,
could study H adequately. What is called for is an interdisciplinary
approach, or team effort by, among others, sociologists and psycholo-
gists.
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Here, constrained by the limitations of our theoretical
perspective and research design, we can only suggest some tentative
answers to the questfon raised above. Our observations suggest
that the different patterns of response, i.e. pure Afrikaner ,
marginal and anglicised, are determined, at least in part, by the
frequency (including regularity) of contact and the nature of the
contact between ego and members of the dominant English culture.
These two variables cross-cut each other giving us the following
four-fold cl assf rtcat ton of the kinds of contact:
FREQUENCY NATURE OF CONTACT
AND REGULARITY







Systematic and primary contact enhances the possibility of ego
becoming anglicised, while its logical opposite, exceptional and
secondary contact, increases the likelihood of ego maintaining
his identity as a pure Afrikaner . Among marginal egos the kinds
of contact with members of the dominant culture are likely to be
systematic secondary - and exceptional primary contact . In tabular
form the preceding information can be summarized as follows:
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Oosthuizen1s (1976) study of acculturation among Whites on
the Witwatersrand lends additional support to the above argument.
According to him the following factors have a causal bearing on
acculturation: One, Opportunfties for culture contact (pp.15-16).
Two, Intimate daily contact (p.16). Three, Residential mobility
within the contact situation (p.18). Four, Kinshi -ties crossing '
the "1anguage barrier ll (p.22). Five, A belief that a particular
culture is superior (p.24). Six, Social visits across the 1I1anguage
barrier ll (p.39). Seven, Where certain advantages, for example,
increased employment opportunities, accompany acculturation (p.48).
Eight and finally, the language most often used at work and the work
milieu (p.48ff). Obviously the factors identified by Oosthuizen do
not operate in isolation. Residential mobility within the contact
situatton, social visits and kinship ties crossing the language
barrier and the work environment, for example, all contribute to
more opportunities for culture contact. Similarly, if a given
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culture is regarded as superior, then adopting that culture must
almost inevitably result in social, psychological and/or economic
advantages for the new convert. It could be argued that six of
the eight factors listed above refer to the frequency (and regu-
larity) and/or kind of contact between ego and members of the
dominant culture. The exceptions are, first, the belief that a
given culture is superior and, secondly, the advantages, real or
imagined, which flow from becoming acculturated. It is interesting
to note that in the present study although no respondent mentioned
the "superior status of the Engl ish culture" as a contri buting
factor in his or her anglicisation, a number of respondents never-
theless expressed the belief that the "former lower status of
Afrikaans" may be responsible for some instances of anglicisation
in the past. Also noteworthy is the fact .t hat only one respondent
(see: Ego C, Chapter Four), in talking about the reasons why his
father sent him to an English medium school and his subsequent
anglicisation, referred to a perceived advantage associated with
anglicisation. Moreover, he became anglicised many years ago. The
conclusion that neither notions of a superior culture nor anticipated
advantages are likely to play highly significant roles in present
or future anglicisation in the contact situation, therefore, seems
justified.
Obviously a given pattern of response may be due to anyone,
or any combination of, a variety of factors. In short, no single




Our study clearly indicates that Afrikaans-speakers differ
significantly in their reactions to culture contact. Moreover,
these reactions are clearly reflected in their social networks.
However, even if the previous two statements are true, someone is
bound to ask the question: So what? To put this differently:
What is the value of a single study of a given minority group in
a single contact situation? We believe that our study is neither
situatio~nor group-specific in that it is likely that other minorities
would react in similar ways to other instances of culture contact.
In short, it is extremely unlikely that the opposite of our working
hypotheses would apply to other situations at other times. A
rather tentative and unsystematic exploratory study of egos with
a German (three), Spanish (two) and French (two) background has
failed to produce conflicting results. We, therefore, argue that
this study contributes to a better understanding of minority
reactions in all situations of culture contact. However, one
important factor not considered in this study is, for obvious
reasons, the possible relationship between the size of the minority
and the reactions of its members to culture contact. One possibility
that suggests itself is that reactions are likely to be less extreme
once a given size is reached. Other factors that may have a
bearing on minority reactions include: their concern with the
maintenance of a particular identity; the extent to which they
define and experience the social environment as hostile; the status




The study also includes a modest attempt to contribute
conceptually, theoretically and methodologically to the development
of the social network approach.
According to Merton (1967:169) conceptual clarification is
a "frequent result of empirical research". He writes:
"...•. a basic requirement of research i s t hat
the concepts, the variables , be defined with
suf f i ci ent c lari t y to enable the r es earch to
d "procee , .....
(Merton 1967:169)
Thus it is often a function of research to clarify highly theoretical
concepts. The present study, we believe, has made a small, yet
significant, contribution to the conceptual apparatus of the social
network approach by One, clarifying some of its concepts, notably
the concept range. As used by Wheel don (1969:133) the concept
contains two dimensions which, as we saw, may vary independently of
one another. As such it is not very useful to the researcher. To
overcome this problem it was suggested that the concept be replaced
by two terms, viz. homo-heterogeneity and size , where each indicates
one of the dimensions formerly included under this one concept. In
the study under consideration these two concepts were used to indicate
different morphological characteristics of the social networks of
egos. The notion of directionality was made more meaningful, we
believe, by referring to a relationship as "focussed" rather than
as "uni di rect i onal ". Two, expanding t he conceptual fra mework
thereby making it more inclusive. Here the most significant additions
have been the concepts segmental network and network scatter . The
former, i.e. segmental network, was introduced as a result of
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clarifying the concept "partial network" while the latter concept,
i.e. network scatter, was introduced in order to deal with an aspect
of social networks for which no suitable term existed. Three,
establishing some empirical links between key concepts. As noted
earlier (see Chapter Two, P.38) a theory of social networks will
depend to a large extent on our ability to establish relationships
between the various key concepts so that we can develop a system of
interrelated and interdependent concepts. The links between for
example, density and network scatter or network density and network
size, uncovered in this study is a small step, we believe, towards
such an integrated conceptual framework.
The study's theoretical significance is to be found in:
One, its conceptual contribution discussed above; and two, the
list of interrelated propositions arising out of the research.
These propositions are, we suggest, more than mere empirical
generalizations, hence its theoretical significance for a theory
of social networks.
Methodologically the study's contribution is twofold.
First, it includes a fairly detailed discussion of the most
important methodological problems faced by social network research-
ers (see Chapter Three). More important, however, is the fact that
it also contains possible solutions for the problems experienced
by researchers in the field. Secondly, the study demonstrates
quite conclusively the superiority of triangulation or methodo-
logical pluralism, which in recent sociological literature on
methodology is stressed as a hi ghly desi rable step to counteract
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the limitations of using only a single approac~ such as for instance
participant observation t or a social survey, which has characterized
nearly all sociological researc~ in the post World War 11 era. In
the present study, for example, the researcher's situation-specifi-
city, resulting from the use of participant observation, led to a
wrong hypothesis because of insufficient data. Had it not been for
the additional use of interviews thts error would not have been
detected.
In conclusion a brief reference to the interaction between
theory, method and substance is necessary. Our study clearly demon-
strates that specific methods produce specific types of data; that
new information cant in turn, prompt the development of new hypotheses;
and, that the latter may impel the scientist to seek new methods of
testing. In short t there is neither beginning nor end to the inter-
action between theory, method and subject matter.
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NOTES
1. Recent developments in the Nationalist Party, for example the new
sport policy, have led to some misgivings as to the intention of
the Government.
2. In the present context Reds constitute a minority in ·t hat they
reject the urban way of life dominant in East London.
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1.1. Language most often used in the home of the respondent/
Taal meeste gebesig in huis van respondent.
ENGLISH/ AFRIKAANS BOTH/
ENGELS BEIDE
1.2.1. Language most often used in the home where the respondent grew up/
Taal meeste gebesig in huis waarin respondent opgegroei ·het .
ENGLISH/ AFRIKAANS BOTH/ OTHER/
ENGELS BEIDE ANDER
1.2.2. Language most often used in the home where the spouse grew up/
Taal meeste gebesig in huis waarin huweliksmaat. van respondent
opgegroei het.
ENGLISH/ AFRIKAANS BOTH/ OTHER/ NOT
ENGELS BEIDE ANDER APPLICABLE
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1.3.1.1. Language most often used in the home where the father of the
respondent grew up/
Taa1 meeste gebesig in die huis waarin die vader van die
respondent opgegroei het.
ENGLISH/ AFRIKAANS BOTH/ OTHER/
ENGELS BEIDE ANDER
1.3.1.2. ' Language most often used in the home where the mother of the
respondent grew up/
Taa1 meeste gebesig in die huis waarin die moeder van die
respondent opgegroei het.
ENGLISH/ AFRIKAANS BOTH/ OTHER/
ENGELS BEIDE AND ER
1.3.2 .1. Language most often used in the home where the father of the
spouse grew up/
Taa1 meeste gebesig in die huis waarin die vader van die
huwe1iksmaat van die respondent opgegroei het.
ENGLISH/ AFRIKAANS BOTH/ OTHER/ NOT
ENGELS BEIDE ANDER APPLICABLE
1.3.2 .2. Language most often used in the home where the mother of the
spouse grew up/
Taa1 meeste gebesig in die huis waarin die moeder van die
huwe1iksmaat van die respondent opgegroei het.
ENGLISH/ AFRIKAANS BOTH/ OTHER/ NOT














3. Language medi um of school of child or chi ldren of respondent/
Taalmedi um van skool van kind of kinders van respondent.
ENGLISH/ AFRIKAANS OTHER/ N/A
ENGELS ANDER N.V.T.
4.1. Socio-cultural organizat ions to which t he respondent belongs
(speci fy)/









4.2 . Socio-cultural organizations of which the respondent is an office
bearer/
c:








5. Political party supported by respondent/
Politieke party ondersteun deur respondent.
NATIONAL PARTY/NASIONALE PARTY (N.P.)
NEW REPUBLIC PARTY/NUWE REPUBLIKEINSE
PARTY (N.R.P.)
PROGRESSIVE FEDERAL PARTY/PROGRESSIEWE
FEDERALE PARTY (P.F.P. )
HERSTIGTE NATIONAL PARTY/NASIONALE
PARTY (H.N.P.)




AFRIKANER SOUTH AFRICAN/ ENGLISH SPEAKER/ OTHER/ANDER
SU ID-AFRI KANER ENGELS SPREKEND NO INFORt<1ATION
GEEN INLIGTI NG
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7. Period resident in Durban/
Tydperk Woonagtig in Durban: Specify/Dui aan: .
M0 NTH S / MA AND E
0-11 12-23 24-35 36-47 28-59 60+
8.1. Birthplace of Res~ondent
Geboorteplek vanespondent
Specify/Spesifiseer .
8.2. Area where respondent grew up
























11 . Educat ion
Opleiding
Specify/Spesifiseer: ........................................
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